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You have a
LEGAL RIGHT

to an unlocked
backup copy

of your
cOllllllercial

software
Our editorial policy is that we do NOT condone

software piracy, but we do believe that users are entitled
to backup commercial disks they have purchased.

In addition to the security of a backup disk, the removal
of copy-protection gives the user the option of modifying
programs to meet his or her needs.

Furthermore, the copyright laws guarantee your right
to such a DEPROTECTED backup copy:

..."It is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of
a computer program to make or authorize the making of
another copy or adaptation of that computer program
provided:

1) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an
essential step in the utilization of the computer program in
conjunction with a machine and that it is used in no other
manner, or

2) that such new copy or adaptation is for archival
purposes only and that all archival copies are destroyed in
the event that continued possession of the computer program
should cease to be rightful.

Any exact copies prepared in accordance with the
provisions of this section may be leased, sold, or otherwise
transferred, along with the copy from which such copies
were prepared, only as part of the lease, sale, or other
transfer of all rights in the program. Adaptations so prepared
may be transferred only with the authorization of the
copyright owner."

United States Code title 17, §117
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Attention Apple-users:
Why type those
I-o-n-g listings when
you can just Upgrade
your present sub. to a
Mag/51f4"Disk Combo
subscription

• You may upgrade your current
subscription to a magazine & disk
combination by sending $5.50 ($6.50
foreign) per remaining issue.

• Check your mailing label to see if you
need to renew your subscription.

o Use the order form on this page to
renew, and don't forget to send your most
current mailing label to help expedite your
renewal

Moving soon?
• If you're moving, let us know at least 30
days in advance.

• Issues missed due to non-reciept of
Change-of-Address may be acquired at the
regular back issue rates.

• Remember, the Post Office does not
forward third class mail unless requested.
COMPUTIST is not responsible for
replacing issues lost while forwarding order
is in effect.

Time to renew?

r-----------------
• Yes, I want to subscribe to COMPUTIST. Enclosed are funds for an annual (12 issue) subscription.

Country Phone _

Signature CP59

Name ID# _

••
ZipState

________________ Exp.

Address

City

I am... 0 A new subscriber
o Renewing my current subscription
o Changing my address (please include last mail label)

I have.. 0 an Apple lie, IIgs or IIc computer
o an IBM computer

Apple-IBM subscription...
o U.S.. $32
o U.S.lCanada/Mexico First Class· $45
o All other Foreign . $75

Apple mag-disk combination subscription...
o U.S.lCanada/Mexico First Class plus library Disk . $ 100
o All other Foreign plus library Disk . $ 140

U.S. Funds drawn on U.S. bank. Allow 4-8 weeks for first issue. Mail to: COMPUTIST PO Box 110846·T Tacoma, WA 98411 (206) 474-5750
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It's been an interesting month. Submissions are way up and most of you are
sending your material on disk. I really appreciate that. il makes the work go a
lot faster. In fact. I figure we havc cnough material for another complelc issue
so we're going to try to finish #60 ahead of schedule and see if we can't get
it out to you a little sooner.

We've got a couple of long articles in this issue, Gerald E. Myers tells the
beginner how to get started on disk deprotection, Some good advice of the' '00
as I say and not as I did" variety, He makes a good point about careful and
complcte notes, All of us should lislcn to that. Then Dr Frank Lowney goes inlo
some detail about how to convince AppleWorks 10 send escape sequences 10 your
printer so lhat you can take advantage of all the features of your printer, That
includes printing mou!\etext characters for those ofyou using an ImageWrilcr II.

Les Minaker returns with more game information. This time it's Uhima V,
loiS of tips and, of course, a detailed APT, He lells ,You where it is, what il
is and how to give il all to you character. You mighl want 10 exercise a lillIe
restraint in how powerful you make you characters. Lcs's pages are the hardest
to layout. There are so many charts and tables,

While you're into Ultima V. don't miss Jeff Hurlburt's note on using "visit
monitor" to APT your way out of tighl spots.

We had something of a collision on Bard's Talc III. Four readers sent in
information at the same time. I tried to combine the lists of ilem~ and character
attributes but some errors may have crept in, Not all of the lisls agreed on all
points. I used the democratic method to decide any contliels. Majority rules.
But the majority isn't always right, so iflhere are any errors, they arc probably
mine and J would appreciate a postcard with the corrections. I'll leave some space
in Ihe next issue so get them to me quick,

I 4

D:lvid Ka~luba ... .. 44 Doesn', anyone have any complaints about errors?
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New COMPUTIST readers using Apple lIs
are advised to read this page carefully to avoid
frustration when attempting to foUow a softkey
or entering the programs printed in this issue.

What is a softkeyI anyway?
Softkey is a term which we coined to describe a

procedure that removes. or at least circumvents. any copy·
protection on a particular disk. Once a softkey procedure
has been performed. the resulting backup copy can usually
be copied by the normal copy programs (for example:
COPYA. on their DOS 3.3 System Master disk).

Commands and control keys
In any article appearing in COMPUTlST, commands

which a reader is required to perfonn are set apart by
being in boldface and on a separate line. The
IRETURN I key must be pressed at the end of every

such command unless otherwise specified. Control
characters are specially boxed. An example of both is:
618Pl

Press rn Ne~lace one finger on the E;J key
and then press L.l.J Remember to enter this command
line by pressing (RETURNI.

Other special combination keypresses include
18RESETI or (08RESET!. In the former, press
and hold down (=J then press (RESETI. In the
latter, Bress an1 hold down both E;J and [Q] then
press RESET .

Special requirements
Special prerequisites for COMPUTIST articles. programs

and softkeys are usually listed at the start under:
• Requirements:

Software recommendations
[B'" Applesoft program editor such as Global Program
line Editor (GPlE).

[B'" Sector·editor such as DiskEdit (in the COMPUnST
Starter Kit) or ZAP from Bag of Tricks.

[B'" Disk·search utility such as The Inspector, the CIA
or the Core Disk Searcher (in the COMPUTIST Starter
Kit).

[B'" Assembler such as the SoC Assembler from S·C
software or Merlin/Big Mac.

[B'" Bit·copy program such as Copy /I Plus, locksmith
or Essential Data Duplicator (EDD).

[B'" Text-editor (that produces normal sequential text
files) such as Applewriter /I. Magic Window /I or
Screenwriter /I.

[B'" COPYA, FlO and MUFFIN from the DOS 3.3
System Master disk are also useful.

I 6

Super lOB and ControUers
This powerful deprotection utility (in the COMPUnST

Starter Kit) and its various Controllers are used in many
softkeys. (It is also on each Super lOB Collection disk.)

Reset into the Monitor
Softkeys occasionally require the user to stop the

execution of a copy-protected program and directly enter
the Apple's system monitor. Check the follOWing list to
see what hardware you will need to obtain this ability.

Apple II + I lIe, compatibles: I) Place an Integer
BASIC ROM card in one of the Apple slots. 2) Use a non·
maskable interrupt (NMI) card such as Replay or Wildcard.

Apple 11+ ,compatibles: I) Install an F8 ROM
with a modified reset·vector on the computer's
motherboard as detailed in the Modified ROM's article
(COMPUTIST #6 or Book OfSoftkeys III )or the Dual
ROM's article (COMPUTIST #19).

Apple lIe, lIe: Install a modified CD ROM on the
computer's motherboard. Cutting Edge Ent. (Box 43234
Reo Ceo Station·HC; Detroit. M148243) sells a hardware
device that will give you this important ability but it will
void an Apple IIc warranty.

Recommended Uterature:
[B'"Apple 11 Reference Manual
[B'"DOS 3.3 manual
[B'"Beneath Apple DOS, by Don Worth and Pieter

Lechner, from Quality Software
[B'"Assembly Language For The Applesoft

Programmer. by Roy Meyers and C.W. Finley.
from Addison Wesley

Keying in Applesoft programs:
BASIC programs are printed in a format that is designed

to minimize errors for readers who key in these programs.
If you type:

10ROME:REMCLEAR SCREEN

The LIST will look like:

10 HOME : REM CLEAR SCREEN
...because Applesoft inserts spaces into a program listing
before and after every command word or mathematical
operator. These spaces usually don't pose a problem
except in line numbers which contain REM or DATA
commands. There are two types of spaces: those that have
to be keyed and those that don't. Spaces that must be
typed appear in COMPUTIST as delta characters (,0). All
other spaces are there for easier reading. NOTE: If you
want your checksums (See Computing checksums)
to match up. you must key ONLY the "spaces after DATA
statements.

COMPUTIST #59

Keying In Hexdumps
Machine language programs are printed in

COMPUTIST as hexdumps, sometimes also as source code.
Hexdumps are the shortest and easiest format to type
in. You must first enter the monitor:
CALL -151

Key in the hexdump exactly as it appears in the
magazine. ignoring the four·digit checksum ($ and four
digits) at the end of each line. Abeep means you have
typed something that the monitor didn't understand and
must, therefore. retype that line.

When finished. return to BASIC with:
3D0G

BSAVE the program with the filename, address and
length parameters given in the article.

The source code is printed to help explain a program's
operation. To key it in, you will need the S·CAssembler
or you will have to translate pieces of the source code
into something your assembler will understand (see table
of S·C Assembler directives in COMPUTIST #17.

Computing checksums
Checksums are 4·digit hexadecimal numbers which tell

if you typed a program exactly as it appears in
COMPUTIST.

There are two types of checksums: one created by the
CHECKBIN program (for machine language programs)
and the other created by the CHECKSOFT program (for
BASIC programs). Both appeared in COMPUTIST #I and
The Best of Hardcore Computing. An update to
CHECKSOFT appeared in COMPUTIST #18.

If the published checksums accompanying program
listings and hexdumps do not match those created by
your computer, then you typed the program incorrectly.
The line where the first checksum differs has an error.

CHECKSOIT instructions:
LOAD filename
BRUN CRECKSOn

Get the checksums with: rn and correct the
program line where the checksums differ.

CHECKBIN instructions:
CALL -151
BLOAD filename

Install CHECKBIN at an out of the way place
BRUN CHECIBIN, AS60"

Get the checksums by typing the Starting address. a
period and the Ending address of the file followed by
a 18YI.
SSS.EEEI8Y I

Correct the lines at which the checksums differ.
................................ RDEXed
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RDEX stands for:
Reader's Data EXchange

That means that when you send in
articles, softkeys, APTs, etc., you are
submitting them for FREE publication in
this magazine. RDEX does NOT
purchase submissions nor do we verify
data submitted by readers. We will
print it and it is the responsibility of the
readers to send in responses when
anything is wrong.

• Remember that your letters or parts
of them may be used in RDEX even if
not addressed to the Apple-RDEX editor.
Correspondence that gets published may
be edited for clarity, grammer and space
requirements .

• Because of the great number of letters
we receive and the ephemeral and
unpredictable appearance of our part
time staff, any response to your queries
will appear only in App1c-RDEX, so it
would be more appropriate for you to
present technical questions to the readers
and ask for their responses which will
then be placed in the Apple-RDEX.

Send your articles and letters on

DOS 3.3 standard text
files

When we get your letter-article in a
standard DOS3.3 text file, it is
immediately uploaded into the most
current RDEX file. Conventional letters
must be typed in by us ... when we have
the time.

• Address your letters, articles, to:

COMPUTIST
Apple RDEX Editor
PO Box 110846-K

Tacoma, WA 98411

I September _

Leigh Rowan-Kelly

Softkey for...

Sea Strike
?

[TI Copy the disk with any straight copier,
ignoring the Bad Block Error on Block $(])(])7.

a=J Sector edit.

Block Byte(s) From To

$5B4 $144-148 C9 00 00 D0 06 C9 00 00 80 06

This effectively kills the branching routine
there and allows the program to run.

Softkey for...

King's Quest I
Sierra On-Line

I only just received my updated IIgs version
from Sierra On-Line today. I must certainly
recommend their policy of updating the older
lIe version to the newer IIgs version for only
$1 (]). I wish more companies had the same
generous attitude!

[TI Copy with any standard copier
ignoring the Bad Block Error on Block $634

a=J Sector edit.

Block Byte(s) From To
._----

$A0 $B7-Cl 22 00 00 00 22 22 00 00 00 AF
00 00 00 AE 00 00 00 AE 00 00
00 00

You will note the similarity to the Leisure
Suit Larry and Space Quest I cracks although
the address is different.

Keep up the good work and keep those
cracks coming!

Pilf

Playing Tips for...

Alternate Reality
DataSoft

• Eerie music often indicates you're near a
secret door.
• The only way to kill a wraith is to charm him.

COMPUTIST #59

• The music that accompanies each life form
provides clues to his personality. The more
omnious the music, the more evil an adversary.
• If you are broke and hit-Point poor, head for

Northern City Wall in the NW quadrant. The
water is free and Packets and Flasks don't come
cheaper!

Playing Tips for...

Auto Duel
Origin

In the beginning of the game...before you
have bought a car or anything, enter Joe's bar
and sell courier tasks. You should now see thick
dots in the place of what should be a blank space
to put the name of tasks in. Select those dots
to sell (1-3) and you should get a bundle for
'em.

Note: This might only work on my version
because it might have some sort of A. P.T. on it.

Kearney J. Gravis

Softkey for...

Better Working: Spreadsheet
Spinaker

I am writing to tell you how much I enjoy
your magazine. I am a fairly recent addition to
your list of subscribers (Feb. 88 was my first
issue) so I don't really understand the fuss by
other readers about the format change.
Personally, I like the way the magazine is put
together, and I don't know of any others that
instruct their readers on how to overcome the
hated demon "copy-protection". The
instructional value of the softkeys and
accompanying articles are literally priceless.
Also, I have an Apple lIe Pro and a Franklin
Ace I(])<2)(1) + at home, but use an IBM PCXT
clone at work. I appreciate the IBM Softkeys
but haven't found as much use for them as I
have for the Apple software.

Speaking of softkeys, I would like to share
a simple one for the Spinnaker Better Working
"Spreadsheet" and it may work for the others
in this series:

[TI Initialize a blank disk. Use a fast DOS
if you want, or use Diversi-DOS as the program
works with text files.

INIT HELLO

_iJ



CD Boot the "Spreadsheet" disk and
immediately press IBe I to break out of the
Applesoft start up program.

IT] Remove the Better Working disk,
insert a DOS 3.3 System Master and run the
FlO program.

BftUN FlD

u::J Copy all the files on the Better
Working disk to the previously initialized disk.

That's all it takes to deproteet this program!
I have also installed this program on a RAMdisk
to speed up it's operation with no problems.
Thanks to the readers and contributors of
COMPUTIST for all the fine softkeys. Without
their help, I would still be struggling with my
EDD IV Plus trying to make copy protected
backups, when a better way exists. Keep up the
good work, and keep them coming.

Brian Symonds

Softkey for...

Cours Et Gagne vl.0
Sam Girgis

• Requirements

o Two blank disks
o Way to reset into the monitor
o Super lOB or COPYB
o Sector editor or FID

A friend of mine asked me to make a back
up copy of this French vocabulary game disk
for him, as it would not copy with a copy
program. So, I copied it with my EDD 4 Plus
card, and winced when the copy wouldn't boot,
even though the disk seemed to copy perfectly.

In my experience this usually means some
sort of disk check routine. I have a meager
knowledge of machine language and usually,
when this situation occurs, I am unable to copy
a disk. So I dug out my Bag of Tricks, and
discovered that only the first 9 sectors of the
disk could be read. On the basis of the
information that the EDD 4 program and Bag
of Tricks gave me, it appeared that this disk
had a modified DOS (also when the disk was
booted the familiar BASIC prompt appeared).

Using a Senior PROM card and memory
snooping, I discovered the following:

(a) Modified address prologue bytes of EF XX
DD.
(b) Modified address epilog bytes of CB B7.

(c) Modified data prologue bytes of B9 B9 AB.

(d) Modified data epilogue bytes of B2 EA E9.

(e) Modified volume number.

[ 8

(f) A modified checksum and on checking
further, 14 bytes were modified in the nibble
translate table (and a similar number of course
in the byte translate table).

(g) Track $11 would read with the modified
address and data markers but not with the
modified translate table and it was completely
blank.

(h) At $ACCZH was a 23 meaning that the
catalog track was on track $23.

With a modified DOS such as this it
becomes more of a chore to write a controller
for SIOB than to try to capture the RWTS with
a monitor reset and then use the swap controller
or COPYB to copy the disk (don't forget the
disk has a track $23). By using a monitor reset
with my Senior PROM card, and both of these
methods, I was able to copy the disk (I like to
use two methods and then compare the copies
to see if any sectors did not copy properly).

Once the disk was copied, I copied track
$23 to track $11 (the usual catalog track) and
the disk worked perfectly. However, when the
disk was copied using a fast copy program
ignoring track $23, the disk would not boot,
meaning of course that I had to either modify
the catalog track on track $11 to change $23
to $11, or to use FID to move the files to a
normally formatted DOS 3.3 disk (using
ProntoDOS to speed up the boot up of course) .

When I used FID to move the files to a
normal disk, the disk worked perfectly, and
could be copied with any copy program
including COpyA.

STEP·BY·STEP

IT] You need to INIT a disk with $23
tracks (decimal 36). I used the method described
in OPEN-APPLE Vol 1, No.3, pg. 31. This
article also gives a program to determine the
maximum track capacity of your own disk
drives. To make this disk, boot a standard DOS
3.3 disk, press IGRESETI to get the BASIC
prompt, type NEW, remove the disk from the
disk drive, insert your blank disk, then type the
following lines, ("T" should be the number of
tracks in decimal, in this case 36):

POKE 48894,T
POKE 44725,T*4
POKE 46063,T
INIT HELLO

You now have a DOS 3.3 disk with ,$23
tracks.

Q:::J You now need to capture the protected
disk's RWTS. To do this, boot the protected
disk, and when the BASIC prompt appears,
reset into the monitor by your favourite method.
Then move the RWTS to a protected area
($8000 for COPYB, $1900 for SlOB).
BSAVE the RWTS to your SlOB or COPYB
disk.

COMPUTIST #59

IT] Now run SIOB with the swap
controller, or COPYB, and copy tracks $03 to
$10, and $12 to $23 onto the blank disk you
made in step 2. Because track $11 on the
protected disk was not written with the protected
RWTS's translate tables, SlOB or COPYB will
not be able to copy it - but no matter since all
the sectors are conveniently blank.

u::J On the disk you have just made, if you
now copy track $23 to track $11 (remember
normal DOS uses $11 as the catalog track) you
will have a bootable disk but it will have $23
tracks which is a pain to copy with most fast
copy programs such as Locksmith Fast Copy
(OPEN-APPLE gives a method for modifying
COPYA to copy more than $22 tracks).

o=J Now INIT a normally formatted DOS
3.3 disk, and then run FlO (or use Copy II Plus)
to copy the files from the disk with $23 tracks
to the normally formatted DOS 3.3 disk (you
could also use a sector editor to change $23 to
$11 on track $11 in the catalog and the VTOC).
You can now add your favorite fast DOS, and
you are finished. Bonne Chance!

If you wish to write a controller for SlOB
to read the original disk, then it helps to have
an index (for example an Appleworks database)
of your COMPUTIST magazines with
protection and deprotection methods for the
programs listed - you can search for articles that
have controllers that overcame similar problems
(in this case there are at least 16 programs that
have similar protection schemes, with a good
discussion being given for the Ultima series).

Since Larry Newby's letter and my letter
in COMPUTIST about indexes, I have had
several requests for a copy of my index, but
no one other than Larry Newby has sent me a
copy of their index. You send me yours, and
I'll send you mine!

Jim Gallagher

Softkey for...

Super BouJderDash
Electronic Arts

• Requirements

o A whole disk copier that ignores errors
o A sector editor
o Blank disk
o Super BoulderDash original

I noticed that a few people had trouble with
their unprotected copies of Super BoulderDash.
When they ran them, the graphics would screw
up. Well, this crack should keep your madness
from increasing. When I first cracked it, I had
the same problems (with the graphics) and
decided to live with them for a while. After
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$0E $06 $09 06 28 EA EA

$0E $07 $03 93 95

$0E $0C $CF-00 F6 28 EA EA

Go ahead a cave when the right arrow is
pressed:

EA EA EA EA EA
EA A9 xx

To

What You Still Have
• lOR I to restart the game.
• IESC I to restart the cave you are on if a man

is trapped.

• You can't pause the game with the spacebar
any longer but it is not necessary because the
time doesn't count down.
• You can't turn the sound off and on with
los I any longer.

What You Will Lose

What You Will Get

These edits allow several things. You may
want to use all of them or part of them. If you
use them all here is what you get, what you lose,
and what you still have.

• Unlimited men and time.
• By pressing the right arrow key, you can go

ahead one cave.
• By pressing the left arrow key, you can go

back one cave. (If you're on a bonus level, it
won't go back, you'll just start the bonus level
over.)

Also, if you decide to do these sector edits,
make sure that you also do the ones that keep
the men from being decreased because this
routine is jumped to when you press one of the
arrow keys.

You no longer have to enter which joystick
you want to use. You can now choose any level
(from 1-5) on any cave. The original package
only let you go up to level 3 except on cave A.

Trk Set Byte(s) From
$0E $09 $E7 ?

E6 2A 80 CC

EA EA 80

To

EA EA EA EA EA
EA A9 xx

To

To

$0E $06 $17 AD A2 19 C9

$00 $0C $36 C6 1B00

$0E $0A $64-6B

The hexadecimal value for the right arrow:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

For Side Two:
Keep time from counting down:

Keep men from being decreased:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

Trk Set Byte(s) From

Trk Set Byte(s) From

Trk Set Byte(s) From

When the disk is booted a message asks if
you will use an Apple Joystick or the Joyport.
Ifyou are tired of typing in your response every
time perform the following sector edits and the
correct one will always be chosen for you.
Make sure that the correct number is substituted
for xx so the joystick that you use will always
be chosen. To selecttheJoyport: xx=$CA. To
select the Apple Joystick xx=$CI.

Keep men from being added at every 5(/)(/)
points:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

$00 $00 $FC-FO C6 IB 00 EA EA 80

Remember that these may not be in the
same spot on your copy. Verify the fact that
you are changing the <;orrect byte before you
make the change.

A.P.T. for...

$01 $06 $08 03 62
$0B $B3 8A 60
$0C $00 4C 69 05 EA EA EA

$0E $07 $lA-1B 0628 EA EA

To make your Super BoulderDash into a
trainer do the following sector edits.
For Side One:
Keep timer from counting down:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

Super BoulderDash

$0E $08 $14 93 95

The hexadecimal value for the right arrow:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

Keep men from being decreased:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

about 5 minutes of playing the game, I decided
that I had already lived with them too long. I
decided to nuke the protection completely.

IT] Copy the disk (both sides).

[IJ Perform the following sector edits:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

The hexadecimal value for the left arrow:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

From To

$0E $08 $2C A0 88

$0E $09 $07 03 05
$65 03 05
$79 03 05

These allow you to choose any level on any cave
at the beginning of the game:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

Softkey for...

• Requirements

o MultiScribe original (version 3.(/))
o Blank disk
o Whole disk copier
o Sector editor

MultiScribe 3.0
Styleware

I recently purchased this program because
I wanted to create nicer documents than could
be done on just a "regular" word processor.
After getting MultiScribe home, the first thing

I did was make a copy. Since the program was
around $7(/). (/)(/) I hoped that it might not be
protected. I used Copy II Plus to copy it and
got no errors so I assumed that there was no
protection. It booted up fine and got to the part
where it asks if a mouse will be used and then
says to turn the disk over for side two. When

A5 2A C9 00 F0
CB C6 2A 80 EF

To
$0E $07 $EE

The hexadecimal value for the left arrow:

---... -----------

Go back a cave when the left arrow is pressed:

$0E $07 $EB A0 88

Trk Set Byte(s) From

For the joystick edit (see above). Make sure that
the correct number is substituted for xx so the
joystick that you use will always be chosen. To
select the Joyport: xx = $CA. To select the
Apple Joystick xx=$CI.

These allow you to choose any level on any cave
at the beginning of the game:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To
-------

$0E $08 $8A 03 05
$E8 03 05
$FC 03 05

Trk Set Byte(s) From To

802B
E6 2A 80 CC A5
2A 2A C9 00 F0
A9 C6 2A 80 C2

To

All EA's

subroutines from being

$0E $08 $66-79

Keep some old
performed:

Trk Set Byte(s)

Jump ahead or back a cave by increasing or
decreasing $2A:

Trk Set Byte(s) From
$0E $08 $2F-30 A5 40

$58-65 ?
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I turned it over, side two wouldn't load. The
program just kept asking for me to put in side
two.

Putting two and two together, I figured that
they must be using a nibble count routine. A
nibble count is done by loading $C08C (reading
a byte off the disk) into the accumulator and
then comparing it with what is supposed to be
on the original disk. If it differs, the program
either crashes or acts as if the program disk is
not in the drive. I searched the disk with the
Copy II Plus sector editor (I used the sector
editor even though it is ProDOS) for BO 8C C0
(LDA C08C,X) and found what I was looking
for on track $0F, sector $0C. If you want to
know what a nibble count looks like, list this
one from 01 - 4D (with the sector editor).
You'll see a lot of compares (CMP's). If one
of these compares is false, the program
branches to the "crash" at $4E. If you look
at address $4A (of the same track) you'll see
what happens if all the compares are true (if
the original is in the drive). By putting these
commands (the commands at $4A) ahead of all
the compares, you can circumvent the
protection and side two will load fine. This is
how it's done:

IT] Copy both sides onto the blank disk.

[I] Using your sector editor, read in track
$0F, sector $0C, side one of the copy and
make the following sector edits:

Trk Set Byte(s) From To
$0F $0C $01 BO 8C C0 10 A9 00 18 60

II] Write the sector back to the copy.

Softkey for...

Tbe Movie Monster Game
California Games

BouJderDasb Construction Kit
Epyx

• Requirements

o The Movie Monster Game original
o Blank disk
o COPYA
o Sector editor

When I bought The Movie Monster Game
I assumed that since it was an Epyx product it
would be protected in the "usual" Epyx
manner. I got out COpyA and poked 47426,24
and copied both sides. Naturally it copied.
Naturally it wouldn't boot. I messed around
with it for a while and was about to give up for
the day when I discovered something odd about
it. When I booted side two, a message came
on the screen telling me to insert side one and
press IRETURN I. I assumed that as soon as I

I 10

pressed IRETURN I it would reboot, But I was
wrong. I inserted side one and pressed
IRETURN I and it loaded the program. I figured
that this would do for a backup for the time
being. I used it that way for about six months.
It got to be quite tedious putting in side two and
flipping the disk every time I wanted to play
the game so I decided that a "real" crack was
in order.

I read in track $00, sector $00 with my
Copy II Plus sector editor. I noticed (as
mentioned in the softkey for California Games
in COMPUTIST #52, pages 18-19) a jump
(JMP) to $BB00 (4C 00 BB) at address $4A.
$BBOO is track $00, sector $05. This is where
the protection is checked. With a simple sector
edit that puts the correct values in the correct
locations, it loaded.

As to why it works, on some programs
(quite a few from Epyx) the disk is checked for
certain bytes (signature check) that assure the
disk in the drive is an original and not a copy.
This is done by reading the byte off the disk
and comparing (CMP) it with what it is actually
supposed to be. If it isn't the same, the program
will crash.

A question may arise as to how the copy
program won't copy the correct bytes from the
original. One way this is done is to write all
the originals at a certain drive speed. If the
program is copied at another speed then it won't
write it correctly. There are other methods such
as synchronizing the start of every track to the
same place. On a circular disk, there is no
beginning or end of a track (just as there is no
beginning or end of a circle). Certain protection
schemes will use a drive that writes all the tracks
starting at the same place. When the program
is run, it is checked to see if the beginnings
and/or endings ofthe tracks all match up. If they
don't the program won't load or will crash. A
regular disk copier can usually copy these disks
but it won't place all the track beginnings at the
same place. That is why it won't load. By
removing the check (or checks) you can get
around any protection.

IT] Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk.

[I] Tell DOS to ignore errors and use
COPYA to copy both sides of the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUN COPYA

CD Using your sector editor, write the
following onto side one of the copy.

Trk Set Byte(s) From To
$00 $05 $00 A9 EE 85 Fl 85 F2 85 F5

A9 FC 85 F0 85 F3 85 F6
A9 E7 85 F4 85 F7 A2 03
A9 00 A8 85 F8 A9 B7 85
F9 B5 F0 51 F8 91 F888
00 F7 E6 F9 CA 10 F2 A6
2B 6C FO 08 18 60

COMPUTIST #59

The same softkey works for California
Games with no changes and it works for
Boulder Dash Construction Kit with the only
change being in step one. You only need to copy
the front side.

Softkey for...

GoldFinger
Mindscape

• Requirements

o The GoldFinger original disk
o COPYA
o Sector editor

GoldFinger has an easy protection to
remove. All that's needed is a quick run of
COPYA without checking the errors and a
single sector edit. If you look on track $00,
sector $0C you'll the protection at $90. At $90
there is a branch to $C600. This is to reboot
the computer. By placing a RTS (similar to
BASIC's RETURN) the rest of the program
will be loaded.

IT] Poke out some error checks and use
COPYA to copy the disk.

POKE 48712,24
POKE 47426,24
RUN COPYA

[I] Use your sector editor to change the
branch to an RTS.

Trk Set Byte(s) From To
$00 $0C $90 C6 60

Boot lIe Utilities
on any compatible

• Requirements

o System Utilities original
o Blank disk
o Whole disk copier, such as Copy II Plus

A note to Larry D. Hough about forcing
the System Utilities to load on his Franklin Ace
(or any Apple compatible, non IIc computer)
here's how it's done:

O:=J Copy the original onto the blank disk.

[I] Boot the copy and press IDC I.
II] Make some changes to the hello

program and save it.

UNLOCK STARTUP
1100 GOTO 2000
SAVE STARTUP
LOCK STARTUP
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2028<6000.7CFFM

$00 $00 $87? 08
$A71' 0C

[IJ Move the Dazzle Draw code to its
new location:

IT] Insert your ProDOS disk and boot it.

C600G

DO NOT I (j GRESET' It will destroy some of
the code.

[r:J Get back into the monitor:

CALL·151

To

FF FF FF FF$00 $03 $lF

Trk Set 8yte(s) From

C!!J Save the code to your ProDOS disk:

BSAVE DAZZLE.SYSTEM, A$2000. L$1D28 .

rnJ Start up your sector editor (you may
have to reboot if your sector editor is under
DOS 3.3) and copy the ProDOS boot loader
blocks (blocks $(l)(l)(l) and $001) onto the copy
by reading sectors $CllC, $CllD, and $CllE of track
$CllCll from the ProDOS disk and writing them
to the copy. Now read sector $00 of track $00
from the ProDOS disk and make the following
changes:

Trk Set 8yte(s) From To

Write the sector back to the copy. The first
change tells the boot loader to load in 8 ProDOS
blocks (16 DOS 3.3 sectors) instead of just 6.
The second tells it to keep looking for the file
PRODOS, which is in the eighth block loaded.

[1!J Now, have the copy mark the blocks
on tracks $IF - $22 as free; DAZZLE.
SYSTEM will occupy some of these blocks.
Read in track $CllCll, sector $Cll3, make the
following changes, and write the sector out to
the copy:

[!::J Since ProDOS system files are
executed at $2CllCllCll, we have to construct a
relocator for the contents of the zero page and
the code from tracks $lF - $22.

2000:A9 28 85 3C 85 3E A9 20
2008:85 3D A9 3D 85 3F A9 00
2010:85 42 A9 60 85 43 A0 00
2018:20 2C FE A2 00 BD 00 6C
2020:95 00 E8 D0 F8 4C 00 60

7120:71 00 20 00 11 2F 44 44
7128:2F 44 41 5A 5A 4C 45 2E
7130:53 59 53 54 45 4D 02 00
7138:18 07 00 04 00 F0 66 05
7140:00 00 00 01 00
7403:20 00 BF C8 1E
7408:71 B0 12 AD 23 71 8D 37
7410:71 8D 3C 71 8D 44 71 20
7418:00 BF CE 36 71 60

Lastly, a new routine must be constructed
to save the printer/input device/file system
information. This information was originally
saved onto one of the abnormal tracks, which
can't be done after Dazzle Draw is deprotected.

710F:20
7110:00 BF CB 3B 71 B0 06 20
7118:00 BF CC 43 71 60 03 24

[TI Boot the copy and wait for the drive
arm to stop moving (about a second after the
screen clears).

C!:J While the drive is still running,
remove the copy and insert the original Dazzle
Draw disk. The above patch will load all of the
code from the abnormal tracks, move the
contents of the zero page to a safe place, and
jump to the monitor.

IT] Now you need to make several
patches to the program in memory. After the
deprotection process, ProDOS will be executed
before the Dazzle Draw code instead of after
it, so you can save some loading time by making
the code jump over the routine that loads
ProDOS.

6404:2365

The Plan
Obviously, tracks $lF-$22 couldn't be

COPYA'd, since they don't contain sectors.
The code from those tracks had to somehow be
placed into memory so that the program could
continue to load. The only alternative seemed
to be to convert the code into a system file that
would automatically be executed after ProDOS.

Add some code to turn on the disk drive.

602C:BD 8A C0 BD 89 C0 18 60

$00 $00 $43 ? 06 08
$06 ? A9 E3 80 2A 60 A9 08 80

28 60 4C 00 60 A9 00 80
2A 60 A9 64 80 28 60 A2
00 85 00 90 00 6C E8 00
F8 4C 59 FF

The Softkey
To deprotect Dazzle Draw, follow these

steps:

c:r::J Type in the controller at the end of the
article and save it to disk. Install it into Super
lOB 1.5 and run it. It will copy tracks
$CllCll-$lE.

CD Use your sector editor to make the
following patch to the copy.

Trk Set 8yte(s) From To

format, only using altered epilog bytes as
protection. Tracks $lF-$22, however, were a
different story. There is nothing on these tracks
that even resembles sectors, but they contain
code which is vital to the program.

Dazzle Draw
Broderbund

• Requirements

Bill Jetzer

Soflkey for...

The Protection
Older versions of Dazzle Draw let the user

make one backup copy, but the version I have
(released in January, 1987) didn't even do that.
Instead, you can buy another copy from
Broderbund for the low, low price of $lCll!

Tracks $CllCll-$lE were in a semi-normal

o 64k (to deprotect it, 128k to use it)
o One blank disk
o ProDOS disk containing the files PRODOS

and BASIC. SYSTEM
o Super lOB 1.5
o Sector Editor

Dazzle Draw is a powerful double hi-res
drawing tool that allows even a novice to
produce artistic creations. It is very user
friendly, with pulldown menus and a help
feature which explains any option you choose.
In fact, the program is outstanding in every
respect but one: it's protected.

If the screen is garbled or the text doesn't
look good, it's because you need mouse-text.
Try putting a PRINT CHR$( 17) on line ICll4Cll
and see ifthat works. Ifthat doesn't work then
try a PRINT CHR$(18) on line 1Cll4Cll.

One note for Apple IIc users. I discovered
that location $C(l)6(l) (49248) is the location that
tells whether the 8Cll/4Cll column switch is in or
out. I don't know if that is common knowledge
or not but I had never seen it anywhere. If you
look at this location with a PEEK(49248) you
will gef a value either greater or less than 127.
If it is greater than 127 then the 8Cll/4Cll switch
is in. If is 127 or less, then the 8Cll/4Cll switch
is out.

<:2) I have a program called Repton by
Sirius Software that I just can't crack. Can
anyone help me. And, one last request. I also
have Cyclod by Sirius and I noticed that the
softkey was printed in COMPUTIST #38. Since
it hasn't been printed in a while, is their any
possiblity of a reprint of that. I can't get that
one cracked either.

i COMPUTIST offers data pages. If you
would like to give Karen a call, or send her a
letter, letting her know what previous softkey
you need. She'll send it out to you. The cost
is $1. fl)fl) plus 1fl) cents for each page copied.
The softkey for Cye/od is two pages.
............................. RDEXed
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From To

72657061 7265 20 74
6F 20 6C 65 61 7665 20
44 61 7A7A6C 65 20 44
72 61 77 20 20 20 A0 52
04 43 6C 69 63 68 20 4F
6861 792074 6F 20 71
7569 74 20 74 6F 20 50
72 6F 44 4F 53 20 20 A0

Klaus Ideo

Softkey for...

• Requirements

1040 - $E88D
1050 - $0803
1060 - $2DC6

1000 - $3568
1010 - $0F00
1020 - $85F9
1030 - $6E9F

SongWriter
Scarborough, Inc.

o Apple II Plus, lIe or IIc
o Super lOB v1.5

Checksums

Controller

1000 REM DAZZLE DRAW CONTROLLER
1010 TK =0:LT= 31 :ST = 15 :LS = 15 :CD =WR: FAST

= 1
1020 POKE 47426,24: GOSU8 490: GOSU8 610
1030 POKE 47426,56: GOSU8 490: GOSU8610
1040 IFPEEK (TRK) = LT THEN 1060
1050 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST = PEEK (SCT) : GOTO 1020
1060 HOME: PRI NT "COPY'DONE" : END

AFew Final Notes
Normally, the RAM disk drivers are

overwritten with the execution of the copy of
ProDOS resident on the Dazzle Draw disk.
However, if you have a large RAM disk (such
as Applied Engineering's RAMworks) which
resides in some place other than slot 3, drive
2 (you can use the SLOTCHANGER program
included with RAMworks to change the
emulated slot and drive), the first patch in step
5 will leave the RAM drive intact. To take
advantage of this, keep a copy of
DAZZLE. SYSTEM in your RAM disk. Just
prior to executing it, put the Dazzle Draw copy
in slot 6, drive I. Upon execution,
DAZZLE.SYSTEM will read code from it.
When you're done using Dazzle Draw, quit and
your RAM disk will still be intact.

If you do keep DAZZLE. SYSTEM in a
RAM disk, and you try to save the setup, it will
be saved onto the copy in slot 6, drive I. You
must then recopy DAZZLE. SYSTEM to your
RAM disk.

This music program is modeled after the
old player piano. You can write music, though
not sophisticated, and play around with sounds
and songs. You can save your creations for later
use and you can incorporate them in your own
programs. For its price its a good buy and can
be a lot of fun to use by adults as well as
children.

u::J Make the reset vector patch:

21F0:20 90 17 EA EA EA

u:::J Save the file:

UNLOCK SLIDEUYSTEM
BSAVE SLIDEUYSTEM,A$2000,TSYS
LOCK SLIDEUYSTEM

To make the same patches to
SLIDE2.SYSTEM, follow this procedure:

[I:J Load the file:

PREFIX/DD/UTILITIES
BLOAD SLIDE2.SYSTEM,A$2000,TSYS

o:::J Enter the monitor:

CALL·151

CD Change the address that gets JuMPed
to when you quit:

26DA:4C FD lD

[TI Change a few quit messages:

2291:F4 EF A0 D0 F2 EF C4
2298:CF D3 A0
26C5:Dl D5 C9
26C8:D4 A0 A0

u:::J Save the file:

UNLOCK SLIDE2.SYSTEM
BSAVE SLIDE2.SYSTEM,A$2000,L$1617,TSYS
LOCK SLIDE2.SYSTEM

o=J Add the quit routine and the routine
to set up the reset vector:

2F83:20 00 BF 65 89
2F88:17 04 00 00 00 00 00 00
2F90:A9 83 8D F2 03 A9 17 8D
2F98:F3 03 4C 6F FB

CD Change the address that gets JuMPed
to when you quit:

26AD:4C 83 17

[TI Change a few quit messages:

229C:F4 EF A0 D0
22A0:F2 EF C4 CF D3 A0
2698:Dl D5 C9 D4 A0 A0

o=J Add the quit routine and the routine
to set up the reset vector:

35FD:20 00 BF
3600:65 03 lE 04 00 00 00 00
3608:00 00 A9 FD 8D F2 03 A9
3610:1D 8D F3 03 4C 6F FB

o:::J Get into the monitor (if you're not
already there):

CALL·151

u::J Make the reset vector patch:

2184:20 0A lE EA EA EA

This changes the quit message that appears
when you exit Dazzle Draw to inform you that
you are quitting to ProDOS instead of
rebooting.

Trk Set 8yte(s)

$13 $0A $33

D!J You are now ready to put
DAZZLE. SYSTEM on the copy. First, boot
your ProDOS disk and load DAZZLE.
SYSTEM.
BLOAD DAZZLE.SYSTEM,A$2000

Insert the copy and save the file:
CREATE DAZZLE.SYSTEM,TSYS
BSAVE DAZZLE,SYSTEM,A$2000,L$1D28,TSYS

You now have a deprotected program disk!
The demo side of the disk can be copied with
any whole disk copier like COPYA, so make
a backup of that and you're all done.

D!J The next change will make the Dazzle
Draw copy execute the ProDOS quit command
instead of rebooting when exiting the program
or when (GRESETJ is pressed. (This step may
be skipped if you so desire.)

Trk Set 8yte(s) From To
~~----~--

$14 $0F $80 2000 8F 65 86 03 04 00
0000000000

Extra Features
Dazzle Draw uses an old version (1.0.2)

of ProDOS. You may want to use a more
current version or one with a more friendly quit
code on the copy. All you have to do is copy
your version of ProDOS over Dazzle Draw's
version in the /DD/UTILITIES subdirectory.

In the /DDIUTILITIES subdirectory, there
are two slide show programs: SLIDEl.
SYSTEM, which it uses for 5.25 inch slide
show disks, and SLIDE2.SYSTEM, which I
assume it uses for 3.5 inch slide show disks.
I don't have a 3.5 inch disk drive, so that's only
a guess.

Whichever slide show program you use,
you might want to make it more user friendly
by making it quit to ProDOS instead of
rebooting. Here is the procedure to follow for
SLIDEl.SYSTEM (you must be using ProDOS
when making the changes to the slide show
programs):

o:::J Load the file into memory:
PREFIX/DD/UTILITIES
BLOAD SLIDEUYSTEM,A$2000,TSYS
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IT] Install the Songwriter controller into
Super lOB v1.5, and use the resulting program
to copy Songwriter.

[I:J Enjoy your COPYA-able disk!

o=J Boot up a disk, preferably with a fast
DOS. Drop into the monitor, make a slight
change to the DOS, and initialize a blank disk.

CALL -lSI
A3Al:A3 A3
INIT HELLO

10 PR INT CHR$ (4) "MAXF ILES·1" : REM CLEAR SPACE
FOR YOUR SONG

20 PRINTCHR$ (4) "BLOAD·PLAYER:A32768"
30 PR INT CHR$ (4) "BLOAD· FIRST, SONG"
Your Program Goes Here From Line 31-239
240 CALL 32768: REM START THE MUS IC
250 PR INT CHR$ (4) "BLOAD·SECOND, SONG"
260 CALL 32768: REM PLAY IT

Although designed for users ages 5 - adult,
the disk is copy protected, a practice that does
not encourage unsupervised use by little hands.
The protection technique involves altering the
data prologs from D5 AA AD to D5 AA 97 and the use
of constantly changing epilogs. The controller
below, takes care of both of these.

When you initialize data disks from within
the unprotected program, you will also have
DOS added (unlike the original). Therefore
before booting up a data disk, delete the file
"H" from it and add your own hello program
(just remember to call it "H").

The documentation mentioned that •'you
can add music to your own programs written
in BASIC", however nowhere could I find a
description of how to do this. For this reason,
I present the following which should get you
started. When you initialize a data diskette from
the program, a binary file "PLAYER" is
transferred to your data disk. After the softkey,
you can transfer this directly off your program
disk. The code is relocatable (that means you
can put it anywhere in memory). The songs are
loaded into high memory (from $9898 - down),
therefore only one DOS buffer is allowed and
your program must start with a "MAXFILES
I " statement. Songs can be up to )(1)(2)(2) bytes
in length, so the "PLAYER" code must be
loaded below the longest song you intend to use.
A good safe place would be 32768 ($8(2)(2)(2».
A typical BASIC program might be:

Hi-Res Screen Images
For those who are interested in trapping Hi

Res pictures; I have found that many of the
screens can be trapped by hitting IRESETI. I
should caution you, however, that it doesn't
always work. There is no pattern, but two things
usually occur. The first is a complete lock out
of the keyboard after reset. That means your
computer just sits there with garbage on the
screen. The other possibility I have found is the
re-booting of the machine upon reset. If this
occurs insert your favorite graphic trapping
program (I use Graphic Grabber because I like
to employ the images I trap to create new
graphics for The Print Shop) and let the machine
re-boot. You should now have the screen image
on page I and garbage on page 2. On to the
good stuff.

The character data for Ultima V can be
found on block $(2)ID. Using the below charts
the attributes can be found and altered to suit
your desires. Because the game is written on
ProDOS disks, I used COMPUTIST's own
ProEdit to perform these edits. You could use
DiskWorks or some similar program but, since
DiskWorks requires open and closed Apple
commands, which my trusty II + does not have,

The Sector Edits

have likely realized, Ultima V is here!
Published by Origin Systems (who else?), it is
one awesome game. The game is an elaborate
extension of Ultima IV, so keep your old maps
(you know, the ones you made with U1timapper
IV and Ultima IV Towne Mapper) and notes.
Although the layout is not exactly the same, it's
close enough to allow you to use your old maps
and stuff.

Here the purpose of the game is to rescue
Lord British from the Shadowlords. The
explanation of how he managed to get himself
captured is explained in the documentation.

As usual the graphics and playability are
fantastic. The Ultima series has set the standard
for playable fantasy games. This one is no
exception.

There have been a number of new
commands added to the game. Some of these
are: (P)ush-allows you to move chairs and
tables; you can select an active player to
perform all lock (J)immying etc.; you can (Q)uit
and save almost anywhere; sound is now
toggled by Ias I; to exit the scene of combat
you simply press IESC I; and, for those with
IIgs machines the IGT I will toggle between 1
and 3.5 MHz.

Lord British has also added a few new
means of transportation. Namely skiffs and
magic carpets. The advent of 'true night' has
also been added to the game. When it gets dark,
it gets REAL dark!

All in all, this game is amazingly amazing!

1040 - $4E64
1050 - $D87F
5000 - $IDA0
o - $0000

1000 - $356B
1010 - $2445
1020 - $7B90
1030 - $2ABB

As most of you out there in magazine land

Les B. Minaker

Introduction and Review

Controller

• Requirements

o Apple II series computer (that includes the
II Plus)

o ProEdit or similar ProDOS block editor
o A backup of the Brittania disk - easily made

with Locksmith Fast Copy 6.(2)

Origin Systems

Checksums

Ultima V

A.P.T. for...

Let me take this opportunity to endorse
COMPUTIST's reason for being and the
increased information that the expanded format
allows. It is very hard to find a magazine that
will even discuss copy protection much less
publish methods of circumventing it! I do,
however, feel that the ffiM section is worthless.
If there was sufficient interest in that type of
magazine, I am certain that it would have been
started a long time ago. I suggest that Softkey
Publishing begin a separate publication if there
is enough interest or publish the ffiM RDEX
only every other month. This would allow more
space for us Apple users (so I'm a little greedy)!
Don't get the wrong idea, I think that IBM
machines are decent, high power devices. They
however, find there biggest audience in offices
not homes (I can hear the ffiM users protesting
now!) and, because of this, I think that space
in a hobbyist magazine is wasted on ffiM
articles.

Anyways, keep up the good work.

1000 REM SONGWR ITER CONTROLLER
1010 TK =3: LT =35 :ST = 15:LS = 15 :CD =WR: FAST

= 1
1020 GOSUB 490: RESTORE : GOSUB 210: POKE

47426,24: GOSUB 610
1030 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 230: GOSUB 610: IF PEEK

(TRK) = LTTHEN 1050
1040 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST =PEEK (SCT) : GOTO 1020
1050 HOME: PRINT "FINISHED" : END
5000 DATA 213, 170, 151

240 - $5EFD
250 - $FBEB
260 - $6BA8

Checksums

Step by Step

- $9FA3
- $D7F6
- $AF72

10
20
30
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and using a joystick to activate commands is
a royal pain, I found that ProEdit was much
more suited to my needs. (That's just a little
plug for the software published in
COMPUTIST over the years!)

There seems to be 16 characters, including
the player's character, available for gaming.
However, I haven't been able to insert any of
the characters beyond Jaana (#6) into my party.
I suspect it has something to do with who is still
alive or something to that effect. If any
industrious reader can figure out why this
happens, I would appreciate if you could sent
a note to the RDEX editor.

The data is stored in a decimal format. That
is, the data has maximum values of 99. If two
bytes are used to represent the data the
maximum value is 9,999. If this looks familiar,
it is!

Some valid bytes to use when stuffing your characters

Sex: male - $3E, female - $3F

Status: not present - $FF, present - $Illlll

Health: good - $C7, dead - $C4, poisoned - $DIll, sleeping - $D3

Class: avatar - $Cl, bard - $C2, fighter - $C6, mage - $CD

Other important locations in block $01D

$180-$181 food $IF0 shard of falsehood $IF7 skull keys

$182-$183 gold $IFI shard of hatred $IF8 Lord British's amulet

$184 keys $IF2 shard of cowardice $IF9 Lord British's crown

$185 gems $IF3 spyglass $IFA Lord British's sceptre

$186 torches $IF4 HMS Cape plans $IFB black badge
$187 grappling hook $IF5 sextants $IFC woden box

$188 magic carpets $IF6 pocket watch

Character data from block $010

name player Shamino 1010 Mariah Geoffrey Jaana Julia Dupre

status $80 $90 $A0 $B0 $C0 $D0 $E0 $F0

sex $81 $91 $AI $Bl $CI $DI $EI $FI

class $82 $92 $A2 $B2 $C2 $D2 $E2 $F2

health $83 $93 $A3 $B3 $C3 $D3 $E3 $F3
strength $84 $94 $A4 $B4 $C4 $D4 $E4 $F4
intelligence $85 $95 $A5 $B5 $C5 $D5 $E5 $F5

dexterity $86 $96 $A6 $B6 $C6 $D6 $E6 $F6

magic points $87 $97 $A7 $B7 $C7 $D7 $E7 $F7

current hit points $88-$99 $98-$99 $A8-$A9 $B8-$B9 $C8-$C9 $D8-$D9 $E8-$E9 $F8-$F9

maximum hit points $8A-$9B $9A-$9B $AA-$AB $BA-$BB $CA-$CB $DA-$DB $EA-$EB $FA-$FB

experience points $8C-$9D $9C-$9D $AC-$AD $BC-$BD $CC-$CD $DC-$DD $EC-$ED $FC-$FD

experience level $8E $9E $AE $BE $CE $DE $EE $FE
name Katrina Sentri Gwenno Johne Gom Maxwell Toshi Saduj
status $100 $110 $120 $130 $140 $150 $160 $170

sex $101 $111 $121 $131 $141 $151 $161 $171

class $102 $112 $122 $132 $142 $152 $162 $172
health $103 $113 $123 $133 $143 $153 $163 $173

strength $104 $114 $124 $134 $144 $154 $164 $174

intelligence $105 $115 $125 $135 $145 $155 $165 $175

dexterity $106 $116 $126 $136 $146 $156 $166 $176
magic points $107 $117 $127 $137 $147 $157 $167 $177
current hit points $108-$109 $118-$119 $128-$129 $138-$139 $148-$149 $158-$159 $168-$169 $178-$179

maximum hit points $10A-$10B $IIA-$IIB $12A-$12B $13A-$13B $14A-$14B $15A-$15B $16A-$16B $17A-$17B

experience points $10C-$10D $l1C-$l1D $12C-$12D $13C-$13D $14C-$14D $15C-$15D $16C-$16D $17C-$17D
experience level $10E $9E $12E $13E $14E $15E $16E $17E

• The name of a Shadowlord gives you power
over him assuming you can figure out how to
use it. Two of them are named Nosfentor and
Astaroth. I leave you to discover the third one.

• If you've lost your Ultima IV notes, the
mantras are as follows:

Sacrifice: Cah Spirituality: Om
Honor: Summ Humility: Lum
Justice: Beh Valor: Ra
Honesty: Lum Compassion: Mu

• Lord British's Septre is held in the

I 14

Shadowlords Earthly Fortess.
• The runes for scrolls represent the spell they

can cast.

• Need a grappling hook? Seek out Lord
Michael and simply ask him for it!

• The sextant only works at night and it can
be gotten from David.

• Words of power are very useful. Three of
these are (no particular order): Uvilis, Malum,
Inopia.

• Remember where you found the skull in

COMPUTIST #59

Ultima IV? Look there again for Blackthorn's
fortress.

• So you want a magic carpet, eh? Perhaps if
you tell Bandii where you found Smith the
Talking horse he'll give you one.

• If you find the Resistance, it is most useful
to remember ..dawn" .

• Looking for the Earthy focus of the
shadowlords? Try asking Sir Sean of
•'stonegate ' •.

• Wishing for a horse works in only two places.
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The weapons, armour, reagents, readied spells, potions, and scrolls are stored on block $<Z><Z>IF.

$<Z><Z>-$2F
$4<Z>-$6F
$7<Z>-$7F

armour and weapons
readied spells
potions and scrolls

$A<Z>
$AI
$A2

sulphur ash
ginseng
garlic

$A3
$A4
$A5

spider silk
blood moss
black pearl

$A6
$A7

nightshade
mandrake

Specific item locations

Armour club $12 mag ic axe $26 Re I Hur $48 In Zu $5C Scrolls
leather helm $00 flamingoil $13 glass sword $27 InWi s $49 Rei Tym $50 VL $70
cha in co i f $01 main gauch $14 jewel sword $28 Ka I Xen $4A InVasPorVlem $5E RH $71
iron helm $02 spear $15 myst ic sword $29 Vas Lor $48 Quas An Wis $5F IS $72
spikedhelm $03 throwing axe $16 Magic Items Vas Flam $4C InAn $60' IA $73
small shield $04 sho rt swo rd $17 inv isib iii tY ring $2A In Xen Man $40 Wi s An VI em $61 IQW $74
spiked shield $05 mace $18 protect ion ring $2B In Flam Grav $4E An Xen Ex $62 KXC $75
large shield $06 morningstar $19 regenerat ion ring $2C In Nox Grav $4F Re I Xen Bet $63 IMC $76
shield magic $07 bow $IA amulet of turning $20 In Zu Grav $50 Sanct Lor $64 AT $77
shie Id j ewe I $08 ar rows $18 sp i r i t co I Iar $2E In Por $51 Xen Corp $65 Potions
cloth $09 crossbow $IC ankh $2F An Grav $52 In Quas Xen $66 blue $78
leather armour $0A quarrels $10 Spells In Sanct $53 In Quas Wi s $67 ye Ilow $79
ring mai I $08 long swo rd $IE In Lor $40 In Sanct Grav $54 In Nox Hu r $68 red $78
scalearmour $0C 2H hamne r $IF Grav Por $41 Uus Po r $55 In Quas Corp $69 green $78
chain mai I $00 2H axe $20 An Zu $42 Oes Por $56 In Mani Corp $6A orange $7C
plate mai I $0E 2H sword $21 An Nox $43 Wis Quas $57 Kal Xen Corp $68 purple $70
myst ic armour $0F halberd $22 Mani $44 In 8et Xen $58 In Vas Grav Corp $6C black $7E

Weapons chaos swo rd $23 An VI em $45 An Ex Por $59 In FIam Hu r $60 wh i te $7F
dagger $10 magic bow $24 An Sanct $46 In Ex Por $5A Vas Re I Por $6E
sling $ll si Iver sword $25 An Xen Corp $47 Vas Man i $58 An Tym $6F

Step By Step

of approximately 122 graphics.
I chose to convert about 25 graphics at a

sitting, since the task is rather tedious.
PrintMaster is a slow booting (though not copy
protected) program; enhancing it with a fast
DOS causes it to crash early on into the boot.

Jerry Mulder

Convert PrintMaster Graphics
into Print Shop Graphics

• You can move moongates by searching
directly below a waning gate. You should find
a stone that you can then rebury any place you
like.
• A skull key will open any door. They can

be bought from a lady in Serpent's Hold or
found in a tree in Minoc.
• Search a tree stump in Paws for an item of

interest.
• If you're both broke and wounded journey

VERY quickly to Minoc where, in the Healer's
Mission, you can receive free medical aid.
• There are pleny 0' items on the first level

of Moonglow.

Ok, that should be more than enough to get
you well on your way to saving Lord British.
Good luck and kill an Orc or two for me.

Shop graphics "capture" program)
o Two initialized floppy disks (or one flippy

disk) for storage

The following information is not a softkey,
but will allow one to convert Apple PrintMaster
graphics so they'll work with Broderbund's
Print Shop and Print Shop Companion
programs.

Unison World's Apple PrintMaster is a
Print Shop lookalike, and has some rather nice o=J Boot Apple PrintMaster in drive I.
graphics, which are not directly usable with [IJ From the Main Menu, select Editor.
Print Shop, nor with Print Shop Companion. IT] From Graphic Editor Menu, choose
When one is using PrintMaster, saving the Graphic: By Picture.
graphics to a separate data disk results in binary
files which are 3 SECTORS long, rather than c:r=J With your graphic selection
Print Shop's 4, and as mentioned previously, highlighted, press P to preview graphic.
they seem to be incompatible for use with the CD With the desired graphic visible at the
Print Shop. Upon closer examination of the right side ofthe screen, remove the PrintMaster
PrintMaster program disk, one will soon program disk from drive I.
discover that all graphics are stored in several
rather large binary files, and are accessed in o=l Insert the Print Shop Companion
"bunches" of 12 at a time. program disk in drive 1, and warm boot by the

most convenient method.
As such, I came up with a somewhat

inelegant, but very effective, procedure for CD From Print Shop Companion Main
converting the graphics one at a time so that Menu, select Graphic Editor+.

• Requirements they will be compatible with Print Shop. The LLJ Press IGGI to "GET graphic".
resultant graphics are in very nice proportion,

DApple PrintMaster DOS 3.3 Program Disk, and usable immediately "as is" after CD At the next screen, select From Screen
from Unison World/Berkeley Softworks conversion. In case you have lots of spare time, Memory.

o Broderbund's Print Shop Companion staying up until the wee hours of the morning [][] If everything went well, your monitor
program disk (or other compatible Print will be required to convert the entire collection should at this time display the entire last Apple
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PrintMaster ill-RES screen intact, including the
representation of the graphic you selected.

NOTE: If the IOGRESET! (Apple lIe, IIc)
method of warm-booting produced a snowy or
garbled ill-RES screen, try the following
changes in step 6:

A. Insert Print Shop Com anion rogram
disk into drive I, and press GRESET.

B. If BASIC prompt (]) appears, enter:

PR#6

C. If monitor prompt (*) appears, enter:

6IGP!

[][] The Print Shop Companion Graphic
Editor + 's capture box is just large enough to
enclose the entire PrintMaster graphic within
its confines, generally with little or no room to
spare. If there is anyone out there who has a
faster way to convert these graphics, please
submit your ideas, since this method is rather
SLOW!

Softkey for...

Better Working
Better Working Software (Spinnaker)

• Requirements

o Better Working word processor disk
o Apple II (48K Minimum)
o Two blank disks
o Demuffin Plus

Better Working is a medium to high
powered word processor, with window-like
features, as well as having a comprehensive
spelling checker on the backside of the disk.

Once accustomed to this word processor,
it may well be one of the better processors for
the Apple II, with effective functions for:
SEARCH, REPLACE, MOVE or COPY
blocks of text, COUNT the words in your
document, CUSTOMIZING your print format,
MAIL MERGE, DISPLAY of text on screen
in 40 or 80 columns, as well as the ability to

use INSERT or OVER-WRITE mode (a very
nice option to have). Furthermore, the program
produces standard ASCII Text files.

Unfortunately, the program is copy
protected. With that in mind, since my son likes
using this word processor, I needed back-up
copies, and as far as I could determine from
the packaging or any of the enclosed
documentation, Spinnaker does not make a
back-up available.

My attempts to copy the disk with several
utilities were futile (copy would not boot after
several tries), so it fit the criteria for total de
encryption. Both the program disk, as well as
the flips ide with the spelling checker, may be
de-encrypted using the following procedures:

[16

o=J Boot your DOS 3.3 master disk:

PM

IT] Initialize two blank disks:

INIT ALLO

D::J Change the instruction at $B942 from
SEC ($38) to CLC ($18) so that any read errors
are ignored:

POKE 47426,24

CD Place a copy of Demuffin Plus In

Drive I:

SRUN DEMUFFIN PLUS

crJ Place the original Better Working
program disk (notch covered with write-protect
tab for safety) in Drive 1, and one of the
previously initialized disks in Drive 2. Using
the 'wildcard' option (=), copy all files from
Drive 1 to Drive 2. Answer 'N' when asked
if you want prompting.

CD Repeat this same procedure with the
SPELLING CHECKER on the flipside of the
program disk.

That's it! When all files are transferred, you
have a completely COpyA-able version of
Better Working.

My attempt to install a speed-up DOS
(Diversi-DOS) on the COPYA-able version was
unsuccessful, do to the fact that the speed-up
DOS interfered with some of the printing
functions of this program. Other speed-up
DOS's may work. One last item of interest
this program shows true underlining
(underscoring) on screen on 40 or 80 columns,
and accounts for some of the slowness.

The following has not been tried, but there
is a reasonable possibility, that other programs
from Spinnaker, such as File & Report and
Spreadsheet may be unlocked, using this same
procedure.

If anyone would like to talk to me, I can
be reached at (206)764-2036 between 7:00
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Mike Egnotovich

Softkey for".

Patchworks
Random House

Softkey for...

Negotiation Edge
Management Edge

Human Edge Software

COMPUTIST #59

• Requirements

o COPYA
o Blank Disk
o Super lOB v1.5
o Fast DOS (e.g. DiversaDOS)

First of all, many thanks for the
contributions in your previous issues of
COMPUTIST. Particular thanks to Jim Hart
(COMPUTIST #46, page 12), and Ed Teach
(COMPUTIST #50, page 38). Without their
softkeys I would not have been able to provide
the following:

What to look for: Can the disk be
cataloged? Does COPYA copy the disk?

If neither of these are successful, this
usually means that there are format alterations
to the RWTS (Read Write Track Sector)
sections of the DOS on the disk (IE: an altered
DOS - a very common protection scheme).

The easiest way to deprotect these disks is
to use the Swap or New Swap Controller and
Super lOB (contained on the COMPUTIST
Starter Kit). To make this scheme work,
however, we have to have the perverted RWTS
captured and in our possession somehow.

Here's how its done:

o=J Boot up with a normal DOS and enter
the monitor.

CALL·151

IT] Move the disk controller card ROM
(also known as Boot0) into RAM so that it can
be modified:

9600<C600.C6FFM

IT] Fix the code so that it stops after
loading Bootl.

96FA:98 N
9801:AD E8 C0 4C 59 FF

CD Put the original disk (write-protected)
into Drive 1 and boot it with the following
command:

9600G

crJ The drive will turn for a while, rattle,
beep and then stop and you will be in the
monitor (* instead of D.

Note: if the drive fails to stop and won't
take you into the monitor after any "xxxxG"
command, then the disk cannot be deprotected
by this method.

We first have to move the BOOT! code
(which loads in the RWTS) to a safe spot. Next
we have to modify BOOT I so it will load in
the RWTS and then go into the monitor again:

9800<800.8FFM
980E:90
984A:4C 00 93
9300:AD E8 C0 4C 59 FF
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u:::J Execute the modified boot one more
time:

9600G

C[] When the computer beeps you will
have the RWTS in memory at $B800-BFFF.
All that has to be done now is to move it to a
safe place so that a subsequent boot won't erase
it:

1900<B800.BFFFM

D::::J Boot a normal DOS 3.3 disk and save
the RWTS that you just captured:

C600G
BSAVE RWTS.PROG,A$1900,L$800

LLJ Install the New Swap Controller into
Super lOB. (For Negotiation Edge you must use
the Swap Controller, the New Swap won't work
- timing problems or something). Follow the
Super lOB instructions here - contained on the
COMPUTIST Starter Kit disk. Add these two
lines to the merged program:

1015 TK=3
10010 PRINT CHR$(4); "BLOAD

RWTS,PROG,A$1900"

c::![] Place the DOS-formatted disk
containing RWTS.PROG into Drive 1.

D!J Start Super lOB.

RUN

~ When prompted, place the
COMPUTIST (Super lOB) disk in Drive I.

e:::![] Select the appropriate slot and drive
numbers, place the original disk to be copied
into the appropriate drive, and follow the Super
lOB prompts.

When you're done, it's a good idea to use
Copy II Plus' option to Copy DOS. Use a fast
DOS like DiversaDOS. This places DOS on
tracks $00-02. Now all you have to do is boot
and go.

That should do it. You should now have
a deprotected copy that can be cataloged and
packed (if you followed Super lOB's prompts
correctly).

Sometimes there are deleted files on the
disk that you deprotected that contain info on
the protection scheme or even contain the
scheme itself. You can catalog with Copy II
Plus to see what these files are. Sometimes these
files will prevent you from booting the protected
disk and will cause you to crash into the
monitor. What you should do in any event, if
your deprotected disk won't boot, is to use
Copy II Plus to copy all files to another DOS
formatted disk (using File Copy). The deleted
files won't transfer and the resulting disk should
boot OK.

Softkey for...

Everybody's Planner
Abracadata

• Requirements

D COPYA
D Blank disk
D Protected disks for the above

Thanks to COMPUTIST #51, page 34 for
this one. It was listed for Intrigue by Spectrum
Holobyte, but also deprotects the Everybody's
Planner four-disk series, Flowcharts, Schedules
and Reports (the fourth, Data Disk is COPYA
able as it is).

o=J Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk.

o::::J Change DOS and run COPYA.

CALL·1S1
B954:4A C9 6A D0 EF
B98B:1860
RUN COPYA

That's all there is. The copies are
deprotected.

I have also used this technique with
Spectrum Holobyte's GATO v1.3, with limited
success. I was able to capture the PASCAL
version 1.3 files in readable format but the disk
won't boot. It seems that there is a nibble count
in addition to the initial protection. This count
is different than that listed in earlier
COMPUTISTS (e.g., #30, page 6, where the
sequence AO E9 C0 A9 is supposed to be changed
to A9 010067). That sequence doesn't exist on
my version of GATO. If any readers have
suggestions, I'd be interested to hear.

Softkey for...

APBA Major League
Players Baseball

Random House

• Requirements

D Blank disk
D Copy II Plus or Locksmith
D Block editor that can read PASCAL (e.g.

Block Work 3.9)
D UCSD PASCAL version l.l or higher

(optional)
D Protected disks for the above

This is a five disk series of the famous
statistical game that is implemented in PASCAL
1.3. The files can be read but when copied will
not boot. This indicates some kind of nibble
count. It is proven, indeed, to be the case. Make
a copy of the protected disks using your favorite
bit copy program.

Scan for the string 10 FB C9 05 F0 F4 00 F0.

On my version of the master disk these were
found on block $0108. Replace the string with
EA EA EA EA EA EA EA EA and write the block back
out to disk. That's all there is to it. The other
four sides can be disk-copied using PASCAL
(#4 to #5, etc.) or your bit copier.

t Softkey for...

GATO Version 1.3
Spectrum Holobyte

• Requirements

D COPYA
D Blank disk
D Protected GATO v1.3 Disk
D Locksmith v6.0 or 7.0, with ABT
D A sector or block editor (Copy II Plus or

Blockworks)

My version of this program is apparently
not the same as that discussed in COMPUTIST
#38, nor do the softkeys listed for other GATO
versions (COMPUTISTS #23, #30, #36, and
#42) work. This version is a UCSD Pascal
vl.3-based implementation. Numerous attempts
to bit copy this program all failed (EDD 4,
Copy II Plus (versions 6 thru 8), Locksmith
v6.0 or v7.0). None was able to read the disk.
Rummaging through back issues of
COMPUTIST, I was able to find a softkey for
other Spectrum Holobyte software that allowed
me to copy and even catalog the disk, using
PASCAL's Filer program. The resulting copy
would not boot, however, and the drive would
continue to whirr without ever finding anything
to display. The softkey rendering this listable
but not bootable copy is contained on page 34
of COMPUTIST #51 and is as follows:

o=J Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk.

CD Change DOS and run COPYA.
CALL·1S1
B954:4A C9 6A D0 EF
B98B:1860
RUN COPYA

The resulting copy was subjected to the
Automatic Boot Trace (ABT) function of
Locksmith. I found the trace to enter a
continuous loop with the following disassembly.
(+ signifies that the branch was executed in
Locksmith ABT; - signifies that it was not).

0A0A LSR A
0A0B CMP #6A
0A00 BNE 09 FE +
09FE INY
09FF BNE 0A05 +
0A05 LOA C08C, X
(C08C,X = the infamous clue to the existance
of a Nibble Count)

0A08 BPL 0A05-
0A0A LSR A
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-
Paul A. Johnson
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The JuMP to $9DD9 is to the area of DOS
that continues with the booting process by either
coldstarting or warmstarting BASIC, depending
on the contents of $9DD1. I thought that maybe
this jump was encountered after a successful
nibble count, so I changed it so that the program
would jump to $9DD9 even after an
unsuccessful nibble count. This seemed to get
me past the protection, because the greeting
program (B.NEWS START) was loaded into
memory at $800. After this, the program
beeped, checked to see if I had a second drive,
and then died a loud death. It rang the bell
continuously until I hit reset.

Also, according to the article in issue 23,
the clip art disk is supposed to have normal
epilogs, but my clip art disk has modified
epilogs like the program disk.

I would like to say that I like the new format
for the magazine. I think it is beneficial to have
repeated softkeys, just in case one version
doesn't work on a particular system or version
of the software. I also like the bold boxes
around the software titles. It makes them easier
to pick out when scanning for a particular
softkey.

C2) Does anybody out there have the
time, expertise, and writing skills to put
together a good tutorial on boot code tracing?
I think that there are a good many readers who
would like to learn more about this aspect of
disk cracking, and I am one of them. I have
tried to figure it out on my own using articles
on particular softkeys, but the article just tells
what is needed for that crack and I need
something more general in order to learn.

(2) I recently purchased The
Newsroom by Springboard Software, Inc. and
I wanted to deprotect it. I dug out my back
issues and found a softkey in issue 23 on page
18. I tried this softkey and it didn't work. The
problem was because track 3 is unreadable on
my disk. The disk does have modified address
epilog bytes like in the article, but that is where
the article stopped giving me useful
information. I tried copying the files over to
another disk with COpyA with it ignoring the
epilogs, then inserting a fast DOS, but that
failed, too. By searching the disk, I found what
appears to be the protection code on track 2,
sector 6. The code was as follows:

Thomas V. Rapheld

The Invincible Bard
Bard's Tale III (BT3) is out and it is not

copy protected. As with Wizardry IV, the
protection scheme is based upon comparing
numbers provided in the game with numbers
found on a 'wheel-of-fortune' type Code Wheel
provided with the game. Because I do not
'pirate' software, but instead I copy software
that I have bought, I believe these new external
protection schemes are great.

Now that we can all backup Bard's Tale
III, let's get down to the problem at hand,
creating a super character or better yet an
INVINCIBLE BARD. First, create six
characters with the games 'create a member'
option. Next, get out your best sector editor and
look at track $22 of your Character Disk. (View
ASCII, not Hex.) You should be able to find
the name of each of your characters starting at
either byte $00 or byte $80 on one of the
sectors of track $22. All future discussion
regarding changes to the disk will be listed with
two bytes. The first byte listed will be for
changes to the character on the top part of the
sector (starting at byte $(0), while the second
byte listed will be for changes to the character
on the bottom part of the sector (starting at byte
$80). All changes should be made in hex
numbers. The game will convert the hex
numbers to decimal ($00-FF = 0-255).

Be careful when assigning a maximum
number as an attribute. First, the attribute
number that shows up on the monitor during
the game will probably be significantly smaller
because the game screen limits the number of
digits available for each attribute. Second, if
you've chosen an attribute that grows with game
play, you could push the attribute back to zero
(00). However, you can always re-enter with
a sector editor.

Starting at byte $30 for the character on
the top of the sector editor screen and $C0 for
the character on the bottom of this screen are
the weapons, armor, and miscellaneous items
carried by each character. Each item carried
uses three bytes. The first byte indicates
whether the item is equipped (01), not usable
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This is as far as I've gotten, and I am lost.
If anybody has cracked The Newsroom, or
would just like to take on the challenge of
cracking it, I would certainly appreciate your
help. I hope that the information I have provided
will help. I would also like to see The
Newsroom added to the Most Wanted list until
somebody does come up with a softkey.
Thanks. As long as you keep printing, I'll keep
reading.

BCS $1135
LOA #$10
PHA
LOA #$FF
PHA
LOA #$11
JMP $9009
JMP $BFA8

1028- B00B
102A- A9 10
102C- 48
1020- A9 FF
102F- 48
1030- A9 11
1032- 4C 09 90
1035- 4C A8 BF

That is as far as I was able to progress in
deprotecting the PASCAL 1.3 version of
GATO. I feel that I am on the right track but
am unable to make further headway. I would
appreciate it if any other readers can see
something in what I have done so far to provide
a hint as to where I should go next. Perhaps,
take their own versions of this program and
come up with a deprotection scheme of their
own, based on clues that I have provided.

and the loop continues.
Interestingly, as we will see later, when I

cataloged the disk with PASCAL Filer's DIR
command, the copied disk indicated 261 blocks
used, 19 unused and 13 in the largest.

Having no luck trying to RTS or NOP
around the 8C C0 code, I then formatted a new
disk with PASCAL and then copied (using the
PASCAL Filer's Transfer function) each file
one at a time to the new disk. Transferring the
entire directory (i.e., T(rans) #4: -> #5:) would
be no different than using a copy program and
would provide me with an exact duplicate of
the first copy that wouldn't boot. When I
cataloged this new disk copy, interestingly it
showed that 261 blocks were used and 19
unused. However this time it showed that 19
blocs were in the largest! Where did the 6
phantom blocks come from and why did both
copies show 19 unused?

Even more interesting, when I booted the
second disk, I progressed further into the boot
process than I did with the first copy. The
screen full of "@" symbols appeared, the-drive
made a grinding noise once trying to continue
the load, and then the following message was
displayed:

"Insert boot disk with SYSTEM.PASCAL
on it, then press RETURN".

Needless to say that the asked for file was
on the Directory, indicating that the protection
code resides either in that file or in the
SYSTEM. STARTUP file.

I then tricd Locksmith's ABT on the second
copy and that did progress much farther into
the boot before I again found myself in a never
ending 8C C0-related loop.

0A25 STA 27
0A27 LOA C0 8C, X
0A2A BPL 0A27
0A2C ROL A
0A20 STA 26
0A2F LOA C0 8C, X
0A32 BPL 0A2F
0A34 ANO 26
0A36 STA 002C, Y
0A39 EOR 27
0A3B OEY
0A3C BPL 0A25 +

0A0B CMP #6A
0A00 BNE 09FE +
09FE INY
09FF BNE 0A05 +
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(CZl2), unknown (CZl3), or unequipped (CZl4). The 5E Pipes of Pan 9E Shade lance DE CI i Lyre #0 EF x
second byte indicates which item (CZlCZl-FF) is 5F Power Ri ng 9F Black's Arrows #0 OF Youth Pot ion F0 Mt hr Su i t
being carried. The third byte (I believe) 60 Song Axe A0 We r ra's Sh ieId E0 x Fl Titan Suit
indicates how many times the item can be used. 61 Trick Brick Al Stri fespear El x F2 Mages Gloves
If it is an item that does not have a limited use 62 Dragon Fgn A2 Sheetmusic E2 x F3 Flare Crystal
then the third byte should be FF. For example, 63 Mage Fgn #0 A3 Right Key E3 x F4 Holy Missi Ie #0
if you change bytes $3CZl-32 to 01 05 FF, your 64 TrollRing A4 Left Key E4 x F5 God's Blade
character's first item carried will be an equipped 65 Aram's Kn i fe A5 Lever E5 x F6 Hunt er Blade
dagger that does not have a limited life span. 66 Angra's Eye A6 Nut E6 x F7 Staff of Gods
Bytes $33-35 will be the next item carried, and 67 he rb Fgn A7 Bo It #0 E7 x F8 Ho rn of Gods
so on... There are 256 possible items (less a 68 Master Wand A8 Spanner E8 x F9 x
few items that are left blank) that can be used. 69 Brothers Fgn A9 Shadowhook E9 x #0 FA x
Some of the items are supposed to be found 6A Dynam i te AA Shadow 000 r EA x FB x
during the game play. It is advisable that you 6B Thor's Hammer AB Misericorde EB x FC x
do not add an item that is not familiar to you. 6C Stoneblade AC Ho Iy Avenge r EC x FD x

60 Ho Iy Handgrenade AD Shadowshiv ED x FE x
Weapons, Armor, And Mise Items 6E Masterkey AE Kali'sGarrote EE x FF X#0

00 Empty Pockets 2F Hawkblade 6F Haspin Ring AF Flame Kni fe i01 Torch 30 Admt Sword 70 Crystal Lens B0 Red St i Ietta This list agrees with another list by Brian
02 Lamp 31 Admt Sh ieId 71 Smokey Lens Bl Heartseeker Symonds in all but a few items. We decided to
03 Broadsword 32 Admt He 1m 72 Black Lens B2 x #0 combine the lists to save space. The following items
04 Shortsword 33 Admt Gloves 73 Sphere of Lanat i B3 x are in question; SA9 may be "shadow lock", Se)
05 Dagger 34 Pureblade 74 Wand of Power B4 x may be "galvanic Blade" and SD3 may be "the
06 Wa r Axe 35 Boomerang 75 Acorn B5 Dmnd Sca Ie Book ". Write and let us know which is correct.

07 Halbard 36 Ali'sCarpet 76 Wineskin B6 Ho Iy TNT Also. the attributes list on page )0is the combined

08 Long Bow 37 Luckshield 77 Nightspear #0 B7 Eternal Torch work of three authors. Again, we combined the
09 Staff 38 Dozer Fgn 78 Tslotha's Head B8 Oscon'sStaff lists to save space.
0A Buckler 39 Admt Cha in 79 Tslotha's Heart B9 Angel's Ring ............................. RDEXed

0B Tower Sh ieId 3A Death Stars 7A Arefol ia BA Deathhorn

0C Leather Armor 3B Admt PIate #0 7B Valarian's Bow BB Staff of Mangor Those items shown with a '#CZl' have a

00 Cha in Ma i I 3C Admt Bracers 7C Arws of Li fe BC Tesla Ring limited useful life where the CZl is the number

0E Sca IeArmor 3D SIaye r Fgn 70 Canteen BD Dmnd Bracers #0 of uses left. As of this writing, I have not

0F Plate Armor 3E Pu re Sh ieId 7E Titan Plate BE Deat hFgn completely investigated all the sector locations.

10 Robes 3F Mage Staff 7F Titan Shield BF Thunder Sword As stated previously, I believe that the third byte

11 Helm 40 War Staff 80 TitanHelm C0 Po i son Dagge r location for each of the items carried is the byte

12 Leather Gloves 41 Th ief Dagger 81 Fire Spear #0 Cl Spark Blade that indicates how many uses are left of these

13 Gauntlets 42 Sou I Mace 82 Wi I low Flu t e C2 Galvanic Oboe limited life items. In addition, for the THIEF,

14 Manda lin 43 Ogrewand 83 Fi reb rand C3 Hamon i c Gem bytes $64-66/$E4-E6 (depending on ifThief is

15 Spear 44 Kato's Bracer 84 Ho Iy Sword C4 Tung Shield on the top of the sector editor's screen or the

16 Arrows 45 Sorcer Staff #0 85 Wand of Fu ry C5 Tung Plate bottom of the screen) determine the special

17 Mthr Sword 46 Galt'sFlute 86 Lightstar C6 Minstrels Gloves thieving attributes. If you change these bytes

18 Mthr Shield 47 Frost Horn 87 Crown of Truth C7 Hunters Cloak your Thief can have attributes at ICZlCZl %.

19 MthrChain 48 Ag's Arrows 88 Be It of AII i ria C8 Death Hammer #0 I did not investigate the locations for the

lA Mthr Scale 49 Dmnd Sh ieId 89 Crysta I Key C9 Blood Mesh Robe different type of spells nor the number of songs

IB GiantFgn 4A Bard Bow 8A TaoRing CA Sooth ing Ba 1m available to the Bard. To increase the spell

lC Mthr Bracers 4B Dmnd Helm 8B Stea Ith Ar rows #0 CB Mages Cloak casting capablilities of your magic caster

10 Bardsword 4C Elf Boot s 8C Yellow Staff CC FamiliarFgn increase their Experience Points and Gold and

IE FireHorn 40 Vanqu isher Fgn 80 St eady Eye CD Hourglass then go visit the Review Board. Increase spells

IF Litewand 4E Conjurstaff 8E Divine Halbard CE Th ieves Hood known until at a maximum for a particular class

20 Mthr Dagger 4F Staff of Lor #0 8F Incense CF Su rehand Amu Iet then change class. Class change will reduce

21 Mthr Helm 50 Flame Sword 90 I-ching 00 Thieves Dart Experience Points to a minimum so you will

22 Mthr Gloves 51 Powerstaff 91 White Rose 01 Shrill Flute have to go back to camp, save your characters,

23 MthrAxe 52 Breath Ring 92 Blue Rose 02 Angel's Harp and then, once again, increase their Experience

24 Shuriken 53 Dragonshield 93 Red Rose 03 The Boo Ie #0 Points. Continue this procedure until all spells

25 Mthr Plate 54 DmndPlate 94 YellowRose 04 Trot h Lance are known. Remember to have at least two spell

26 Mo I ten Fgn 55 Wargloves 95 Ra inbow Rose #0 05 Dmnd Su i t casters because one will have to become a

27 Spe II Spea r 56 Wizhelm 96 Magic Triangle 06 DmndFlail Chronomancer and that character will forget all

28 Shield Ring 57 Dragonwand 97 x 07 Purple Heart other spells.

29 Fin's Flute 58 Deathring 98 Hammer of Wrath 08 Ti tan Bracers Now that you have an INVINCIBLE

2A Kae I ' sAxe 59 Crysta I Sword #0 99 Ferofist's Helm 09 Eelskln Tunic BARD you can go kick some #@%*&.

2B MthrArrows 5A Speedboats 9A x DA Sorcerer's Hood However, be careful you don't over develop

2C Dayblade 5B Flame Horn 9B x DB DmndStaff your character or helshe will tu rn into the

20 Shield Staff 5C Zen Arows 9C Helm of Just i ce DC Crystal Gem BIGGEST BORE in Skara Brae.

2E Elf Cloak 50 Deathdrum 90 Sceaclu's Cloak DO Wand of Force May your adventures always be profitable.
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Brian Symonds

A.P.T. for...

Thief ofFate (Bard's Tale II/)

I haven't played the first two games in the
"Bard" series, but when I read the cover of
Thief of Fate and noted that the graphics were
so "real you'll want to tickle the dragon's chin"
and that the game was unprotected, I couldn't
resist buying it. I have finished the Phantasie
series, and Might and Magic, and didn't loose
interest in these games as a lot of time wasn't
taken up dealing with random monster attacks
but when my patience had run out with Thief
of Fate, I decided to see if I could speed the
game up.

Previous articles in COMPUTIST (#36,
#47, #51, and #55) dealt with the first Bard's
Tale program. Thief of Fate comes on ProDOS
disks with ProDOS version 1.4 (I'm not sure
if companies are allowed to provide disks with
a patched (as suggested in Open-Apple
magazine) version of ProDOS). The program
is encrypted (or perhaps compiled?) however
so that you can not read the disks. The character
disk can be changed to modify your characters
so that you can deal with monster attacks
quickly. Joe Montano's article in COMPUTIST
#36, page 16 (The Bard's Dressing Room) does
not strictly apply because of the different
operating system used for this version, but there
are many similarities.

All of the characters you create are stored
on track $22 of the character disk you make by
copying the character disk supplied (the original
disks had these on track $(0). They are stored
two per sector starting at sector $0E and going
down to sector $00. When you save a game,
the characters are stored on track $21. In each
character sector, bytes $00 and $80 begin the
name of the character or party, and as far as
I can tell, you can modify each character
directly without having to worry about the
checksum routine mentioned in Joe Montano's
article.

While the game instructions state that there
is a "starter dungeon" to "bring you up to
speed", I believe that this information coupled
with the use of a sector editor will take you over
the speed limit!

i The following attribute list is the combined
work of Thomas Rapheld, Brian Symonds and
Harold Day. Since their letters were close to
identical, we decided not to print separate lists.
Any errors are probably my typos.
............................. RDEXed
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Combined list . Attribute Locations

00-0F 80-8F Name of Character
10 90 Strength
11 91 Intelligence (IQ)
12 92 Dexterity
13 93 Constitution
14 94 Luck
15-18 95-98 Experience
19-1C 99-9C Gold
ID-IE 9D-9E Current Level
IF-20 9F-A0 Max Leve lAtta ined
21-22 AI-A2 Hit Points
23-24 A3-A4 Condition
25-26 A5-A6 Current Spell Points
27-28 A7-A8 Max Spe II Po ints
29 A9 Class: 00=Warrior, 01 =

Wizard, 02 =Sorcerer, 03 =
Conjurer, 04=Magician, 05=
Rogue, 06 = Ba rd, 07 = Pa Iad in,
08 =Hunter, 09 =Monk, 0A =
Archmage, 0B =Chronomancer, 0C
=Geomancer, 0D =Monster, 0E =
III us ion

2A AA Race: 00 =Human, 01 =EI f, 02 =
Dwarf, 03 =Hobbit, 04 = \-EI f,
05 = \-Orc, 06 =Gnome

2B AB Sex: 00 = Ma Ie, 01 = Fema Ie
2C AC Character's Picture: 21 =Male

Fighter, 30=Female fighter, 36
=Male Wizard, 37 = Female
Wizard. (There are many
pictures to pick from. Enter Hex
#' s from 00-FF to exper iment,
This byte wi II not affect the
playabi I ity, Have fun by
randomly changing the Byte.)

2D AD Hea It h: 00 =Good, 01 =
Po isoned, 02 =aId, 03 =
po i son ed, 04 =dead, 05 =dead
and go to Adventurer's Heaven

2E AE TTl????
2F AF ArmorClass (lowers the initial

armor class of the character
before normal armor is worn).

30-53 B0-03 Items carrieLlhe 12 items that
each character can carry are
stored in groups of three bytes
wi th the first byte mean ing
unequipped ($00), equipped
($01), can't use ($02), or
special characteristics (for
examp Ie $08 means the enchanted
water of life), the second byte
giving the item itself, and the
thi rd byte giving the number of
times the item can be used.

54-5D D4-DD Known Spe II s (Archmage)
5E-60 DE-E0 Known Spells (Chronomancer)
61-63 EI-E3 Known Spells (Geomancer)
64 E4 Critical Hits (Hunter)
64-66 E4-E6 Rouge Ab iii ties
67-68 E7-E8 ?
$69 $E9 Mu Itip IeAttacks
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Harold Day

CZ> I have a question for John
Wiegley, in his A.P.T. for Wizardry III. I
couldn't get my party to load in the tavern after
I made the edits. Do you have any suggestions?

A.P.T. for...

Bard's Tale III
Electronic Arts

• Requirements

o Bard's Tale III, and Character Disk
o Sector Editor (I used Copy II Plus)

I've been visiting the "back side" of my
character disk for Bard's Tale III, Thief of Fate,
and have determined the location of the
attributes and other good to know things. The
Bard's Tale III is an entertaining game and
hopefully this will help you enjoy it.

If you have filled all character positions on
the disk your character names begin on track
$21. Search with your sector editor until you
find your character's name. (See combined list
of attribute locations.)

Experience points are written backwards
and I'm not sure of the formula used to get the
needed results.

Gerald E. Myers

I have subscribed to COMPUTIST for six
months, and vowed not to write until I had my
first crack to contribute. As it turned out, my
first crack was the IIc Utilities Disk to work
on my Laser 128, and I considered it too trivial
to send in (although it was a good learning
exercise), because almost any other Utility is
far superior to this one. Then, 10 and behold,
Larry Hough requested this very information
in COMPUTIST #54 (Page 29), so I have run
out of excuses!

But first, a few words regarding other
miscellaneous items.

Miscellany #1
COMPUTIST #54 arrived the same day as

another magazine I subscribe to called RIC
Soaring (Radio Controlled Model Gliders), and
the Editorial was about the same thing as
COMPUTIST's - lousy mail service and
customers not receiving issues that had been
sent. Maybe the raise in Postal rates will
improve service. (Just kidding!) At any rate,
I was really struck by the identical editorials
in two very different publications (except both
are bulk-mailed monthly), and just wanted you
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to know you are not alone - not that it helps
when an irate customer is on your case about
magazines "not mailed"!

i Isn't that the truth. We had a First Class
subscription that kept being returned as
undeliverable. It took a trip to the local Post Office
along with some already delivered mail for that
subscriber to convince the postal service that he
was real and so was his address.
............................. RDEXed

Miscellany #2
Your little note on ProDOS to DOS 3.3 for

sending material to you (COMPUTIST #54, pg.
26) should be put in the "When Writing a Letter
to Apple RDEXed" in each issue - I have also
been holding off writing because I don't have
a DOS 3.3 word processor - dumb! Of course
1 can convert a ProDOS text file to DOS 3.3
with good old Copy II Plus. I am happy to be
one of your volunteers!

Twenty years ago, I was a systems analyst
on a mainframe, left the city to return to the
country and only got back to computers a year
and a half ago with a Laser 128 at home and
a IIc at the community center office. (Interesting
sidelight - the Laser, IIc and any other 128K
machine has as much 'core' storage as the IBM
360-65 that I worked with as part of a large
staff.) The first year with a home computer, I
read A+ and Nibble and those types of
magazines. Then, I discovered Scarlett, Open
Apple, and COMPUTlST, and can let the
subscriptions to the others go by-by.

Last Miscellany
1frequently see letters or bits of articles in

COMPUTIST where someone is complaining
or requesting a different 'mix' of articles - i.e.
more beginner's stuff or less beginner's stuff;
more stuff on hardware or stop taking up space
with hardware articles; etc. ad nauseum. I think
you have a pretty good mix - I would prefer
more stuff on application software and less on
games (though I play games, too) and more
Reviews, but I have finally got the drift that
COMPUTIST is very much reader-written. So
if I want more of 'my' kind of stuff, 1 can
probably start by writing and sending some in
to sort of get the ball rolling.

One thing I hope very much works out is
the IBM RDEX. To those "8-bit forever"
Apple freaks who have expressed displeasure
at this development I would say, "Lighten up".
Granted, the IBM world of poor mis-guided
souls is stuck with the most vicious 'user
fiendly' interface (MS-DOS) ever invented by
the mind of man (and the man who invented
it is America's youngest self-made billionaire
- proving how many masochists there really are
in the IBM world), and granted it is a different
world than the one in which we, Apple and
Apple clone people, dwell. However, we have
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everything to gain and nothing to lose with an
IBM RDEX, because if it takes off,
COMPUTIST will be a much healthier
magazine for it, and WE will benefit. The
Apple hacker crowd is of limited size - adding
the IBM hacker crowd will provide enough
subscriber base to keep COMPUTIST
economically healthy and in business
(hopefully), and our favorite magazine will
continue to survive. (Besides, my oldest son in
grad school is stuck with an IBM Clone!)

Non Miscellany
Right up front now, COMPUTIST is the

single best 'textbook' I have come across for
helping me understand this neat tool called a
home computer. If you can spare the space, I
would like to thank some of my favorite and
most helpful teachers. Thank you Greg Poulos
and Clay Harrell for many clear articles, Joseph
Weeks for his explanation of boot code tracing
in COMPUTIST #32, Ray Darrah for Super
lOB and explanation of same, Peter Rongays
for his really excellent explanation of his crack
of the ProDOS version of Sensible Speller in
COMPUTIST #16, and last but certainly not
least, Jim Hart for his many articles AND his
IOMIIRESETI "absolute reset" for the Laser
128. The IOMI (RESET) tip is, for me, worth
the price of a year's subscription all by its little
01' self - the rest of the stuff is gravy! It doesn't
work every time, but it works often enough to
be one of the best learning tools I have on my
Laser. Thanks Jim, and the rest, for being my
teachers.

And thanks, too, to James Mahr and his
crack for Award Maker Plus, which is the one
that finally worked to produce a back-up copy
for me (COMPUTIST #52). No need to
apologize for the lack of 'de-protection' sir 
most of us are looking to protect our software
investment with a working copy, while the
original is stored in a safe place. What a running
epic Baudville's Award Maker Plus has had in
COMPUTIST. Jim Hart's offering in
COMPUTIST #48 (copy your ProDOS to new
disk and copy off files on side A); followed by
Jon Bernhardt's sector edit crack in
COMPUTIST # 50; followed by Edward
Teach's "Those cracks didn't work but this
sector-edit will" in COMPUTIST #52. None
of those cracks worked for me, either, and I
was really able to sympathize with Bud Myers
(no relation that I know of) and his "cranky
letter" - with reprise in COMPUTIST #54.
Meanwhile, Baudville announces that as of
January of this year, they are no longer going
to copy-protect their application programs,
including Award Maker Plus! Much sound and
fury ending in a whimper, or something like
that, except Bud Myers did make a valid point
- some people have a real need for back-up
disks, but are not assembly language jockeys
and techo-freaks, and need a bit clearer, more
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explicit, instructions.
I have two contributions to this on-going

debate/problem, one shortish and one long.

Code Moves
Software companies, good ones anyway,

are always working to 'improve' their product,
be it actual improvement, bug squashing, or
changing copy protection because of a
COMPUTIST article. Change one line of code,
or the order files are on the disk, or upgrade
to a newer version of ProDOS or ... and CODE
MOVES. This means that softkeys that say "Go
to Trk X, Sct Y, and change Byte # such and
so" or "Bload File X, enter monitor and enter
Address X and Code Y" ARE VERY OFTEN
GOING TO FAIL (often by not much), because
the code has moved - sometimes only two or
three bytes. So, to add my plea to many others
who have mentioned this problem before, please
gang - even if you don't have time to write a
description of the process you went through to
figure out the softkey, at LEAST list the code
one line ahead and several lines after the code
that needs to be changed so we can be sure we
are changing the right code.

Case in point: Sensible Speller. After
spending six hours trying to deprotect this one,
and failing (but learning a lot), I ordered
COMPUTIST #16 for Peter Rongays crack.
Both Track/Sector location and code had
changed for the nibble count routine and
checksum, but because Peter had listed the code
around them, I was able to successfully track
down and deprotect my copy. (Interestingly
enough, Sensible Speller is no longer copy
protected, either. Good thing - this program is
a slug on disk, but works O. K. on a ram disk).

The Deprotection Game

Several good articles for beginners in
deprotection have appeared in COMPUTIST
over the last several years, but they have all
been written by non-beginners. At the risk of
sticking my foot in mouth, I would like to offer
some suggestions to beginners from a beginner
because it's hard for a 'pro' to remember just
how dumb we are! One example - many
COMPUTIST writers mention COpyA. For a
person that has entered the Apple world in the
past two years, and does not have access to a
user's group or local Apple guru, it takes a
while to 'read between the lines' and pick up
that COPYA is an 'old' DOS 3.3 whole-disk
copy program. Face it, much of what is written
in COMPUTIST is based on the DOS 3.3
world, and newcomers to COMPUTIST are
often also newcomers to the Apple world in
general- and know from nothing DOS 3.3. The
DOS 3.3 Systems Master Disk is no longer for



sale through normal outlets - so no wonder
beginners are confused! The DOS 3.3 and 48K
Apple world are great, but the majority of
Apple (and Apple Clone - increasingly Laser
128) folks are in a ProDOS and 128K world,
and COMPUTIST probably has a
disproportionate amount of the 'older' Apple
world represented in its articles, although that's
changing.

When a first time reader first opens
COMPUTIST, there is a lot of 'stuff that is
unintelligible, and it's hard to know how to
approach this confusing art and science world
of deprotection. Here's my personal, biased,
opinionated "How To" based on the last six
months of intensive learning and midnight oil.

Get Ready
1. There is No Free Lunch. It does take

some effort and work on your part to learn this
stuff, but you have probably already figured that
out. There is not now, and probably never will
be, a 'Cookbook' approach to deprotection that
lists the exact ingredients and steps you need
to take to deprotect any and all Apple disks.
What is possible is an approach to deprotection
that will allow you to get started, and will
provide you with a framework to place
COMPUTIST articles and 'bits and pieces' of
information. My present approach is based on
certain minimum skills and a logical sequence
of operations that will give you a place to start.
Remember, perserverance furthers.

2. Start With Unprotected Disks. Make a
copy of an application program and a data disk
that never had copy protection. Learn what a
'normal' disk is like with the steps listed below
before you try to tackle a protected disk, and
save yourself much grief and midnight oil.

3. Pick a DOS and learn it if you are
interested more in current application programs
and use 64K or 128K + machinery. I
recommend you start with ProDOS (which is
what I did.) If you're into games and/or older
educational software and/or 48K machines, then
go with DOS 3.3. The point here is to pick one
or the other and learn it well. Once you know
one, it is relatively easy to learn the other,
because ofthe many similarities. How to learn
the DOS you have chosen? Get a copy of
Quality Software's Beneath Apple DOS or
Beneath Apple ProDOS and read it through 
once quickly. Pay attention to disk formatting,
address and data headers, and how the catalog
or volume directory is formed. Keep the book
at your side as you work through the next steps.

4. Learn the features of your favorite
utility. You will probably start with Apple's
DOS 3.3 System Utilities Disk (O.K.) or the
ProDOS Utility (wretched) or IIc System
Utilities (also wretched), but you will also need
a utility with more power. My favorite is Copy
II Plus, but I also use EDD 4, Super lOB, and
Bag of Trix, and have Locksmith 5.0 and
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ProSel. If I could only have one, Copy II Plus
would be it. Start with a COPY of one of your
data disks, and learn how to print a catalog, use
the disk map facility to find all the fIles and gaps
in the disk, check drive speed, copy DOS and
files until you don't have to think about it 
in short, learn how to get around in the 'easy'
parts of your utility.

5. Move into the advanced features of your
utility. Start with the Sector Editor. At this
point, you have to make a big jump - or two.
One big jump is into the world of Hexadecimal,
because that's what you are looking at when you
jump into the Sector Editor. Most (all?) Sector
Editors also have an 'English' translation to one
side, but you do need to make that shift in your
head to 'funny numbers' - and it takes a few
hours of effort before it starts to make a certain
amount of sense. Pretend you have sixteen
fingers, and remember zero is a number. Learn
the features within your sector editor. Copy II
Plus, for example, can (L)ist (disassemble into
assembly language), (S)can (search for a
specific byte or string of bytes in Hex or Text),
(D)ump a screen to the printer, and a bunch of
other useful stuff. Learn what your sector editor
can do for you, and how to change specific
bytes in a specific sector (Sector Edit - the basis
of many softkeys).

The other big mental jump is that most
Sector Editor utilities (except ProSel) still deal
with DOS 3.3 sectors, and ProDOS stores stuff
as two-sector blocks. The addressing is
different, and it takes a while to know when
you need to worry about this (not often) and
when you can ignore it.

The Sector Editor is also the place to learn
about disk formatting and the Catalog (DOS
3.3)IVolume directory (ProDOS). Learn how
to read a normal CataloglVolume Directory
(your Beneath Apple DOS/ProDOS book is
invaluable here), and how to track a file through
various sectors/blocks. Start with a short letter
you have written - find it in the CataloglVolume
Directory, than track it out to the disk and
follow it through sector by sector (text is a lot
easier to learn to follow than assembly
language!).

6. Learn the Boot. Every time you boot a
'normal' disk, LISTEN to the boot and
WATCH the screen. Pay attention. Real
attention. By the time you are comfortable in
the Sector Editor of your utility program, you
will also know what a 'regular' boot sounds and
looks like - and much deprotection starts with
noticing an irregularity in the rhythm of the
boot. Ifyou pay attention as you go along, you
will be able to pick up a non-standard boot the
instant you see/hear it, and will have a valuable
clue as to the copy protection used.

7. Learn how to enter the monitor and
move around. The main feature that
distinguishes the Apple world from everybody
else is the System Monitor - the built in goodie
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in every Apple and Laser that allows you to
snoop around to your heart's content to see what
is stored in your little beasties' electronic brains.
This is also the feature that makes copy
protection a losing proposition for the software
sellers - they can run, but ultimately, they quite
literally can't hide. Slow us down and make it
tough - you bet. But eventually, somebody can
track it !fown, because of the monitor. Type an
address at the asterisk prompt (*), type Land
hit return - Apple brains! With unprotected
programs, a IGRESETJ will drop you into the
monitor, and you can run around and find your
pre-loaded letter you tracked in the Sector
Editor to read again - looks a lot like it did in
the Sector Editor, only vertical. Check out one
of your own short BASIC programs too - I will
leave it to you as an exercise to figure out where
to look - but the location is well documented.
The monitor is Woz's great gift to anyone that
wants to learn about the internals of computers,
and it lies right under your hands on the
keyboard. Learn how to use this great teacher.
(You can dump what you see out to the printer,
too!)

8. Learn how to use the nibble editor. Jump
back to your utilities program and take a look
at your normal disk with the nibble editor. You
have just jumped into the weird world of Apple
'4 and 4' and '6 and 2' encoding. And you
thought hexadecimal was bad! Lucky for us,
we don't have to learn very much of this - relax!

What you do need to be able to do with the
nibble editor is find the address and data field
headers and 'footers' (prologs and epilogs - also
called 'marks'), and recognize normal address
and data fields and their related
volume/track/sector/checksum components.
Again, your Beneath Apple DOS/ProDOS has
more than all the details you need. The 'marks'
are the D5 AA 96, DE AA EB, D5 AA AD bytes so dearly
beloved by COMPUTIST crack technicians 
for good reason. Altered marks are one of the
most common protection schemes, so get a good
feel for how to find and recognize regular marks
AND the 'look and feel' of the sync fields
around them, all with your handy-dandy nibble
editor.

Once you have a reasonable handle on the
above eight steps, you will understand a lot
more of what is being written in COMPUTIST,
and will be able to 'follow along' and implement
most softkeys. You will also be be ready to start
some modest deprotection work of your own
following the procedures below. There is,
however, one more little thing you will
eventually have to face - Assembly Language.

9. Learn to read and follow assembly
language. Don't run off on me now - I have
a great secret to share with you if this step
makes you turn white and/or develop nausea.
It is a LOT easier to learn to Read and Follow
an assembly language program written by
someone else than it is to learn to Write and
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Debug one of the things. Start with a reasonable
book on Apple 6502 Assembly Language,
paying attention to 'Addressing Modes'.
Remember, Assembly, like most programming
languages, has many commands, but only a
third or so do 90% + of the work. Focus on
the Load (LDA, LDY, LDX) and Store (STA,
STY, STX) commands to and from the
registers, CMP (Compare), the Branching
Instructions, JMP (jump) and JSR (Jump
SubRoutine), and RTS (Return) - and 'afore
you know it' you can sort of start to follow an
assembly language program around. Read and
follow every piece of annotated source code you
can find - the Beneath Apple DOS/ProDOS
manuals have a bunch, and COMPUTIST often
provides listings, as well as softkeys with pieces
of listings. Remember, you don't have to
become an Assembly Language Wizard, you
are just after the ability to follow code around
and follow explanations in COMPUTIST. (If
you DO become a Wizard, remember to thank
COMPUTIST!)

Deprotect!
OK, so you're a beginner to COMPUTIST

and deprotection, and you already know all or
most of the preliminary stuff listed above, but
still want to know how to deprotect this original
disk you have in your drive. There is no
cookbook, but here's an approach that may be
specific enough to get you started, while being
general enough to work:

LI:J Develop a Methodical Approach.
The key to deprotection, especially if you are
just starting, is to develop an step-by-step
approach and use it on every disk, no shortcuts.
With experience will come the shortcuts, but
when you are starting, follow a reasonably
organized plan of attack. Remember, the
programmers that put the protection on the disk
probably have more experience than you. A lot
more. As a minimum, any approach should
result in you learning whether the disk is DOS
3.3, ProDOS, weird DOS (Pascal) or a
customized DOS; and a general idea of what
methodes) of protection is/are being used.
(Thanks to Bill Wilson for this logical insight).
I'll describe my approach below, which will do
you for starters if you don't have any better
ideas. Eventually, the approach you take will
depend on your own skills and attitudes, and
the utility program(s) you have available to you.

eLl Take Notes. To back up your
approach, take notes, lots of notes, as you go
along, especially for your first few attempts.
I use a 3-ring binder, with the first section
consisting of pages and pages of specific
techniques, a page for how to find a nibble
count, a page for specific pokes to COpyA and
what they do, a page for specific lOB
controllers that do neat stuff, a page for different
techniques to break into the monitor, a page for
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boot code tracing, etc. There is also a page for
"Tips", little one and two-line suggestions,
tips, and hints that appear with frequency in
COMPUTIST. Often there is only a note as to
where to find a more in-depth article.

The point of this is to save hours of
rummaging through back issues of
COMPUTIST and tech manuals looking for a
specific item when you are 'hot on the trail' of
cracking a disk. Eventually, you will wind up
with your own 'cracking manual' that is specific
to your needs and skill level, a "personal
cookbook" .

The rest of the binder is individual sections,
each dealing with a specific disk I have cracked
or am 'working on'. Each section starts with
the generalities of the disk, name,
manufacturer, DOS used, probable or known
protection scheme(s), and specific
COMPUTIST references (if any), and
COMPUTIST articles on different disks from
the same manufacturer. Next is a page with a
dumped disk map and catalog (if possible),
followed by: the specific steps taken, hex dumps
from the sector editor and monitor (with notes
on exactly where the dump addresses start and
end), stuff tried and results, etc.

This may sound like too much work, but
it can save a lot of back-tracking, especially if
you get a good start, then have to layoff for
a while. It also provides a history of where you
took wrong turns and missed stuff, and finally
provides the data you need when you write in
your softkey to COMPUTIST for fame, glory,
and braggin' rights (who needs money?). Over
time, your 'cracking book' will become your
most valuable resource. Remember, some
software houses use identical or nearly identical
protection on all their releases! Along with and
part of your 'Notes' are your back issues of
COMPUTIST. There are lots ofreasons to keep
your back issues (and to be very careful about
who you loan them to!), but for now, trust me.
Hang on to every issue you have!

o::J Protection Schemes. Any rational
method or approach to disk de-protection has
got to start with the following fact. There are
only three ways a software producer can protect
a disk. So stick these three ways between your
ears and keep them there.

1.) Put a 'Signature' on the original that
is difficult or impossible to copy with normal
copiers. This involves either a nibble count, a
checksum routine, or both, often pretty well
hidden. These are the most logical disks for
beginners to start their deprotection work on,
and most current protected ProDOS disks are
using some sort of signature check(s).

2.) Customize the DOS used to read from
and write to the disk, and change the normal
disk format. This can involve half and quarter
tracking, phantom tracking, funny sync bytes,
altered address and/or data field marks - all
kinds of mean, nasty, ugly stuff. Many DOS
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3.3 disks have highly evolved customized
RWTS (Read/Write Track/Sector) to handle
wonderous strange combinations of altered
marks and weird track usage. Familiarity with
Super lOB and RWTS swapping techniques,
plus being comfortable with your nibble editor,
are reasonable minimum requirements to enter
this zoo. Ifyou, as a beginner, come up against
such a disk and don't have a reasonably specific
softkey to assist you, you may be better off
trying something a bit easier. Of course, if your
motivation is high, determination is fierce, and
perserverance is great, one such disk can
provide you with a college AA degree
equivalency. Many a hacker has become a
hacker through sheer stubborn determination to
break one specific disk. Not my style, but if
it's your's, have at it. (Remember to take
notes!)

3.) Some combination of both (1) and (2)
above. (My thanks to Jim Hart for first stating
this in a way that sunk home.)

CD Investigate. NOW we are ready to
start our specific approach. ("About time", you
mutter.) There is a definite ProDOS bias in
what follows, but much of it will apply to a
DOS 3.3 disk as well. This is an approach, not
a cookbook, so use what you can.

1.) Boot the original disk. Pay attention to
the sounds, the screen, and the rhythm. If a
recalibration takes place in the middle of the
boot (sounds like a re-boot), say to yourself,
"Aha! A nibble count!", because that's what's
happening, and is one step you will need to get
around, over, or through. Basically, you need
to pay attention to the boot and determine
where, if anywhere, 'non-standard' stuff is
happening, which is easy if you really know
what a 'standard' boot looks and sounds like.
If the good old Basic prompt (]) shows up
during the boot, you probably are dealing with
a reasonably standard DOS.

2.) Next, boot your favorite copy utility.
CATALOG the disk. If you can Catalog it, you
are dealing with a ,.Signature" disk - no custom
DOS or nasty stuff. (Rare exceptions - let's
ignore them for now.) Remember, the
hallmarks of a "signature" protection scheme
usually are: (A) The disk can be cataloged, and
(B) the disk can be copied with a normal whole
disk copier, and will usually boot, then die late
in the boot, at the main menu, or when you try
to print (a la Award Maker Plus and Certificate
Maker). If you CAN'T Catalog the disk, you
are dealing with a format altered (and maybe
also signature protected) disk, and de-protection
will not be for the faint of heart. A disk that
can be Cataloged is a good candidate for
beginner deprotection, and you may proceed.

3.) Print out the Disk Map of the disk, then
print out the catalog with file lengths right below
the Disk Map (this is a Copy II Plus feature).
Mark on the Disk Map where each of the files
are located. Note, especially, places that show
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as used on the Disk Map, but don't show up
as you scroll through finding each file. These
'hidden' files deserve high priority when you
move on to the sector editor. The Track $00
blank space on a ProDOS disk may get you
curious, but if you have disk-mapped normal
ProDOS disks (of course you have - per the
introductory course above) YOU know the
ProDOS Boot Loader and disk Volume
Directory and other neat stuff is in there, don't
you? Also note if there is a solidly filled disk
from Track $00 to some point, a gap of unused
tracks, and a solid Track $22 (decimal Track
34). This just yells at you' 'nibble count track"
(or less frequently that the track has weird
marks and/or sync fields as part of the disk
signature check). Even if you can't find and
disable the nibble count or weird mark check
routine on the disk, a "Manual Bit Copy" of
this 'nibble count track' with EDD 4, complete
with screwdriver to tweak your copy drive
speed, will often produce a working backup 
still with copy protection aboard.

4.) If you are reasonably certain by now
you are dealing with a 'signature' disk, and bit
copiers are not getting you a working back-up,
make a bit copy of the original, put the original
in a safe place, and get ready to dive into the
copy with your sector editor. If the disk you
are trying to deprotect is a ProDOS based disk
with a BASIC.SYSTEM file, and the BASIC
prompt comes up during the boot between the
ProDOS copyright screen and the title screen
or main menu of the program, you can try cheap
trick #1 before the dive into hexadecimal.

A ProDOS version of the DOS 3.3 RWTS
swap: Format a blank disk ProDOS, give it a
temporary volume name, and put a 'clean'
version of ProDOS and BASIC. SYSTEM on
the temporary. Boot the original (not the nibble
copy) disk, and when the ProDOS screen clears
to the BASIC prompt, bust into that sucker with
IORESETJ or your favorite technique. What
you want is a working BASIC prompt. Pull
your original and insert your Copy II Plus disk
and enter COPYIIPLUSIUTIL.SYSTEM. If
you have got your ProDOS pathname trip
down, what you will get is the familiar main
menu of Copy II Plus, and you can then use
the "Copy Files" option to copy the files
(except for ProDOS and BASIC. SYSTEM)
from the original disk to your temporary disk.
Use the "Rename/Volume" option to rename
the temporary disk to the same volume name
as the original, and give it a try. (Trevor Drover
in COMPUTIST #52 used a similar technique
for a Kyocera Unicon disk.)

An even simpler variation, for ProDOS
disks that don't use the BASIC.SYSTEM file,
but go directly to their own System file, is to
make a clean temporary disk with your own
ProDOS as above, boot your copy files utility
and copy all the files except ProDOS over, then
rename the temporary with the original's

volume name. DOS 3.3 users faced with a
signature disk, or often with a format change
disk, can use Super lOB and the RWTS swap
to accomplish the same thing. This cheap trick
is always worth a try on "Signature" disks, but
it usually won't work, or won't work
completely, because some or all of the signature
check code is most probably in the System file
(ProDOS), or a program file in DOS 3.3.

5.) So put your original disk away and get
out your nibble copy of the original, enter the
sector editor of your copy utility, and prepare
to press the investigation further by diving in
for a look at some code.

Where to dive? How to dive? Cheap thrills
shortcut numero 2 is to bypass the disk DOS
3.3 or ProDOS, and search the rest of the tracks
(consult disk map) for good old hexadecimal
8C C0 (and/or $89 C0) usually found in the form
LDA $C<Z>8C or LDY $C<Z>8C when
disassembled. (Note: The $ means hexadecimal
number.) This disassembled LDA $C08C code
is saying "Do a direct read of the disk, read
a byte and load it into register A (LDA - more
correctly the accumulator) or register Y (LDY)
or register X (LDX)." When you find one of
these 8C C0's, look at the code following to see
what the byte is being compared with - if it is
a D5, AA, 96, or D5 AA AD or other' normal' mark,
or a series of reads for FF, keep going. These
reads are looking for address and/or data fields
or sync fields. (See your Beneath DOS manual
for examples of this code in annotated form.)

There may also be some BPL's and BCC's
thrown in here and there - just try to follow the
main track of what is being looked for. Follow
the logic of what you are doing here - to do a
signature check (nibble count or checksum),
some part of the program has to do a specific
read of a specific track or tracks and compare
it to a specific byte sequence or special sync
byte(s). When you find a read (8C C0) or a turn
on drive (89 C0) that is looking for non-standard
stuff, you are usually getting pretty warm. On
ProDOS disks, follow the logic in a mental boot
code trace: ProDOS boots itself in, loads the
BASIC Interpreter, then looks for the first
System file on the disk; 'normally'
BASIC.SYSTEM. BASIC. SYSTEM is loaded
and looks for a BASIC program called
STARTUP, which, iffound, is loaded and run.
The 'Startup' program loads the title screen,
main menu, and maybe a binary file containing
assembly language, and you are ready to go.
(Beagle Brothers programs are good examples
of this - and generally good, unprotected
programs as well.) If there is no Startup
program, the boot stops with the Apple
copyright notice for the version of BASIC
loaded, and the BASIC prompt. If there is no
BASIC System, the first System file found is
loaded - and here is where the signature check
usually resides. This System file is usually
called some shorthand name XXX of the

program, as in XXX.SYSTEM (HW.SYSTEM
for Homeworker, CM.SYSTEM for Certificate
Maker, and so on). A quick scan of your printed
Catalog down the File Type column for SYS
files will find the one you want - usually. (My
version of Sensible Speller had an essentially
fraudulent BASIC. SYSTEM and STARTUP
program which looked very normal on the
printed catalog - took me hours to finally get
to a SYS file called SPELL, which is where the
'checking' code was. It took Peter Rongays'
article to show me where to break the code that
I had found and dumped, but couldn't quite get
to the last step on.)

You should know two things about this
System file before you proceed. Where it is on
the disk by Track and Sector, and where it will
be in the monitor right after the boot finishes
- address $2000, because that's where
ProDOS loads the first Type System file after
ProDOS is aboard. Ain't that handy? If it is not
at $2000 after the boot is completed, break
into the boot earlier.

6.) So you have found some potentially
suspicious code, but maybe your knowledge of
assembly language is still a little weak, or
you're not quite sure what is going on, because
of a bunch of weird code you can't track
(remember, some one or more high powered
programmer wizard types worked hard to try
and make this hard for you). Now what?

7.) Get a print out of the disassembled
code, starting a few lines before the area of
interest - say at a Return command (RTS - hex
$60). You can do this from your utility and
dump to the printer from the disk, or work from
the monitor (if you have found where the code
resides in memory after loading). Note on the
print out where the dump is from, and note key
addresses on the listing - you want to be able
to get back here easily!

IT] Start Hacking. At this point, the
going gets tough, because there are so many
possible paths or branches 'the approach' can
take. Here is where your experience, or lack
of it; knowledge of assembly language, or lack
of it; and ability and experience of cracking
other programs begins to come into play. As
a beginner, you just have to steal ideas from
every COMPUTIST al1icle you can lay your
hands on! The most important aspects of 'the
approach' at this point are:

A. Write down or note on your printout the
code you are changing and what you are
changing it to.

B. Make only one change at a time.
C. If the change doesn't work, change it

back to the original code before you change
something else, and note (as in write it down)
what (if anything) happened.

I.) First, determine if you can 'soft hack',
or have to 'hard hack'. IF you know where the
code is located in memory after the program
loads, and IF you know where the program
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starts execution (two big IF's), the 'soft hack'
is quicker and probably safer. Boot the
program, enter the monitor, find the code you
want to change, enter the address of the code,
a colon, and type in the new code. Then type
the starting address, a 'G' (for Go), and hit
return. The program will begin executing, and
you can see the results of your change. If you
can't satisfy these two ifs, you will need to 'hard
hack' - use your sector editor to write the
changed code to the (nibble copied) disk. In
either case, note the results. If nothing seems
to have changed, change the code back to the
original and try, try again.

2.) "But, but...", you sputter, ''I'm a
beginner. Change what code to what?". I don't
know, I'm a beginner too! Basically, 'It
Depends' on the specifics of the protection with
which you are dealing. The basic task is to
disable the routine in question, boot the disk,
and see if it runs - success! This disablement
can be in many forms. Here is a slew of
techniques that may be more brute force than
sophistication for we beginners, but will provide
you with tools to learn with:

(a.) A sequence to Load the accumulator
with a disk byte would be SO 8C C0. Change
these bytes to NOP's (No operation) by writing
over them with EA EA EA.

(b.) Or change your suspicious code by
writing over it with 00 00 00 - the BRK (break)
command. If you then boot the disk, and as it
gets to the nibble count routine it beeps and
drops you into the monitor, you can examine
the registers (if you know how), and go back
and do some more creative things with the code
you have changed.

(c.) Or change the code to a jump to the
start of the program (for ProDOS a 4C 0020),
which may very well get you into an endless
loop. For DOS 3.3, the address can be in a
number of different places: check $Q)7FD,
$Q)8Q)Q) , $1 Q)Q)Q), $2000, $4000, and
$6000 .

(d.) If you know where the suspicious code
or routine in question starts in memory (let's
use address $3F90 as an example), drop into
the monitor after the boot finishes and start
looking from where the program starts (see
above) for a ISR to that address, or an address
near it. This would look like: 4C 90 3F (or 4C XX
3F more likely). Look, I'm sorry the dummy
6502 Apple CPU chip reads hex addresses
backwards - it makes things more interesting
for us, that's all. If you find such a ISR early
in the program, NOP it and try to boot the disk.
(This is an actual address and example for
Certificate Maker, the ISR was found at address
$2000 and was the jump to the nibble count
routine. A EA EA EA here bypassed the routine
nicely - now all I have to do is find the
checksum routine and I'll have a real softkey
for you!)

(e.) If the protection is rebooting your
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nibble copied disk, or the disk reboots whenever
you try to reset into the monitor, use your sector
editor and scan for the byte sequence 80 F2 03.
When you find it, you should also find near it
an 80 F3 03, and F3 04. (The 80 could be an 8E or
8C, or some combination.) Addresses $03F2 to
$03F4 in your machine's silicon-based brain
contain the address of the reset vector. If your
protected program is storing $C6 and $0Q)
there, you now know why it reboots when you
try to reset. NOP (EA) these suckers, or better
yet, change the address bytes 00 and C0 to 69
and FF so the reset vector points to your
machine's memory location $FF69 - which
drops you into the monitor where you want to
be. (Thanks to Dave Templin in COMPUTIST
#37 - all beginners order this back issue and
put it in your arsenal.)

(f.) If the start of the suspected routine is
at (let's say), address 3BQ)Q), overwrite the first
byte with a 60 (RTS = Return). That way,
whatever code jumps to the routine with a IMP
or JSR will jump right back, without executing
the suspect routine.

(g.) Anytime you overwrite a byte, check
the last byte on the "page" (address $3BFF in
our example above) to see if it contains a
checksum number. If the last byte is part of an
instruction, you're home free. If it's a
checksum, it's time to do some hexadecimal
math. (Now you know why I went to the nearest
K-Mart and picked up the cheapest calculator
I could find that handles hexadecimal numbers!)
You have to even the checksum up,
hexadecimal-wise. Let's say the byte you
replaced with the 60 (decimal 96) was a 80
(decimal 141). You are 20 (decimal 45) low,
checksum wise, and have to add the 45 to the
checksum to keep your program happy.

(h.) etc. There are many, many paths from
here - the above is enough to get you started
and get you exploring the 'easier' copy
protection signature schemes. The 'Cookbook'
starts getting real thick here - but the point is
to have a standard approach, follow it, take
notes, try stuff, and learn. The above approach
will give you the framework to get started.

Paul D. Dillon

Softkey for...

Spell It!
Davidson & Associates

• Requirements

o Apple II series
o Computist #39
o Sector Editor
o Super lOB
o DOS system master
o 1 blank disk
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Spell It' is an excellent educational spelling
program from Davidson & Associates. The
difficulty level can be set from child level to
adult and personalized word lists may also be
used. The only softkey I have seen in
COMPUTIST for this program involved the use
of the Senior Prom in COMPUTIST #43. A
copy can also be made using Copy II Plus (v
8. I) by selecting the parameters for Math
Blaster.

I was able to deprotect my copy of Spell
It! through a modification of Fred S. Long's
softkey for Math Blaster in COMPUTIST #53.
I also made use of Tim Beckmann's softkey for
Speed Reader II in COMPUTIST #39.

u=J Boot the DOS System Master &
initialize a blank disk.

INIT HELLO

U:::J Run the Super lOB Controller for
Speed Reader II from Tim Beckmann's softkey
in COMPUTIST #39. Do not fonnat the backup
disk, we did that in step 1.

a:::J Remove the hidden control character
in Hello. All of the files have a control Z after
the first letter of the file name. This can be seen
with Copy II Plus using the Catalog with hidden
codes option. Only the HELLO file character
needs to be removed.

RENAME HI OZ JELLO, HELLO

CD Catalog the copy, then load and search
the BASIC programs for" IFPEEK (40324) = 173
OR PEEK (47094) <> 0 THEN". Change these
statements to "I F PEEK (40324) <> 173 OR PEEK
(47094) = 0 THEN".

These were the files on my disk:
I. SPELL IT! HELLO
2. SPELL IT!
3. SPELL IT! DEMONSTRATION
4. SPELL IT! EDITOR
5. SPELL 1.0Bl
6. HELLO

Individually, load the files, #2, #3, #4, and
#6 and check for the offending code. #5 is a
text file and #1 contains only "10 POKE
104,32:RUN". When loading the files, don't
forget to press IOZ I after the first letter on all
files except HELLO. If you receive a "Program
too large" error when loading #2, reboot your
copy, and wait a few seconds into the "Loading
Program" screen. Then press IORESET I to get
the BASIC prompt. Next, enter "LOAD
sl GZ JPELL IT!".

I used Beagle Brothers GPLE and searched
for "PEEK (40324)". My copy only had the
offending code in the SPELL IT! file on
program line 284. Lines 12 and 336 had part
of the code, but I used the following method
to handle them.

On my copy, each of the 3 lines (12, 284,
& 336) referred to line 16. This line contained
a "PR#6" which is a reboot. Here are the
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changes that I made:
Line 12 from"' IFPEEK (2162) <> 66 OR PEEK

(40324) = 173 THEN 16"' to "I FPEEK (2162) <> 66
OR PEEK (40324) = 173 THEN GOSUB 16".

Line 284 from "'I FPEEK (40324) = 173 OR
PEEK (47094) <> 0THEN 16" to "I FPEEK (40324)
<> 173 OR PEEK (47094) = 0 THEN GOSUB 16".

Line 336 required no changes.
Line 16 from "PRINTCHR$ (4): "PR#6"" to

"RETURN" .
Save the ehanges to the copy.

SAVE SE![]PELL IT!

By making all of the THENs refer to a
GOSUB and line 16 a RETURN. any error
detected that sends the program counter to line
16 will be returned to the line below the one
that sent it. This nullifies the error checking and
allows the program to continue.

o=J There is still some of the offensive
code on the disk not shown in the BASIC
programs. as at this point the program will still
reboot after the "Loading Program" screen.
So next. use Copy II PI us or your favorite sector
editor and make the following seetor edits.

Trk Sct Byte(s) From To.-_...~-

$0E $06 $34 0031 3733 CE 01 CF 31 3733
E2 28 34 37 30 CE E2 28 34 37
39 34 29 01 CF 30 39 34 29 00

$13 $06 $34 0031 3733 CE 01 CF 31 3733
E2 28 34 37 30 CE E2 28 34 37
39 34 29 01 CF 30 39 34 29 00

Q::::J Write the sector back to the disk.
These are additional "Peek" changes

referred to in step 4. I found them by using the
Copy II Plus seetor editor. I searehed tiH
TEXT: -b(4(1)324)PI 73Nb(47(1)94)Q(I). The
"p" or hex D(I) is the equal sign and the "Q(I)"
or hex D I CF is the <> sign. The sector edits
reverse these signs as was done in the BASIC
programs in step 4. It would be a good idea to
search your disk for the above mentioned text
or hex 0031 3733 CE E2 to make sure that your
eopy doesn't contain this code in any other
areas.

After deprotecting SPELL IT! you can also
change the title screen that appears after the
"program loading" screen. The names and
copyright data are on the disk in several
locations. but the location on my copy that
pertained to this screen was on track $15. sector
$(1) 1. starting at byte $3D. You can use a sector
editor and search for text "RICHARD" to
locate the data if your copy has a different
location. I used a Beagle Bros. ASCII chart as
a reference in changing the letters to reflect
family names instead of Davidson & Associate
names.

Spell It! should now be deprotected and
COPYA-able. The data disk on the baek side
of the Spell It! disk is not copy protected. After
deproteeting this disk. I checked all of the

functions and they worked properly. Although
having subscribed to COMPUTIST since issue
#35 I still consider myself a green novice
regarding deprotection techniques. Again. my
thanks to Mr. Tim Beckmann and Mr. Fred S.
Long tiH their softkeys that guided me in this
deprotection. Happy spelling!

Jack R. Nissel

Softkey for...

Nightmare Gallery
Synergistic Software

• Requirements

Il The original Nightmare Gallery disk
II A blank disk
o A blank slave disk with the HELLO program

deleted
U Super lOB v 1.5

The softkey in COMPUTIST #23 for
Synergistic Software worked for this title. If you
don't have that issue. type in the controller
below. install it in Super lOB and use it to
deprotect your disk after doing the following

IT] Boot your slave disk and at the I
prompt type:

CALL·1Sl
9600<C600.C700M
96F8:A9 00 8D 4A 08 4C 01 08

co Put in your original disk and type:

9600G

u=J The disk will boot and drop baek into
the monitor. When it does type:

1900<B800.BFFFM

CD Put in your slave disk and type:

C600G

o=J After the disk boots and the I prompt
appears type:

BSAVE RWTS.NIGHTMARE GALLERY, A$1900,
L$800

Q::::J Install the controller into Super lOB.
run it and copy your original disk to your blank
disk. Answer YES when asked if you want to
INITialize the blank disk.

Controller

1000 REM NIGHTMARE GALLERY
1010 TK =0: LT =35: ST =15: LS =15: CD =WR: FAST

= 1
1020 POKE 775.96
1030 GOSUB 360: GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610
1040 T1 =TK: TK =PEEK (TRK) -I: RESTORE: GOSUB

310TK = T1

1050 GOSUB 360: GOSUB 490 GOSUB 610: IF PEEK
(TRK) = LT THEN 1070

1060 TK = PEEK (TRK) :ST = PEEK (SCT) : GOTO 1020
1070 TK = 0:LT = 1:ST =1: POKE 47426.24
1080 GOSUB 490: GOSUB 610
1090 GOSUB 490 GOSUB 610
1100 HOME: PRINT "COPYDONE" : END
1110 DATA 10'CHANGES
1120 DATA 0.2.158.222
1130 DATA 0 2.163.170
1140 DATA 0.2.168.235
1150 DATA 0.3.53.222
1160 DATA 0.3.63.170
1170DATA0.3145.222
1180 DATA 0.3.155.170
1190 DATA 0.4.41.150
1200 DATA 0.4.170.170
1210 DATA 0.5.38.0
10010 PR INT CHR$ (4) "BLOAD' RWTS NIGHTMARE'

GALLERY"

Checksums

1000 - $356B 1120 - $0AB3
1010 - $2544 1130 - $8927
1020 - $6AF1 1140 - $90B3
1030 - $FBBD 1150 - $DD6F
1040 - $F863 1160 - $6955
1050 - $C1F5 1170 - $3BF9
1060 - $5010 1180 - $1359
1070 - $7AAF 1190 - $30BC
1080 - $0A55 1200 - $B341
1090 - $0048 1210 - $EBED
1100 - $65FD 10010 - $F625
1110 - $B5CA

Softkey for...

Jumpman
Epyx

• Requirements

o The original Jumpman disk
o 2 blank disks
o DOS 3.3 system disk
n COPYA
n Sector editor

IT] Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk and
at the I prompt type:

POKE 47426,24
RUN COPYA

co Copy both sides of your Jumpman
dis k

LI:J Boot your sector editor and make the
following change to each side of the disk

Trk Sct Byte(s) From To

$00 $03 $42 38 18

CD Write the sector back to the disk.
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allows binary boot

Calendar Crafter
MECC

*IIgs Softkey for...

CD Write the sector back to the disk.

If you have a I1gs and find that some of
your older II software will not boot, try
changing the speed in your control panel to

I want to thank my good friend Don
McClelland for this softkey.

o::::J Fast copy your original disk and
ignore a read error on block 8.

CD Make the following change to your
copy.

Block Byte(s) From To

$567 $10 B0 90

• Requirements

o The original Calendar Crafter disk
o A blank disk
o Any fast copy program that will ignore errors
o A sector editor

CD Use this to copy the files from both
sides of the original disk. When asked for the
file name use" =" and when asked if you want
prompting answer "No".

Please note that if, when you boot your
original disk, a screen comes up saying "THIS
DISK BELONGS TO"; you must do the
following to your blank disks instead of step 1.

o::::J Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk, insert
your blank disk and INITialize it with the boot
name "STEX".

NEW
CALL·1Sl
9E42:34
3D0G
INIT STEX
DELETE STEX

Use FID as shown above to copy the files
to this disk.

On some of the newer releases of these
titles there is no screen saying "THIS DISK
BELONGS TO". If you have these disks and
you want to put this screen on your copy, just
copy the file STEX from one of the deprotected
disks that does have the screen to your
deprotected title that does not and then change
your boot program to BRUN STEX instead of
RUNning HELLO. Make sure you have enough
space on the disk for this additional file. If you
don't know how to change the boot program
just INITilize a blank disk STEX as shown
above and copy all of the files from the original
disk to it and then copy the file STEX from a
deprotected disk to the disk also.

Hartley Courseware

Softkey for...

Softkey for...

Simulation Construction Kit

Snoopy's Skywriter Scrambler
Snoopy's Reading Machine

Snoopy To The Rescue
Shifty Sam
Random House

• Requirements

o The original disks
o 2 blank sides for each title (Shifty Sam needs

1 side)
o FID from the DOS 3.3 system disk

• Requirements

o::::J INITialize each side with the boot
name "HELLO" and delete the "HELLO"
program.
NEW
INIT HELLO
DELETE HELLO

o The original Simulation Construction Kit
disk

o 2 blank disks
o DOS 3.3 system disk
o COPYA
o Sector editor

CD Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk and
at the 1prompt type:
POKE 47426,24
BRUN FID

CD Copy both sides of your original disk.

CD Boot your sector editor and make the
following change to each side of the disk.

Trk Set Byte(s) From To
-------

$00 $03 $42 38 18

o::::J Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk and
at the 1prompt type:
POKE 47426,24
RUN COPYA

IT] Starting with the byte with the value
A9 that you found in step 2, change all ofthe bytes
to EA, up to but not including the byte with the
value 25 FC that you found in step 3.

CLJ Change the 25 Fe to A9 FF.

U::J Write the sector back to the disk.

Stickybear Reading
Comprehension

Optimum Resource

Championship Baseball
Activision

Clip Art Collection Voll
Springboard Publishers

Softkey for...

Softkey for...

Softkey for...

• Requirements

o The original Championship Baseball disk
o 2 blank disks
o Any fast copy program
o Sector editor

• Requirements

o The original Stickybear Reading
Comprehension Disk

o A blank disk
o COPYA
o DOS 3.3 system master disk

• Requirements

o The original Clip Art Disk
o 2 blank disks
o COPYA
o DOS 3.3 system master disk

o=J Boot your DOS 3.3 disk and at the 1
prompt type:

POKE 47426,24
RUN COPYA

o=J Boot your DOS 3.3 disk and at the 1
prompt type:

POKE 47426,24
RUN COPYA

CD Copy your disk.
That's it.

CD Copy both sides of your disk.

That's it. This softkey should work on the
other Clip Art Collection disks for The
Newsroom by Springboard Publishers.

o=J Copy both sides of your original disk.

CD Search side 1 for the byte string A9 56
85.

CD Look ahead until you find the byte
string 38 2A 25 FC.
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normal. I found this to be the problem on two
titles from PenguinlPolarware, a protected copy
of Crime Wave and a deprotected copy of
Bouncing Kamungas. What would happen is
that it would read the fi rst track and then freeze.
Turning on the alternate display mode did no
good; but when I changed the speed to normal.
both of the programs then booted fine.

Softkey for, ..

Beyond Pinball
Prime-Ware Creations

• Requirements

D The original Beyond Pinball Disk
D A blank disk
D DOS 3.3 system disk
D COPYA

o::::J Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk and
at the] prompt type:

CALL·151
8942:18
8988:1860
8954:2900
RUN COPYA

a:::J Copy your original disk.

That's it, your copy should work with no
further changes to it.

Edward Teach

Softkey for...

Printographer
Southwestern Data Systems

O.K. so this is rather ancient. It's still a
fun disk to work with. The disk was "COPYA"
except for sectors $08,$09 and $0A on track
$02. Here the data prologue was not the
normaID5 AA AO but instead was05 AA E9. I scanned
around in DOS and could not find any changes
to the CMP #$AD (located at $B8FC). Then
I searched the disk for references to this
memory location. The code listed as:

A9 E9 LOA #$E9
80 FC 88 STA $88FC

Later

A9 AO LOA #$AO
80 FC 88 STA $88FC

I changed the LDA #$E9 to LDA #$AD
and booted the disk, it worked fine. However.
when I try to run it with a different DOS. it dies
a horrible death-leave the DOS alone!

IT] Run COPYA and when prompted for
the drive number press IOC I.

I 28

CD Then typc:

70
POKE 47357,234
POKE 47358,234
RUN

[TI Makc the following sector edits to the
copy

Trk Set 8yte(s) From To

$02 $02 $8C E9 AO
$04 $01 $E4 E9 AO

Enjoy!

Gerald E. Myers

Here's a semi-softkey for Micrograms
Publishing.

Softkey for...

Real Math
Picture Phonics

Reader's Treasure Chest
Calendar

Micrograms Publishing

• Requirements

D Any whole disk copier that can ignore read
errors.

D A bit copier that can copy a single track.

Micrograms Publishing produces
educational software for the pre-school and
grade school set. Similar to most educational
software. Micrograms programs come on 5 v.l "
floppy disks which are write-protected and
encased in a reasonably sturdy jacket - and are
copy protected. The programs are well done.
but the lack of a stated replacement pol icy.
coupled with the $65.85 cost of the three-disk
Real Math set and $59.85 three-disk Picture
Phonics set led a local school teacher to request
my assistance in producing back-ups. (The other
two single disks are $19.95 each.) The teacher
was generally pleased with the features of the
programs. but was less than thrilled with the
thought of original disks in use by 4 to 10 year
old children. The short story is that the Calendar
disk was unprotected. and all the other disks
were protected with an identical change to the
Address Prolog on Track $0 I only - from the
normal 05 AA 96 to 05 AA 85.

The above information is enough for most
COMPUTIST readers to produce normalized
back-up copies of these disks with standard
'Ignore' Pokes to COPYA; combined with a
RWTS swap. (Changing address $B969 from
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C9 96 to 29 00 in the monitor. or a POKE
47465,41 and POKE 47466.0 at the BASIC
prompt after loading COPYA from the DOS 3.3
System Master Disk should allow COPYA to
ignore the third byte [96] of the Address FIeld
Prolog. However, I was really pressed for time.
and all my neat hacking tools were at home.
so I cheated. The 'Cookbook' method that
follows produces a back-up disk that retains the
copy protection of the original. but boots and
runs fine. This met the goal of the teacher, who
just wanted working back-Ups in order to keep
the originals safely stashed away. For those
ready to proceed. jump to the 'Cookbook'. or
use your own technique and normalize the disk.
As an aid to beginners. of whom I am one. here
is the process I used to 'figure this one out'.

I was told that all the discs were copy
protected. and so I started with the Calendar
program that teaches children days. weeks. and
etc. Unlike the other disks. this one was less
sturdy; and was not write-protected. First step
was to boot the disk. listen to the boot (noting
a BASIC prompt). and work through some of
the program. Next. Copy II Plus was booted.
and the Calendar disk was cataloged. It
cataloged fine. leading me to suspect normal
DOS 3.3 and 'Signature' protection. I then
spent 10 minutes dumping a ~isk Map and
Catalog to the printer and trackmg down the
location of all the files. Finding no 'hidden'
files. I decided to try the Copy - Disk option
of the Utilities menu of Copy II Plus to see what
kind of errors would be generated. if any. Lo
and behold. the disk copied without errors,
booted and ran fine. I felt rather dumb - it had
taken me 10 minutes to figure out this particular
disk was not copy-protected. Some hacker! The
moral of the tale is: If in doubt, try the fastest.
easiest way first, before spending a lot of time
investigating.

A bit red about the ears. I began the
investigation of the Real Math disks with a cold
boot of the first in the series. A very short boot
lead to a "Sound on (YIN)?", which after
response led to another short boot to the Main
menu. A much longer load then takes place
before delivering a Title Screen, two screens
of instruction, a request for the student's initials,
and finally - the first set of problems chosen.
All the Real Math and Picture Phonics disks
followed this general pattern. During this
process. I noted that a tORESETJ always
dumped me back to the first "Sound On"
menu, and an tell JRESETI rebooted the whole
works. This indicated the need to find and
modify the reset trap if the going got tough.,
(Fortunately, it didn't.) In addition, the lack at
a BASIC prompt, coupled with the fast boot,
indicated a modified DOS. Time to move the
study to the next step:

Copy II Plus was rebooted and an attempt
made to Catalog the disk. The "Select Device"
menu gave me a volume name of DOS 3.3 for
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the disk, but the attempt to Catalog 'rewarded'
me the famous "Not a ProDOS or DOS 3.3
Disk" message. At least I could spend my time
working on some sort of real protection scheme!
Back to the Utilities Menu of Copy II Plus to
try the Copy - Disk option. Even though I knew
by now I was dealing with some format
alteration as a minimum protection, this whole
disk copy option will reveal if every track is
altered or not, and can save a lot of time
searching through the nibble editor. Usually,
you get a series of Read Errors for every track,
and after 5 or 6 tracks can give up this short
cut. This time, however, I was in luck. The disk
copied fine, with only one Read Error on Track
$0 I. A quick jump into the Nibble Editor
option for a look at Track $0 I revealed the
altered Address Prolog byte. Short of time now,
and remembering the extra work spent trying
to de-protect the unprotected disk, I tried
another quick and dirty shortcut: using the
Manual Bit Copy option, I re-copied only Track
$01. It worked! The rest of the disks were
similarly backed up, and while the copy
protection remains on them (at least until I get
back to them some day), they boot and run fine.
and can be released into the classroom.

IT] Copy the original disk with any
whole-disk copier that will ignore read errors
on Track $0 I.

o=l Use a bit/nibble copier to recopy
Track $01.

IT] Write protect your back-up and turn
it loose in the classroom.

Patchin I ProDOS 1.1.1

The following is written long, for the
beginner, with a minimum necessity to 'read
between the lines'. It is not meant to be
patronizing to the many readers who already
know this stuff - but 'this stuff is sure not
obvious the first few times around.

When Apple Computer introduced the
DISK II in 1978, they also introduced an
operating system to make use of the disk: DOS
3 introduced June, 1978. This was soon
replaced with 'bug fix' version DOS 3.1 in July,
1978. Then the Apple II Plus and Autostart
ROM required a new version of DOS: DOS
3.2, introduced in February, 1979, followed by
minor upgrade DOS 3.2.1 in July of 1979. In
August, 1980, DOS 3.3 was released, with a
minor upgrade release in January, 1983 to
coincide with the introduction of the lIe. DOS
3.2 had a 13 sector per track format, which was
changed by DOS 3.3 to a 16 sector per track
format; increasing floppy disk storage capacity
by some 20 %. DOS 3.3 has had a long and
honorable run as the Apple Operating System,
and is still uscd in many 'stand-alone' programs
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- especially copy-protected ones (i.e. games and
educational programs). It is well documented,
well understood, and is preferred by many
programming wizards for several reasons. It is
a good operating system that will be around the
Apple world for a long time.

However, DOS 3.3 is tied to the 5 14"
floppy drive, and the use of hard disks and the
introduction of the 3 '/z" drives began to push
the DOS 3.3 limits on the number of files
allowed and on file size. In addition, 'stock'
DOS 3.3 is a bit slow in getting bytes read from
disk into memory. To address the need for
speeded up disk access and a device
independent operating system that would work
with 'volumes' of data, (however those volumes
were stored,) Apple introduced ProDOS: the
Professional Disk Operating System, in
January, 1984.

Apple ordained ProDOS the 'replacement'
for DOS 3.3 as the standard Apple II operating
system. Like Apple's many apparent attempts
to 'replace' the II system with Mac's, DOS 3.3
remains alive and well, thank you, for many
good reasons. However, DOS 3.3 is no longer
officially supported by Apple, and Apple DOS
manuals and the Apple DOS 3.3 Systems
Master Disk are becoming harder to find. In
addition, most new application programs for the
II series are being released with ProDOS, so
even the most hardcore 'DOS 3.3 forever' folks
need some familiarity with this operating
system. Unlike the relatively stable DOS 3.3,
ProDOS has had many incarnations in it's four
and a half year life. My archive files contain
the following versions:

ProDOS 10,1 1Jan 84 30 blocks
ProDOS 10,2 15 Feb 84 30 blocks
ProDOS 1.1 17 Aug 84 30 blocks
ProDOS III 18 Sep 84 30 blocks
ProDOS 11.1 16 Jun 86 30 blocks
ProDOS 8 1.2 6 Sep 86 32 blocks
ProDOS 8 14 17 Apr 87 32 blocks

The dates shown are the ones on the
ProDOS copyright screen when the disk is first
booted and the ProDOS kernal loads itself and
goes looking for a system file to load. If you
CATALOG a disk, the 'Modification Date'
may be different than the 'screen date'. For
example, both my ProDOS 8, version 1.2 disks
- each from a different software house - show
a September 6 screen date, and a November 6,
1987 modification date; indicating a minor
change made by Apple that did not result in a
revision number change. There are probably
other versions of ProDOS out there with other
dates on them, but by now you get the idea 
Apple has fiddled with this operating system a
great deal more than they did with DOS 3.3.

Writing program code for operating
systems is one of the blacker of the black arts,
because a 'fiddle' can result in some weird side
effects that are not always easy to track down.
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So it was with the introduction of ProDOS I. I. I
in the fall of 1984. In 1985, Apple users began
crashing data disks. Examination of the disks
always showed the same problem - Track $00
was trashed. As Track $00 contains the
Volume Directory (Catalog) of the files on the
disk, results were in the 'catastrophic' category.
If Track $00 and the volume directory files
could be salvaged or reconstructed, the files on
the disk could bc accessed just fine. This
reconstruction was not a task for thc faint
hearted: my ProDOS education started with
rebuilding several 'must have' disks for friends
with this particular problem. Throughout most
of 1986, this problem was tracked in Open
Apple, with most suspicion being placed on the
power supply. Finally, a hero named Stephen
Thomas in Australia tracked the problem down
to ProDOS I. I. I and figured out the patch
required. 'Tis a good thing Apple, like most
software producers, basically doesn't warrant
its' software to perform as stated: a lot of
programmer/hacker time was spent, and more
than onc pcrfectly good powcr supply was
swapped out, in an attempt to crush this bug.
Even more time was spent repairing the damage
to trashed data disks in order to retrieve valuable
or irreplaceable data. Imagine if Apple would
have had to pay up because its' "official" disk
operating system had a fatal flaw that trashed
data while attempting to read or write a file!
But I digress ...

The moral to the tale is: if you have ANY
disk that writes to or reads from disk AND has
ProDOS 1.1.1 aboard, patch it or dump it. If
you don't, sooner or later you will get the
dreaded 'I/O Error', or 'Unable to read files'
message. The best solution is probably to dump
it - obtain a disk with a version of ProDOS 8,
and use any 'copy files' utility to copy the newer
version over the top of the older version. The
only problem might be on a 'stuffed' disk:
ProDOS 1.1.1 is 30 Blocks long, and ProDOS
8 is 32 Blocks. If space is a problem, try to find
a ProDOS 1.0.1 or 1.0.2 to replace the fatally
flawed 1.1.1. Under certain circumstances,
copying a licensed version otProDOS trom one
system licencee to another may be 'illegal' 
even if it is to fix a fatal flaw - i.e. the usual
fine print in the software that goes "Apple
Software shall not be copied onto another disk
(except for archival purposes) or into memory
unless as part ofthe execution ofXX program.
When XX has completed execution, Apple
Software shall not be used by any other
program. " So much for the ProDOS quit code
and pathnames. If you are not into a commercial
operation, this is probably not as great a concern
as the integrity of your data being stored and
fetched by a DOS that won't trash the works
while doing it's thing.

The patch option involves adding a
command to put the drive in read mode before
turning on the drive motor (a safety check
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always done by 'old fashioned' DOS 3.3), and
changing some 'Store A' commands to 'Load
A'. All you oldtime hackers can skip this next
part - this is for the folks who are new to
'patchin and hackin' and don't have a local guru
to answer all their questions.

One basic process to patch or fiddle with
any system file is to: (1) Unlock the file if
locked, (2) BLOAD the file to a specified
address - usually $2000, by specifying the
address and file type, (3) Enter the monitor and
check the bytes to be changed to insure they
are where they are 'supposed' to be, (4) Enter
the new data - the patch proper, (5) BSAVE
the file with its name, address, length and
system type, and (6) re-Iock the altered and
saved file. In effect, you are performing a
'sector edit' of the file, but are changing the
bytes in the monitor instead of directly on the
disk.

Patching ProDOS 1.1.1

o=J Get ready. Use the 'copy files' option
of any ProDOS utility to copy your PRODOS
1.1. I system file, and the BASIC. SYSTEM
system file (if available) to a blank disk. Work
with this copy.

CD Boot this disk, set your caps lock key
on, and from the BASIC Prompt:

UNLOCK PRODOS

[TI Load ProDOS into memory starting
at address $2000: (without starting it running
- you just want it to lay there, waiting for your
surgery.)

BLOAD PRODOS,A$2(l)(l)(l),TSYS

c::r::J Enter the monitor:

CALL·t5t

IT] Check for a "hole" to enter the first
patch. (In this case, we are checking for the
presence of three or more EA (No operation)
commands):

5(l)04L

The hexadecimal address $5004 and
capital L will cause your Apple to disassemble
and list the contents of memory starting with
$5004. At $5004, $5005, and $5006 you
should find a 'run' of EA's. If you don't find
this 'hole' between $5000 and $5010, you
may have an already patched version, or you
have loaded something other than ProDOS
I .1. 1., or you have loaded it starting at the
wrong address. Try again.

[TI Enter patch to put drive in read mode:

5(l)04:BD BE C(l)

o:::J Check what you have entered.

5(l)(l)(l)L

You should see a line at $5004 - BD 8E
C0 LDA $C08E,X. Ain't that fun?
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CD Enter patch to change STA's to
LDA's. First, check the current listing:

56C(l)L

You should see four lines of 90 xx C0
starting at $56C3 or so. (The xx's are various
values.) We need to change the 90's to BO's.

56C3:BD
56C6:BD
56C9:BD
56CC:BD

CD Check your patch.

56C(l)L

The four changed lines should be BO's, and
you should be reading LDA $C08x,X.

C![] (Optional Step) I have found it a good
practice to note on the ProDOS startup screen
that the version being loaded is patched. This
is also a way to 'personalize' your version of
ProDOS.

24E2L

You should see" AppleIIPRODOS I. I. I"
etc listed vertically. A good place for the patch
is over the date at $24F9 to $250 I.

24F9:A(l) D(l) Ct 04' C3 C8 C5 C4 A(l)

This will result in "PATCHED" appearing
where the date used to be on the ProDOS
copyright screen each time you boot the patched
version. Consult your "Display Character"
chart for more creative and/or personalized
messages.

O!J Save your patched version. First get
back to the BASIC prompt.

3D(l)G

"Three Dog" or hit the F4 function key
on the Laser 128.

BSAVE IYOUR.DISK.NAME/PRODOS, A$2(l)(l)(l),
L$3C(l)(l), TSYS

~ Finish the job:

LOCK PRODOS

You now have a 'safe' version of ProDOS
1.1.1.

Stephen George

I would like to make a suggestion. I like
to photocopy the Contents page which I then
store in a binder for convenience.
COMPUTIST #56 uses a red/orange color
which effectively "copy protects" the contents
page-even using a color original at my local
print shop's machine gave me an unreadable
page.

Please consider either just using light
colors, or removing the background colors from
the Contents page. Thanks.
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Jeff Hurlburt

The

Ratings

t!t!t!t!t!. ................ SUPERB

t!t!t!t!. .............. EXCELLENT

t!t!t! VERY GOOD

t!t! GOOD

t! FAIR

@ POOR

@@ BAD

@@@ DEFECTIVE

Quest for Clues
by S. Adams

from Origin Systems

192 pg. Softcover: $24.99

No gaming experience is more frustrating
than coming to within a gnat's eyelash of
polishing-off some adventure epic only to find
yourself rock-solid stuck. Despair not! Origin
Systems has come to the rescue with "Quest
for Clues", a compendium of solutions to fifty
toughies drawn chiefly from the '85-'87 era.
Grouped in sections with titles like "Fantasy
Lands" and"Science Fiction" are'cooks' for
text and picture-text favorites (e.g. "Breakers",
"Lurking Horror", "00-Topos", and "Tass
Times"), map/maze adventures (e.g. "Wrath
of Denethenor", "Ultima IV", and "Rings of
Zilfin"), plus others, like "Universe II" and
"Roadwar 2000".

Each entry begins with an overview
covering scenario, objectives, and general play
guidelines. For text and picture-text adventures
the remainder of an entry consists of maps plus
a step-by-step "walkthrough". In map/maze
adventures the walkthroughs emphasize
strategy, important items, and 'what to look for'
(or lookout for) in key locations. Format is
nicely suited to deliver the most punch per page;
so you will find bushels of clues for games like
"Might and Magic" and "Bard's Tale I" but
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This latest of the Ultima's sends you off
to rescue dear old Lord British, King of
Britannia, who has managed to get himself
snatched by the forces of evil while on a sight
seeing tour of the pitch black, monster-drenched
Underworld. Whereas your main concerns in
"Ultima IV" were to recruit allies and gain
avatarhood, in this sequel you must work
against an ambitious usurper, collect certain key
items (a scepter, crown, etc.) and get to the king
somewhere in a dungeon at Underworld's
center. Your character (i.e. the YOU in the
party of six) begins as an avatar and may be
a transfer or newly created.

Retaining essentially the same locale,
weapons, magic, combat scheme, and
monsters, "Warriors of Destiny" could just as
well be "Ultima IV.2: Revenge of the Avatar"
(or "Avatar: First Blood, Part II"!). The new
game does offer MORE (towns, castles,
dungeons, etc.) and BIGGER. The Underworld
is a collection of regions (accessed via
dungeons) equal in size to Britannia. Sound
effects and animation are improved; and you
do encounter a generally more realistic world.
Townspeople, for instance, are more
conversant, merchants keep schedules, and
interiors are more elaborate, including such
embellishments as a rotating beacon on the top
floor of a lighthouse.

Anyone who recalls the "Ultima II"
debacle can at least empathize with an
occasional decision to 'play it safe' and stay
with a successful format. In so doing, however,
the Ultima people relinquish any claim to being
at the cutting edge of map adventure design.
Fail~re to implement IIGS graphics and sound
is only the most obvious indicator. Of more real
concern are the systems for handling weapons
and magic- these now rank among the least
well defined, least entertaining of any major
new adventure- and pacing. Somehow, your
characters achieve their ultimate powers with
about a third of the game remaining, mostly
combat in one dungeon room after another.
"Ultima V"s tactical combat scheme is a good

only a few of the more critical maps. Since the
really meaty parts of each clue are in letter
substituted code, you can peruse a walkthrough
and zero-in on a problem area without fear of
stumbling upon solutions you would rather
discover yourself.

Experienced adventure garners will already
be somewhat familiar (via reviews, friends'
comments, tryouts, etc.) with many of the
products covered. For them the information
supplied can help turn up good prospects for
future play. The book, however, is not intended
as a selection guide- not when every game,
including several grade A turkeys, is presented
in the most favorable light possible. (Well, one
could hardly expect the editor to say something
like "This game is really a lemon" and then
devote three or four pages to a solution. "Quest
for Clues" is upbeat stuff.) If, as claimed, the
goal is to present sol utions for fifty of the
toughest adventures, then many weakies (with
their crude parsing, glitchy design, and
cumbersome player interfaces) surely qualify.
Some games actually become playable thanks
to the hints furnished.

With a few notable exceptions (e.g.
"Elite" and "Realms of Darkness"), if you are
looking for help in a quest, there's a good
chance you will find it here. Including an
entertaining early-days-of-adventure-gaming
history, loaded with illustrations, and 'finished'
with a beautiful cover, this large format (8.5"
x II ") reference is not only useful, but a
legitimate adventure gamer's collectors item as
well.

Blackjack Academy
by D. Saunders and Westwood Assoc.

$39.95

I
• Requires:

512K IIGS
one 3 '/2" drive

There is widespread agreement that
blackjack probably gives casino garners the best
break, possibly even a slight advantage, vis-a
vis the house. So, are the casinos in Las Vegas
and Atlantic City using their blackjack tables
for tax write-offs? Don't bet on it! Turning a
small edge into tangible winnings takes skill and
discipline, assets most players lack, but which
YOU can develop at Micro Illusion's
"Blackjack Academy".

Combining entertainment and instruction,
the Academy supplies a full range of
professional-class gaming features. You can
start by seating up to five players, each marked

[ieptember

by a hex in a semi-circle across the middle of
the screen; or you may load a previously saved
game situation from disk. Either way, 'Player
Setup' lets you modify names and bankroll
ammounts and decide whether or not the 'show
hand-value' option is selected for a player.
Speed is settable from a leisurely "Slow"
through "Very Fast" (it is!); while 'Rules'
choices affect number of decks used, minimax
bets allowed, dealer must-stand 'soft' counts,
'surrenders', splits, etc .. You may adopt
'standard' rules for Las Vegas, Reno, or
Atlantic City; or select "Custom Rules" to
accommodate special setups.

During play, the program displays name,
cards dealt, and current bankroll at each
player's position, and opens a special window
near the bottom of the screen to handle split
hands. All decisions- betting, stand, hit,
doubling down, surrender, splits, and
insurance- are made via clickable buttons just
below the main menu bar. Since the Academy
encourages learning a simple "card counting"
system, you may opt for a continuous "count"
display or obtain the current count via a menu
toggle. This way, any player can quickly check
the accuracy of his or her count. Additional
"Strategy" aids include pull-down text
refreshers on "Betting" and "Play", plus
individual(!) "Optimal Play" advice for the
current hand.

While the eight-page maunual does a good
job of outlining blackjack rules, definining
terms, and describing program functions, most
real 'book instruction' comes from a series of
ten on-screen text units. Accessed under
"Help", the discussions cover such topics as
"Hard/Soft Totals", "Card Counting",
"Splitting", "Doubling Down", and "Money
Management". Finally, the package includes
a color-coded "Optimal Play Quick Reference"
card. It's about the right size for purse or wallet
and a great help for honing play in sessions
away from the computer.

Presented in 640 x 2(J)(J) super-res,
"Blackjack Academy" delivers exquisitly
detailed, nicely scaled displays (cards measure
approximately 2 cm. x 3 cm. on the standard
IIGS screen) and realistic sound. A weakness
is file handling, you must remember the name
of any loaded game file and reenter it upon a
save. However, saves are quick, do not disrupt
play, and so compact that there is enough space
right on the Academy diskette to maintain the
game records for an entire users group!

Your friendly Academy dealer handles the
cards, 'announces' results, and takes care of
bookkeeping; so, all you have to do is play,
learn, and, in fact, have a good time. If you've
been looking for first-rate tutoring, a 'sure
thing' in entertainment, and absolutely the best
in casino cardgame simulations, "Blackjack
Academy" has a chair with YOUR name on it.
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• Requires:

64K Apple II series
one 5 '4" drive
second drive optional
128K plus "Mockingboard",

MIDI required for music
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one; but not that good. (Nobody's TC scheme
is THAT good.) With the challenge gone, and
lacking an option for quick "computer
resolution", too much of the game is anti
climatic, even tiresome. Once play starts to
become work, it's time to 'wrap it up', let the
fat lady sing, and celebrate victory.

So, to paraphrase an old Beatie's hit, "will
you still love me when I'm Ultima V?"
Probably, though I suspect that this is the last
remake of "Ultima IV" adventure garners will
tolerate. The bugs, evident in some early
releases, seem to be fixed; and you will find
the expected classy manual, reference card, and
other support goodies (including yet another
cloth map). Spread across eight diskette sides,
"Ultima V: Warriors of Destiny" is slightly
less difficult than its predecessor, but still good
for 75-100 hours of play.

FAST FRAMES, UPDATES, ETC.

Another Stick
When I asked the major joystick vendors

for samples of their wares for the May reviews,
each sent a right-angle pot model. This led me
to conclude that other technologies were out of
the running. Not so! In a reply to the reviews,
Scott Fink of Suncom notes that their pressure
sensor technology "Starfighter" models for
Apple and IBM continue to be widely marketed.

Golden Double-Hires
When a teacher wrote to me requesting help

in locating a double-hires picture packer, I
figured "No problem, I'll just dig up a few
good ones and send off a list. " Such, alas, are
the pitfalls of moving directly from II + hires
to IIGS super-res. True, the best DHR painters
will pack and unpack pictures; the DHR utility
in Baudville's "816 Paint" system is a good
example. Evidently, however, only Beagle
Bros. offers a well-documented DHR
packer/unpacker designed to be 'lifted' and
implemented in user programs. From the
Golden Age of double-hires, the utility is named
"DOUBLE.SCRUNCH" , and it's just one of
several DHR and DLR (double-lores) goodies
included in "Beagle Graphics" ($59.95, 128K
Apple II required). DOUBLE. SCRUNCH
BLOADs at $7000, takes up only two pages
of memory, and can easily double the number
of DHR pictures you can squeeze onto a
diskette.

Other juicy BG utilities include a DHR
drawer (with cut-and-paste), font editor, color
changer, and slide shower, plus hires-to-double
hires converters. Two BASIC extenders,
"DGHR" and "DGR", let you add a total of
25 new DHR and 8 new DLR '& commands'

cn=----------

(e.g. "& BOX", "& FILL", etc.) to your
programs. Mouse, joystick, and keyboard
inputs are supported; and everything comes
(unprotected) in both DOS 3.3 and ProDOS.
Supplied with detailed documentation and
colorful 'commands card', "Beagle Graphics"
is THE gateway to implementing double-hires.

Wombala's Wonderful Walk
Okay, so you've made it into the dungeon

at the center of "Ultima V"s Underworld only
to encounter THE insoluble room. (i.e. You
know there is an exit; but it's sealed or there's
'no way' to reach it). Not to worry. If you are
on a IIGS with "Diversi Hack" or "Visit
Monitor" installed, then Wombala's Wonderful
Walk is at your disposal. Named for a sorcerer
of the ancient Zulu empire, this realtime map
diddling spell replaces rocks. water, etc. with
nice firm ground. When in the room, just do
a ICMIUESC J. select Visit or Hack, go to the
monitor and enter 800.878 (RETURN I to
display the 121 bytes of the current 11 x II room
map. $FF's are blanks, $4D's are rocks, etc ..
Now type-in $05's wherever you want open
ground; return to the game; and,
ZAVOOMBA!, your Wonderful Walk is ready.

Vendors
Beagle Bros.: 6215 Serris Square, Suite 100,
San Diego, CA 92121 (800-345-1750, in
California call 800-992-4(22)
Microillusions: P.O. Box 3475. Granada Hills,
CA 91344 (800-522-2041)
Origin Systems: 136 Harvey Road, Building
B, Londonderry, NH 03053 (603-644-3360)
Suncom: 290 Palatine Road, Wheeling, IL
60090 (312-459-8000)

Dr Frank Lowney

Improving Your Control of the
ImageWriter II (and many

other printers) From Within
AppleWorks

The ImageWriter II is a very capable
printer. To confirm that fact, just inspect the
fold-out Quick Reference Card in the back of
your ImageWriter II Owner's Manual. There
you will see that there are some 85 different
functions available to those who know how to
get the appropriate messages to this printer. The
same can be also said for many other printers,
including the popular Epson series-check your
user's manual.

All you need to do to get access to the vast
majority of these features of the ImageWriter
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II, and many other printers as well, is to learn
how to send escape sequences to the printer.
An escape sequence, from the printer's point
of view, is ASCII character 27 (generated when
the escape key is pressed) followed immediately
by one or more other ASCII characters that
specify to the printer what is to be done. The
escape character says, "There's a command
coming", and the following character(s) say(s),
"Do this.".

Some of the more exciting ImageWriter II
printer options that are normally unavailable to
AppleWorks users are such goodies as printing
in color, printing with alternate (downloaded)
character sets, printing MouseText characters,
mixing different character sizes within a line,
boldfacing an entire document, and printing bit
image graphics.

The reason that these features are not
available to AppleWorks users has to do with
the fact that AppleWorks offers only the the
most commonly available printer options, things
like underlining, boldfacing, changing
characters per inch, and the like. Moreover,
even these selected features are available only
under some rather stringent limitations. For
example, boldfacing stops whenever a carriage
return is encountered and characters per inch
cannot be changed within a line.

The reason for these limits may have had
something to do with the desire to present the
user with one set of options for all printers
supported. This way, the manual could avoid
a complex discussion of variations between
printers. Engaging in such an activity would not
be in keeping with Apple's current commitment
to ease of use.

On the other hand, there's AppleWriter.
Users of AppleWriter, a powerful stand-alone
wordprocessor from Apple, are able to embed
into a document most of the control characters
or escape sequences that commonly control just
about every kind of printing device available
today. This is done with the AppleWriter
Virtual lovl command. Pressing !Dvl in
AppleWriter causes the characters following
this command to be interpreted literally, that
is. as printer commands, and not as letters to
be printed. Pressing lovl a second time
restores the situation to one in which all
subsequent characters sent to the printer are
interpreted as letters to be printed.

The AppleWriter user simply
communicates with the printer in a more direct
fashion. For example, to get an ImageWriter
II to begin printing 17 characters per inch, one
must send to it the command, 1ESC I @]
(I ov I, IESC I @], Iuv IJ. This is somewhat
less intuitive than in AppleWorks where one
simply enters the printer options menu with an
~, types the "CI" mnemonic for
characters per inch, and then types "17" to
indicate how many characters per inch.
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ProDOS AppleWriter (Version 1.2) is the
latest version of a program that began its
evolution when Apple's marketing strategy was
aimed at the hobbiest, a.k.a. the "hacker"
types, who were both willing and able to forgo
intuitiveness and deal with greater complexity
in order to obtain a high level of control over
their Apple computers and peripherals.

Here's an example ofhow AppleWorks and
AppleWriter differ with respect to printer
control. Ifyou were using AppleWriter and had
an ImageWriter II printer and wanted to put a
MouseText Open Apple in the middle of a
sentence, you would simply imbed the
command IESC I[I] into the text (I8Y I
IESC 1[I] 18Y I) to enable the MouseText
characters and then follow it with an "A". The
" A" would be printed as a cute little Open
~. ThiB;iu would imbed the command
~ CIJ (.. liKl CIJ 18Y I) to return to
the use of the regular ASCII characters. In
short, with AppleWriter you can exercise full
control over your printer. Sad to say, however,
there's no way to do anything like this using
AppleWorks as it comes out of the box.

Is AppleWorks some sort of "poor
relation" to AppleWriter? Certainly not.
AppleWorks is quite a bit more versatile than
AppleWriter in many respects even without
considering the data base and spreadsheet
modules of this integrated program. For
example, the AppleWorks word processor
enables the writer to have up to 12 documents
in memory at once and, further, permits the user
to cut and paste document segments between
and among them. With AppleWriter, you work
with one document at a time.

The inability of AppleWorks to exercise
more control over such capable printers as the
ImageWriter II, however, is indeed distressing.
But power users, take heart, this is not a
situation with which we are helpless to deal.
Yes, those of you who join with me when I say
"I Want It All!", gather 'round. There are at
least three different ways to realize all or a
significant part of this goal. I shall present them
all to you here in order of power and
sophistication.

The Objective
What we want to be able to do is to embed

an escape sequence into an AppleWorks
document, just like AppleWriter does. In fact,
this is exactly what APRle'j0rks does when, for
example, we press 88 (Boldface Begin)
from within a document or go to the Printer
Options menu and select ~erscript Begin. In
the first case, an IESC IlLJis embedded into
the document and in the second case an
IESC 1(iJ is embedded. The only problem with
this is that AppleWorks doesn't provide you
with enough of these special keystrokes like EJ
88 or menu accessed options like Superscript
Begin to allow you to enjoy full access to the
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capabilities of the ImageWriter II printer.
Next, we need to understand that once we

are able to embed an escape character into an
ApppleWorks wordprocessor document, all
succeeding characters in the wordprocessor
document will be treated as commands-if
valid; if invalid, they will be printed as text.
This means that we will also need to have a way
to tell the printer that it should interpret all
subsequent characters as text to be printed, not
as printer commands. It is quite conceivable
that, unless we do this, some "innocent
bystander" characters might be interpreted as
printer commands.

In short, we want to come up with an
AppleWorks analog to the AppleWriter virtual
command.

The Custom Printer Solution
Perhaps the easiest way to obtain more

control over your ImageWriter II printer is to
use the Custom Printer option available from
within the Print Menu. This approach takes
advantage of the fact that one may configure
AppleWorks for a printer not found on the list
of supported printers. To configure a custom
printer one must know what this otherwise
unsupported printer expects in the way of
commands for a limited list of printer functions:
boldface, underlining, and super/sub-scripts. In
setting-up a custom printer, you are allowed to
permanantly incorporate the appropriate printer
commands into the AppleWorks custom printer
code in the same way that AppleWorks allows
you to incorporate initialization codes for
printer interface cards, by prompting the user
to supply the keystrokes which correspond to
the appropriate printer commands. This feature
provides us with a way to use one of these
commands to achieve the objective of
simulating an AppleWriter-like Virtual
command from within AppleWorks timply by
defining one command as a solitary ESC and
another one with an [gC) [[] This is the
simplist way to achieve a significant part of our
objective. The price tag for simplicity in this
case, however, is a reduction of features. We
should take a look at those limitations.

Because you are allowed only one custom
printer, this move entails sacrificing the option
of having another easily accessible printer that
is not on the AppleWorks list of supported
printers. This mayor may not be a big deal for
you. Perhaps a more serious problem for most
people is the loss of proportional print, control
over characters per inch for blocks of text
longer than one line, and control over lines per
inch. The Open-apple-O, CI, 17 sequence, for
example, will be ignored in favor of the number
of characters per inch selected in the custom
printer setup, usually 10. Attempting to use
embedded escape sequences to control
characters per inch will effect the intended
change in characters per inch printed but the
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margins of your document will be erratic. This
is because AppleWorks is calculating word
wrap and, thus, when to send linefeeds to the
printer, on the basis of 10 CPI at a time when
the printer is operating at, say, 17 CPI. Thus,
you must restrict your manipulations of
characters per inch to spaces that are within a
single line. Similiarly, lines per inch will cause
problems with page length because these are
related in much the same way as CPI and word
wrap calculation.

However, everything else that your printer
can do is yours. Here's how to add the kind of
custom printer you need to your printer menu.
Following the directions in your AppleWorks
manual, go to the Printer Information menu,
and get ready to set-up a Custom Printer. What
we are going to do is to set up another
ImageWriter II printer for the Print Menu, one
that is almost like the original except in one
important respect.

Although we will not duplicate all of the
standard settings for the ImageWriter II in our
set-up procedure, those standard settings are as
follows:

1. Characters Per Inch (10)
2. Lines Per Inch (6)
3. Boldface, Subscript & Superscript

Boldface Begin (Escape-!)
Boldface End (Escape-")
Subscript Begin (Escape-y)
Subscript End (Escape-z)
Superscript Begin (Escape-x)
Superscript End (Escape-z)

4. Underlining
Underline Begin (Escape-X)
Underline End (Escape-Y)

If you are using another kind of printer,
consult the respective manual and substitute
commands as appropriate. Use all the above
settings except for the Boldface Begin and
Boldface End commands. The Boldface
Begin/Boldface End commands will be our
primary tools for getting more from the
ImageWriter II printer and thus the codes for
these functions are the ones we will change.

Why pick on the Boldface command? One
could just as easily use some other command
but the Boldface command is so much more
convenient in that it may be invoked directly
from the document that you are working on with
a 188 I keystroke sequence. Not having to go
back and forth to the printer options menu, as
you probably already appreciate quite well, is
a definite advantage. Using this command
doesn't even require sacrificing the ability to
boldface text as you will see later on.

Instead of the usual IESC 1IT] enter a
solita~ESC I for Boldface Begin and an
IESC ll!Jfor Boldface End.

With these modifications, the first 188 I
(Boldface Begin) will fWYs send just an
escape, and the second 88 (Boldface End)
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will always send and Escape-f. You already
know why we want to embed a solitary Escape
into our AppleWorks documents, but the
change we propose to make to the Boldface End
command bears further explanation. The
Escape-f causes a forward linefeed which has
no effect on your document because the
direction for Iinefeeds is already forward. This
command effectively prevents the possibility of
strange and unpredictable printer behaviors,
here's why. By placing the second IElS I,
Boldface Off (in reality an Escape-f),
immediately after the characters(s) you want the
printer to treat as commands, the printer can
"know" that it doesn't need to look for any
more commands. Otherwise the printer will
continue looking for further valid characters to
treat as commands and it may very well find
some. This strategy causes you to use a few
more keystrokes than would changing both
Boldface On and Boldface Off to a solitary
Escape, but, by avoiding this temptation, you'll
spend less head-scratching time trying to figure
out why certain characters appear to have been
"eaten" and why the printer appears to have
a mind of its own-and a demented mind at that.

Therefore, the protocol to use is: IElS I
(Boldface On), Command Character(s), IElS I
(Boldface Off). This will effectively satisfy our
need to have a way to tum this command mode
on and off, just as the Virtual command
functions in AppleWriter.

The familiar carat ,ill afPear right at the
place where we pressed ElS except that now
it indicates the presence of a solitary Escape
character at that spot even though moving the
cursor to it will cause the Boldface Begin
message to appear in the usual place. Any letters
and numbers after that carat will, if they are
valid printer commands, be acted upon as
printer commands and will not be printed. A
second IElS I ends the discussion with the
printer imd everything else will be printed as
usual.

After details of the next two approaches to
this end are revealed we will get into a thorough
discussion of how to use this new power
effectively, including several examples. If using
the Custom Printer solution is as sophisticated
as you want to get right now, you may want
to skip to that section immediately.

The Modified SEG PR File Solution
On the other hand, you may not want to

give up your custom printer at this time either
because you need it now or because you fear
that you may need it sometime in the future.
Then too, you may be as reluctant as I am to
forgo the ability to change characters per inch
for blocks of text larger than one line. If any
of these dispositions seem to fit you, read on.
There is a way to achieve our objective to an
even greater degree.

When you catalog the AppleWorks
program disk, you will notice a small fIle called
SEG.PR. This is the fIle that contains the printer
information that AppleWorks uses when you
select a printer to appear on the print menu.
Instead of using the generic custom printer code
with all of the compromises that entails, we can
modify the ImageWriter code in this file to
obtain greater control over the ImageWriter II
printer without giving up a single feature.

By the way, AppleWorks uses the same
code for the ImageWriter I, ImageWriter II and
the Apple DMP printer, so we'll be getting the
same ability to direct these printers too.
However, please realize that the Apple DMP
and the ImageWriter I do not have as many
features as does the ImageWriter II.
Nonetheless, what escape sequence features
your printer does have will be under your
command.

For those of you with other kinds of
printers, you'll have to adapt this strategy to
your special case. The escape sequences may
be somewhat different but the principle will be
the same. The tough part will be searching the
SEG.PR file for the part that relates to your
printer and then finding the code that must be
modified. To help you out in this search, You'll
need a good block editor or ZAP program as
they call it. There are many fine ones on the
market. There's one in Copy II Plus; there's
one in Bag of Tricks; there's one in Beagle
Bros.' ProByter and there's one in Glen
Bredon's ProSel desktop manager package
called Block Warden. I use Block Warden
because I think its the best one around. Take
whatever time is required to understand what
a block editor is and how to use the one you
have. The documentation should do all of this
for you if you'll read it. Don't be like me and
read the directions only when all else fails.

First, a warning. NEVER, NEVER,
NEVER modify an original disk. In fact, I will
go so far as to suggest here that you make a
backup copy of AppleWorks specifically for this
project. That way if you mess something up,
there'll be little lost.

Use your block editor to search the side of
the disk that has the fIle, SEG.PR, on it. Search
for the hexadecimal string: 021821021822 then
change it to: 01 1821 02 1866.

This will accomplish the same result
achieved in the custom printer solution (change
IElS I) but without the limitations cited above.
With this approach, we do not have to give up
our one and only custom printer, proportional
printing, the power to change characters per
inch for two or more lines at a time and the
power to change lines per inch. In fact, all of
the regular printer options except Boldface
Begin are available in the usual [[J' Ti
boldface a document, a simple, IElS I I ElS
(looks like A! A), will tum boldfacing on. The
bonus here is that, unless we turn boldfacing

off with a IElS I~ ElS I (looks like A' A), the
entire document will be boldfaced!

Unfortunately, there is one drawback to this
approach that the custom printer solution
doesn't share. With the custom printer strategy,
you have two ImageWriter II printers on your
Print Menu, one stock and the other modified.
With this approach, you've modified the only
ImageWriter code available in the SEG.PR fIle.
Why is that a problem?

Now that you've modified the one and only
piece of code in the SEG.PR file capable of
commanding the ImageWriter II printer, what
will happen if you try to print a word processor
file created by a "normal" version of
AppleWorks by a "normal" AppleWorks user?
The answer is "weird stuff' if the Boldface
command appears anywhere in the document.
Whatever characters appear immediately after
the Boldface (a.k.a. Escape) command will be
sent to the printer as printer commands. First,
that character will not be printed. That's
aggravation enough but there's more. If the
character that happens to occur immediately
after the Boldface carat also happens to be a
valid printer command, then the printer will
attempt to carry out that command. Try it. It
can be funny if you're not urgently needing the
document to forestall being flunked, fired or
filleted.

Thus, if you elect this strategy, be careful
with files of unknown or uncertaiu origin. You
may search out and eliminate all of the Boldface
Begin commands. Ifyou get them all, this will
prevent the "weird stuff' alluded to above.
Alternatively, you may edit the document to
make sure that wherever boldfacing was
intended the following form is followed:

~this:

~ ITJ IElS I The Part Intended for
Boldfacing IElS I ~I ElS I

It should look like this:
A ! A The Part Intended for Boldfacing A' A

Ifyou get them all, this will insure that the
original intent, boldfacing, is, in fact, carried
out.

However, you may be unwilling to
compromise on even this esoteric point. Fear
not, we have an even more sophisticated
approach for your consideration.

The Imagewriter III Solution
The solution to the problem with modifying

the code in the SEG.PR file cited above is to
have at least two copies of the code available
to you in the SEG.PR file, one modified and
one not. Since you get to name your printer(s)
when selecting printers for the Print Menu,
these two ImageWriter printer code segments
can be differentiated from one another quite
easily. I call my unmodified printer,
ImageWriter II and my modified printer,
ImageWriter III. Not very original, but it
captures the general idea rather well.
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The way to get two copies of the
appropriate code when there is only one in the
SEG.PR file to begin with is to capture an image
of the ImageWriter code and then replace the
code of another printer (one that you don' t plan
on using) with that image. Then, all one needs
to do is to modify one and not the other and
select both for the print menu.

Let's say that you conclude that the printer
code for the Scribe printer is useless to you.
In that case, just copy the ImageWriter printer
code to the same position in the file occupied
by the Scribe printer code, thus replacing it,
and then save the SEG.PR file. That way when
AppleWorks thinks its selecting the Scribe code
it is actually selecting the second copy of the
ImageWriter code. Thus, in adding printers to
the AppleWorks Print Menu, we select the
ImageWriter and the Scribe but name them
ImageWriter II and III respectively. Then,
modify the second instance of the above
mentioned string in the SEG.PR file and, voila,
you have two different ImageWriters, one for
normally created files and one for those files
which go beyond the usual limits of
AppleWorks printing features.

The following directions show how to
manually overwrite the Scribe printer code in
the AppleWorks SEG.PR file with an image of
the ImageWriter printer code. You may wish
to overwrite the code of a different printer. To
do this refer to the table showing the locations
in the SEG. PR file of the code for all supported
printers. You'll have to adjust the addresses and
ending marks in the following procedures as
appropriate.

o=J Set the prefix to the volume containing
the SEG.PR file.

PREFIX/APPLEWORKS

u=J Load the SEG.PR file into memory.

BLOAD SEG,PR,TSYS,A$2000

IT] Save that part of the SEG.PR file that
contains the ImageWriter code to a temporary
"holding area", in this case to a RAM disk.
A floppy would do just as well and might be
more comfortable for some, just make sure you
know the proper pathname ahead of time.

BSAVE/RAM/TEMP,A$23BE,E$2568

CD Load the ImageWriter code previously
saved to a temporary "holding area" to that
place in memory normally occupied by the code
for the Scribe printer. This effectively
overwrites the Scribe code and replaces it with
the ImageWriter code.

BLOAD/RAM/TEMP,A$24BA

CD Lastly, save the file back to thc disk
you got it from. Doing this should be easy if
you haven't changed the prefix.

BSAVE SEG,PR,TSYS,A$2000,E$4E56

Now that there are two sets of the
ImageWriter code in the SEG.PR file, we can
use the modified SEG.PR solution without any
drawbacks. The only difference here is that we
will modify only the second instance of the
hexidecimal string, 021821021822. This will
insure that we are modifying the code that we
put in the place of the Scribe printer code.

Finally, all that needs to be done is to use
the AppleWorks Print Menu to select the Scribe
printer as our second printer, the ImageWriter
II being the first, and name it ImageWriter III.
Now whenever you want to print a standard
AppleWorks file, or one that you suspect is
standard, just use ImageWriter II. Then, when
you wish to get fancy and use those forbidden
printer features, just use the ImageWriter III.

EFFECTIVELY USING THE HIDDEN
POWERS OF THE IMAGEWRITER II

Whichever approach you've chosen to
adopt, you now have the ability to communicate
directly with your printer, at least in the
language of Escape sequences. In the case of
the ImageWriter II, that may be all that you'll
ever need or want.

Just what can be done? Here are a few
examples and suggestions to get the adventure
of discovering all of the possibilities started.
Refer to the Escape sequence and MouseText
charts I've included as we proceed.

Changing CPI in Mid-Sentence
To change the characters Der inch from ICD

CPI (the default value, ESC ~) to 17 CPI
(I ESC I@] ), even for just one word in the
middle of a line, your screen would look like:

We will now print in • Q' SEVENTEEN' N'
characters per inch.

Your paper would look like this:

We will now print in SEVENTEEN characters per
inch.

If you fail to turn this command off, the
next carriage return will do it for you. Thus,
if you want to change the characters per inch
for a body of text greater than one line, the
conventional command should be used. It is not
deactivated by our modifications.

Using a Little MouseText
Here's how the AppleWriter example cited

above translates to AppleWorks. On screen, it
looks like this:

Once upon a time, there was an enchanted
• &A •• $' that was very red and delicious
looking.

On paper, it looks like this:

Once upon a time, there was an enchanted d
that was very red and delicious looking.

Just as with any "regular" AppleWorks
printer command, the caret will take up a space
on the screen but will not be printed. Judging
how something will look on paper is more
difficult with a great many printer commands
(carets) on the screen. In addition, you will
notice that the word-wrap calculation will be
based upon whatever you have set the characters
per inch valuc to by using the printer options
menu. Thus, if you set 12 characters per inch
from the print options menu and thcn change
to 17 characters per inch for several words,
AppleWorks will continue to calculate word
wrap on the paper as if everything were to be
printed at 12 CPI. Overuse of this feature can
create some untidy results, so you may want
to restrain yourself in this arca. On the other
hand, you can use the fact that the CPI set from
the print options menu takes precedence by
using this to further modify MouseText
characters and Downloaded Fonts. Not only
may you have all of these different characters,
but you may also have them in several different
sizes too!

Using a Lot of MouseText
Here's an all-purpose MouseText box

(including the screen view) that I put together.
I keep a collection of these in a "parts" file
(just a wordprocessor file called MT .Parts) so
that I may simply cut and paste them into
selected documents. By using the overstrike
cursor, I may change the message within and
not disturb the carefully constructed frame.

'So"
"T16"
"S" "a." I
"&'Z"""""""","'R_
"a."Z"S" "&'ZV_
"&'Z"S" Place Your "&"ZV_
'&"Z'S" "a."ZV
"&"Z"S" Message Right "a."ZV_
'&"Z"S" "&"ZV_
"&"Z's' Here. "&'ZV_
"&'Z'S" "&'ZV
"&'Z"S" How 'bout "&'ZV_
"a.'Z"S" '8,"ZV_
"&"Z'S" That! '8,'ZV_
'&'Z'S" '&'ZV_
"II.' ZWWWWWWWWWWW'wW'vlWWWWWQ_
"S" '&"LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
"A" 'S·
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With your MouseText chart and Escape
sequence tables in hand, you can experiment
the better part of a day away. By the time you'rc
finished playing around with this new toy,
you'll be able to amaze your friends and
associates with what you can get out of your
ImageWriter II using nothing more than
AppJeWorks.

Special Considerations
for Using MouseText

Note that !ESC J[j] [}] [j] is used to make
each line print directly on top of the next
without any space in-between, a necessity in
printing graphics. You may return to the nornlal
6 lines per inch with an 1ESC I~ .

Also note that each command that is
"turned-on" is "turned-off" at some point.
This is in keeping with an important principle
in programming which applies equally well
here. That principle is called "transparency"
and means that you should leave everything in
the state in which you found it so that the next
activity can correctly assume default states. If
you turn boldfacing on (I ESC IIJJ), you should,
before exiting, turn it off (!ESCJG).
Otherwise the next printing job, even if in
connection with another program, will continue
to boldface if the printer remains powered-up
and the next application doesn't reset the
printer.

In a complex construction such as the
MouseText box, you might be tempted to use
an IEsclW as an all-purpose reset. Beware,
however, because this will zap any downloaded
characters and defaults to draft quality printing.
It resets everything to the default state, and you
may want to be more selective.

Finally, I should point out that, in
MouseText, there is no blank space. This means
that to provide space between MouseText
characters you must return to normal ASCII
characters. To get spaces, insert them as ASCII
characters, and then return to MouseText.

Using Downloaded Characters
I use Beagle Bros. PowerPrint and

recommend it highly. PowerPrint has a feature
that creates what they call Quickload Fonts.
This feature creates executable binary files that
download given fonts automatically. With
Quickload Fonts available, you can write a
simple startup program in Applesoft BASIC that
first downloads your favorite font and then
starts AppleWorks. There's plenty of room on
the startup side of your AppleWorks disk for
programs of this sort. Alternatively, this startup
program might present you with a menu from
which to choose a font, to download the selected
font, and then to start AppleWorks.

Tell the printer to Switch to the downloaded
font with .' •• !. and use • $' • '. to switch
back to the regular font.

I 36

Note how all of these examples are just
variations on a theme:

Boldface Begin. Command Character(s), Boldface End

Since the ImageWriter II's near letter
quality print option does not affect downloaded
fonts. you may want to turn boldfacing on just
before printing a downloaded font and turn it
off immediately afterwards if you are printing
the main body of text with the near letter quality
print option activated. That way the text
composed by the downloaded font will appear
nearly as sharp as the rest of the document.

It's Your Turn Now
Yes, its your turn to create a masterpiece

with your ImageWriter II. Many of these
features can be used in conjunction with one
another and with all of the regular AppleWorks
printer options as well.

For example, you may use half-heiE!!
characters in conjunction with the IESC IL!J
"nn" function that controls the space between
lines in increments of 11144th of an inch to see
just how much text can be crammed onto a
single piece of paper. MouseText and
downloaded fonts may be printed at4, 5, 7,9,
10,12,15 and 17 CPljust like regular ASCII
characters.

The combinations and permutations are
extensive. With so many options at hand. there
is bound to be a great upsurge of creativity
evident in the printed correspondence of
AppleWorks users. Enjoy.

Here are the locations of the various printer
code segments within the AppleWorks SEG.PR
file.

Pr i nte r Start Length

Apple ImageWriter $03BE $00FC
App IeScri be $04BA $00AF
App Ie Da isy/Qume Sp 11 $0569 $013C
Si lentype $06A5 $0088
Qume Spr int 5 $072D $0118
Epson FX Se r i es $0845 $00DD
Epson MX Se r i es $0922 $00A0
Epson MX/Graft rax pIus $09C2 $00B8
Epson RX Se r i es $0A7A $00C8
Custom Pr inter $0CBE $014C

With thanks to Garth Shultz, Kalamazoo,
MI.

Don Westcott

I recently tried Brian Trohu's softkey for
SpaceQuest and Stephen Lau's softkey for
Leisure Suit Larry, both in COMPUTIST #53.
The SQ copy was" ** unable to load ProDOS
* *" and the LSL copy wasn't able to find the
WORDS.TOK file and hung. This was in the

COMPUTIST #59

catalog so I tried to verify it and discovered
block $57C was bad. This prompted me to
check the entire LSL copy for bad blocks and
I found these blocks were bad: $4F6, $507,
$56C, $57C, $58C, $5C8 and $634. These
blocks are all good on the original LSL, except
$634, of course, so I read in each of them from
the original and wrote back to the copy. Eureka!
It worked! Then I found the SQ copy's bad
blocks: $5C I, $5CF and $634. Eureka again!

Also, Top Fuel Eliminator wouldn't run on
my IIgs but it would run on myoId II plus.
However. after Jack Moravetz's softkey in
COMPUTIST #49. it runs on both!

~ Greiner Wolfgang's softkey for
Crypt of Medea in COMPUTIST #55 yeilded
a running copy but it won't Save or Load
games. Does anyone have a solution for this?

i It's what we've been saying all along, don't
give up on a softkey if it doesn't work the first
time. Check for other problems.
............................. RDEXed

Bob Igo

A.P.T. jar".

Bard's Tale III

• Requirements

o Sector-editor (I recommend Copy II Plus)
o Bard's Talc III character disk
o A desire to fry Brilhasti ap Tarj and free the

world of Evil

Here is some editor information for Bard's
Tale III. The information is incomplete, but
there is still enough to create very powerful
(godlike) characters.

On one sector there is room for two
characters. As far as I know, a full party (on
a saved game) starts at track $21, sector $06
with character #7. Sector $07 has characters
5 & 6 in that order. Sector $08 has 3 & 4.
Sector $09 has I & 2.

i Much of Bob's letter duplicated material
already contained in previous letters so we
combined the information in the interests ofsaving
space. {Please see the combined list of attribute
locations on page 20, and the combined list of
items on page 19 RDEXed

Numbers shown with x's in the combined
items list could possibly be something if the
correct numbers for possession and uses were
found. In the meantime, they're useful space
fillers on your list of possessions; if you have
a gods' blade, you don't want the annoying
message: "Konan found a Dagger"! So, fill the
list and you won't have room to find a dagger.



............................. RDEXed

Brian Hatch

Richard (Gramps) Pirong

o Poisoned 4 unk
I Old 5 Possessed
2 Dead 6 Crazy
3 Stoned 7 unk

Fay's Word Rally Didatech Sojhl'llre
Fun Bunch Unicoi'll
Galaxian Atariso/i

Game Show Adl'anced Ideas
Garjield Deluxe Edition DLM

Gemstone Healer SSI
GradeBusters 1-2-3 Gradebusters
Gutenburg Jr. Micromation LTD

Handicapping System Sports Judge
J &SGrade Book J&SSofMare

Jigsaw Microfilll
Joust Atarisoft

Legacy of the Ancients Electronic Arts
Little Computer Peoples House on aDisk Actil'ision

Lollipop Dragon: Cursor Control Adventures
Plotting & Programming Adventures
Letter &Number Key Adventures
Function Key Adventures Society for Visual Ei

Jlagic Spells TIle Leaming Company
Maxi Golf TIlUnder Moumain

Jficro League Baseball Micro-league Sports
Microzine #25 ScilOlastic

Mr. Do Datasoft
Mr. Pixel's Cartoon Kit MindsCi/pe

Ms. Pac-Man Atarisoft
Nmr Ending Story Datasoft

Odin Odestll
Peeping Tom Microlab

Pensate Penguin
Personal Finance Manager IPFM) Apple Computer
PFS File &Report IIgs Software Publishing CO/po

Pirates Microprose Softlt'are
Prime Plotter Primesoft Corp.

Principals Assistant Library MindsCi/pe
Print Master Unision World
Pro-Football SPOrt5 Judge

Publisher Springboard
Puzzles & Posters MECC

Quiz Castle Didatech Softlrare
Rescue On Fractalis Ept\
Ruski Duck Softslllith Co.
Scrabble Electronic Arts

Snoggle Broderbund
Space Eggs Sirius

Space Journey MindsCi/pe
Stellar 7 Penguin Softlt'are

Success with Typing vI.2 Scholastic Software
Super Factory Sunburst

Think Tank Uring Video
Tower of Myraglen II IlIgs) ?

Toy Shop Broderbund
Ultima V Origin Srstems

Universe Olllnitrend
Universe II Omnitrend

Visiblend Microlab
Wheel of Fortune ?

Where in the USA is Carmen San Diego Broderbund
Where in the World is Carmen San Diego Broderbund

Wings of Fury Broderbund
Word Attack Daridson

Work Force II Core Concepts
The Works First Star Software

Zorro Datasoft

ABM Muse
Agent U.S.A. Scholastic

Airheart Broderbund
Algeblaster Dal'idson & Associmes

Algebra I Imelligem Tutor
Apple Super Pilot ?

ArtijicialIntelligence ScilOlastic
Balance of Power Mindscape

Bandits Sirius Softlrare
Bank Street Filer Broderbuml

Bank Street School Filer Sunburst Communications
Barron's Computer SAT '

Battlegroup SSI
Battlezone Atarisoft

Brain Bank TIle ObsmalOrr
Burgertime ?

Captaill Goodnight .'
Certijicate Library Vol. I

Chuck Yeager's Advanced Flight Trainer Electronic Arts
Colossus IV Firebird

Creature Vellture Softslllith Co.
Cross Clues Science Research

Cross Country Rally Softslllith Co.
Crossword Magic Mindscape
David's Midnight Magic ?

DB Master V4.QJ Stonelt'are
Deathlord Electronic Arts

Dome Bookkeepillg Systems DOllie Anolilltilig
F-I5 Strike Eagle Microprose

Fay: The Masked Woman Didatech Saftlt'are

CI:J Write the sector back to disk, protect
it. boot it, hop into your Aston Martin and GO!

Goldfinger
Mindscape

functions. This code is the tag end of many
protection schemes and can help you locate the
code on disk.

Softkey for...

MOST
WANTED

So£tkeys

CD Boot your DOS 3.3 system disk.

CD Tell DOS to ignore checksum and
epilog errors and use COPYA to copy the disk.

POKE 47426,24
RUN COPYA

o=J Make the following sector edits to the
copy you just made.

Trk Set Byte(s) From To
------~. -----------

$00 $00 $94-96 4C 00 C6 EA EA EA
----

Bit ConditionBit Condition

After using the list that Jeff Wicker wrote
for Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego,
(COMPUTIST #39) I compiled my own. This
list shows what characteristics each person has,
so you should only need to visit Interpol once.

You may remove GOLDFINGER from the
list because the Scorpion actually provided the
solution on page 4 of issue #43. On this
Mindscape disk. I found the nasty "jump to
C6(/)(/)" at bytes 94-96 on track $(/)(/), sector
$(/)(/). Thank heavens for editors with search

Ihor Ihorovitch Croquet, Blond hair. Tattoo.
Limo

Fast Eddie Croquet. Black hair, Jewelry.
Convertible

Scar Graynolt Croquet. Red hair, Ring. Limo
Nick Brunch Mt. Climbing. Black hair, Ring.

Motorcycle
Len Bulk Mt. Climbing, Red hair. Tattoo,

Convertible
Katherine Drib Mt. Climbing. Brown hair.

Tattoo. Motorcycle
Merey LaRoe Mt. Climbing, Brown hair.

Jewelry. Limo
Lady Agatha Tennis. Red hair. Tattoo.

Convertible
Dazzle Annie Tennis, Blond hair, Tattoo, Limo
Carmen Sandiego Tennis, Brown hair.

Jewelry. Convertible

It is conceivable that you could create your
own items to your own specifications, such as
a machinegun which does I(/)(/)(/)-5(/)(/)(/)
damage and can cast YMCA, REST, PHDO,
etc. I encourage someone out there to come up
with a Bard's Tale III item maker. If Bard's
Tale can assign certain properties to all the
above items, I'm sure one of the Computist
bunch can. too. Also, does anyone know how
to get rid of that "alignment value" stuff?

(2) Does anyone know what the file,
YUMMY, on the boot side is for?

i As near as I can tell. the condition code is
using bit positions to define the status of your
adventurer. The bits that I could puzzle out from
the letters I recieve are:
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sa 1988 • Features: oMixing ProDOS w~h Thexder
olnfacom Decoder Revisited oCracking on the lie oMight &Magic
Revisited oMight &Magic Character Editor "An indepth guide
to Ultima IV oComputing for 1-3 year olds 0The Product Monitor
• Sohkeys: oA.1. oBoulderDash oBoulderDash Construction
Set oDeathSword oDesign Your Own Home: Architecture
oDesign Your Own Home: Interior oDesign Your Own Home:
Landscape oFacemaker oGauntlet oKings Quest II oMastery
Arithmetic oMicrozine #26 oMuppet Slate v1.0 opFS: Graph
oPolywriter 1.2 oRad Warrior oRings of Zillin oseaspeller oSmart
Eyes oSpelll\! oWings of Fury • APTs: oCastle Wollenstein
oMarble Madness IIgs oMight &Magic oUltima IV oUltima V
• Playing Tips: oCoveted Mirror oDeathlord oMight &Magic
000-Topos oU~ima IV • Notes: oA better way to print Starter
K~ DOC's oCuring Fatal System Error #0911 oRea~ime Situation
Control using CDAs oChuck Yeager's Advanced Flight Trainer
omM Notes oHelp Wanted!

57 1988. Features: oElectronic Art's Protection
Language oHow to find hidden code with EOR DiskScan oHere's
another look at oLower Case &Infocom Games oMonsters of
Might &Magic oA Character Editor for Rings of Zillin oA Single
Data Disk for all your Print Shop Graphics 0The Product Monitor
• Sohkeys: oAmerican Challenge oArctic Fox -Bard's Tale

II oBoulderDash Construction Set oCalifornia Games
oChampionship Wrestling oChief of DetectiveslDrawing
Conclusions -Deep Space oDome Simplified Bookkeeping
System oDr. Ruth's Computer Game of Good Sex oEarth Orbit
Stations oFactory oGalaxy search/Predicting Outcomes oGame
Maker oHacker II oHardball IIgs olkari Warriors -Labyrinth
oMarble Madness -Master Diagnostics lie oMath Blaster
oMickey's Space Adventure -Micro-Computer Learning Games
oMicrozine #14 -Microzine #24 oMilliken Math Series oMind
Prober oM - ss - ng L- nks oMorning Star Spelling oMountain
Climbing/Cause and Effect oMovie Monster Game oPond oRace
Track/Reading for Detail oReading Comprehension Main Idea
& Details oRings of Zilfin oRoadwar 2000 oSchool
Daysllnference oSki Crazed oSoflswitch -Sub Mission 0Time
Capsule/Reading Skills oTuesday Morning Quarterback
oTypewriter oWhere in Europe is Carmen Sandiego
oWortgefecht oXevious .APTs: -Deep Space oH.E.R.O.
oMoebius oRings of Zillin oRoadwar 2000 • Playing Tips:
oArcticfox oCastie Wollenstein oConan oDonkey Kong oUltima
IV mMSohkeys: Symphony v1.00 oTK!

56 1988.Features: -Apple IIgs Secret Weapon
05 second fastboot into Locksmith 6.0 Fastcopy oThe Product
Monitor oTaking the grind out of Championship Wrestling
-Making some improvements to The Nibbler • Sohkeys: -2400
AD· -40' Graphics Studio oAccolade Comics oAesop's Fables
oAmerican People oAnimal Hotel oApplewriter lie oArcade
Album #1 oArctic Antics oBaliblazer oBard's Tale II: The Destiny
Knight oBard's Tale IIgs oCat'n Mouse oChampionship Wrestling
oCharlie Brown's 1,2,3's oCobra Cavern oColor Me oCreate W~h
Garfield oDavid Winfield's Batter Up! oDestroyer oDisk Optimizer
II-Dragonworld oElectronic Arts Software oEn Vacances oEn
Ville -Fantavision gs -Fight Night oForbidden Castle -G.I. Joe
-Garfield Double Dares -General Manager oGoonies
oGraphicWriter 2.0 oGutenberg, Sr. -Hacker II oHardball
-Hardball gs -Infiltrator oJames Bond 007: AView to aKill
oKeyboard Kadet oKids on Keys oLazer Maze oLe
Demenagement oLe Francais par Ordinateur: oLeisure Suit
Larry in the Land of the Lounge Lizards oLes Sports -Lion's
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Workshop oMicrozine #21 -Microzine #22 oMilliken Word
Processor -Millionair II oMultiscribe v2.0 -Multiscribe v3.0
-Multiscribe IIgs v3.01c -Paris En Metro -Pitfall II oRacter
oRailroad Works -Rambo: First Blood Part II oRealm of
Impossibility oSame or Different oSea Dragon oSea Strike
oShanghai oShowOff oShutterbug oSilent Service IIgs oSnoopy
to the Rescue oSnoopy's Reading Machine oSnoopy's Skywriter
Scrambler -Space QuestloSpace Station oSpy Hunter oSpy's
Adventures in Europe -Spy's Adventures in North America
-Stephen King: The MistoStory Maker oStreet Sports Basketball
-Sub Battle Simulator -Super Sunday Football oTalking Text
Writer -Type! 0Un Repas Francais oVoodoo Island oWhere in
Europe is Carmen Sandiego oWinnie the Pooh oWinter Games
oWinter Games gs oWordzzzearch -World Games gs • APTs:
02400 AD oKung-Fu Master -Lady Tut oUltima V • Playing
Tips: 02400 AD oDeathlord oSpace Quest -Ultima IV -U~ima

VoWrath of Denethenor mM Sohkeys oExecu-Vision -MS Word
-PC-Draw oZork I &II • Notes: oNot too happy with Copy
II Plus v8.1 oData disks cause Appleworks crash

55 May 1988.Features: -A Utility to Save the
Lower 8Pages of Memory -Bard's Tale Effects Locator -How
to Capture Phantasie Screen Maps -A~ernate Reality Character
Editor -Updating the ProDOS Block Editor -Loading Flashcalc
onto your RAMcard oA Copy-protection Scheme for ProDOS
oThe Product Monitor oAutoduel Car Editor .Sohkeys:
oAlphabet sequencing oAnimal Alphabets and Other Things
oArctic Antics oThe Boars' Store oThe Boars Tell Time oCareer
Focus oCastie Wolfenstein oCharlie Brown's 123's oCharlie
Brown's ABC's oCity Country Opposites oCoveted Mirror
oCreate With Garfield -Crypt of Medea -Customized Alphabet
Drill -Customized Flash Spelling oDig Dug oDigital Paintbrush
System -Estimation -Fay: Word Hunter -Fix It oFocusing on
Language Arts oFundamental Capitalization oFundamental
Punctuation Practice oFundamental Spelling Words in Context
oThe Hobbit oHomonyms in Context olndividualized Study
Master olnside Outside Shapes -Inside Outside Opposites
-Leisure Suit Larry in the Land of the Lounge Lizards oMaster
Diagnostics II &II +oMastertype v2.1 oMathematics series -Mr.
and Mrs. Potato Head oPaper Models· The Christmas Kit
-Peanuts Math Matcher oPeanuts Maze Marathon oPeanuts
Picture Puzzlers oPerry Mason: The Case of the Mandarin
Murder oRailroad Works oRandom House Library oManagement
Programs oRocky's Boots v.4 oSensible Speller oSnoopy's
Reading Machine oSnoopy's Skywriter Scrambler oSnoopy to
the Rescue oSnoopy Writer oSpelling Demons oStock Market
Simulation oStory Builder oStory Starter oStudio 1I0Test Maker
oThink Quick vU -Tournament Bridge oTutorial
Comprehension -Typing is aBall, Charlie Brown oUnder Fire
oWord Blaster oWord Count oWord Mount oYour Personal Net
Worth .APTs: oUnder Fire mMFeature: oFlight Simulator
RGB Modifications

S4 April 1988 • Features: oPicture Loader oHow
To Make DEMUFFIN PLUS -Convert Print Shop graphics into
Print Master graphics olower case letters For Your Apple II Plus
oThe Product Monitor -Apple lie Paddle Fix oSoflkey for Daisy
Professional 'Most-Protected' Award oDOS EOR Maker
• Sohkeys: A2·PB1 Pinball oAnimate oBank Street Music
Writer oBoulderdash Construction Kit oCalifornia Games
oCountdown to Shutdown oCoveted Mirror -Create with Garfield
oDaisy Professional oDestroyer oDonkey Kong oExpedition
Amazon -General Chemistry Disk #8 oGraphics Studio -Green
Globs &Graphic Equations -Kalamazoo Teacher's Record Book
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2.0 oKids on Keys oMarble Madness oMath Blaster -Maxwell
Manor opeanut's Maze Marathon oPetro-Calc oPolice Artist
opractical Grammar oRendezvous oRing Quest oRoadwar
Europa oRoadwar 2000 oRocky Horror Show -sesame Street
Electric Coloring Book Series -sesame Street Leiters for You
osesame Street Numbers oSeven Cities of Gold oSnoopy's
Reading Machine oSpy's Adventures In Europe oSpy's Demise
oSuper Sunday Football oTalisman -Tellstar II oTop Draw
v1.01A oThe American Challenge -The Dam Busters oThe
Science Professor oTubeway -Vocabulary Adventure 10Winter
Games -Wizards' Crown oZero-Gravity Pinball • APTs:
oExpedition Amazon oMight and Magic • Playing Tips:
-Beauracracy -King's Quest II oLurking Horror oManiac
Mansion oStationfall mMFeature: olntroduction to IBM Disk
Format, Access, and Copy-protection oPutting Sargon III on
harddisk mM Sohkeys: oProkey 3.0 oR:base 400 -Time
Manager

53 March 1988 • Features: oModify Super lOB to
readlwrite every other track -APT for Rings Of Zillin: Turn
yourself into alean, mean fighting Machine oMore Soflkeys for
M.E.C.C. software (1987) oHow To Use The Electronic Art's
RWlS oAPT for Realms Of Darkness: Realm's Wrecker!
oPutting Super Boulder Dash onto ahard disk • Sohkeys:
02400 A.D. oAge Of Adventure oApple's Core 1I0Arcade Boot
Camp oArctic Fox -Aztec -Ballblazer -Bard's Tale IIgs oBlue
Powder Gray Smoke oCalifornia Games oChampionship
Wrestling oColonial Conquest oComprehension Skills I,ll
-Conquering Whole Numbers -Coordinate.Math -Countdown
To Shutdown -Dataquest: The World Community oDestroyer
-Dream House oDream Zone -Earth Orbit Station oEquation
Math -Forecast: Your At-Home Weather Station oFraction
Concepts Inc oFraction Munchers oFraction Practice Unlimited
oGBA Championship Basketball-Genesis -GFL FootbalioGhost
Rider oGoonies -Grade Manager v2.3 oGreat American Cross
country Road Race oHardball IIgs -Ikari Warrior oJenny's
Journeys oKid Niki Radical Ninja oKung-Fu Master -Learning
To Tell Time oLeisure Suit Larry oLet's Learn About Money
oLet's Learn About The Library oLetters For You -Lords Of
Conquest oMagic Spells oMath Blaster -Money Works -Maps
&Globes: Latitude &Longitude oMarble Madness oMicrozine
18,19,20,21,22,23 oMist oMorning Star Math -Movie Monster
Game -Multiplication Puzzles oMultiscribe v3.0c oMurder On
The Mississippi oMusic Made Easy oMystery Sentences
oNumber Munchers oNumbers Count-Odell Lake oOperation
Frog oOpposites Attract oOregon Trail v1.4 oPhonics Prime
Time: Blends &Digraphs oPhonics Prime Time: Vowels I, II
-Puzzles &Posters oQuotient Quest oReader Rabb~ oReading
Style Inventory oRealm Of Impossibility -sesame Street 'Crayon'
series oShanghai oSons Of Liberty -Space Quest v2.2 oStory
Book: Pixelworks -Story Tree -Subtraction Puzzles oSuper Huey
oSuper Wordfind -Tass Times In Tonetown oThose Amazing
Reading Machines III, IV oTimothy Leary's Mind Mirror oTo
Preserve, Protect and Defend oTower Of Myraglen oTroll's
'MicroCoarseware' series oWebster: The Word Game oWord
Munchers oWords At Work: Compound It oWords At Work: Suffix
sense oWorld Games oWorld's Greatest Baseball Game -World
Karate Championship oWriter Rabbit -Zoyon Patrol .APTs:
oBuck Rogers olkari Warrior oKung-Fu Master oLeisure Suit
Larry IIgs -Marble Madness -Realm Of Darkness oRings Of
lilfin oSpace Quest IIgs oSuper Boulder Dash • Playing Tips:
02400 A.D. -Donkey Kong olnfi~rator oSpace Quest IIgs -Spy
Hunter -Swashbuckler oThexder oUltima II 0mM Sohkeys:
oEasyWriter to, II oZork III
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52 February 1988 ,. Features.' tThe Product
Monitor tUnprotecting The Unprotectable: Macintosh Sollkeys!
tAP.I Cornucopia tAPT:Alternate Reality-Dungeon: Create A
Super·human tSollkey for SSl's RDOS disks: 1.ProDOS RDOS,
2,RDOS Transfer Utility tMaking Cracked II Plus Disks Work
On The lie ,. Sohkeys: tApple Gradebook v2.6 tAward
Maker Plus tBlack Cauldron tBlack Magic tCalifornia Games
tCar Builder tColor Print Shop tComputer Ambush tConcepts
In Science tDisney's Comic Strip Maker tElite tEmpire I, II
tEuropean Nations &locations tFooblitsky tGrid Designer
tHER,O, tlkari Warriors tlnfiltrator II tle Francais par
Ordinateur tLittle Computer People's House on aDisk *Main
Street Filer tMaster Diagnostics lie * MegaFiler * MegaMerge
tMicrozine 23 tMight &Magic * Millionaire tMindplay sollware
tMusic Construction Set tNibbler tOperation Market Garden
tPhantasie *Planetfall tPrintMaster Plus tprint Shop
tQuestron tRegatta tRing Quest tRingside Seat tRings Of
Zilfin tShanghai tSilent Service tSnooper Troops tSpy's
Adventure in N. America tSuper PrinttTass Times In Tonetown
tThink Quick * Trans~vania tUltima Ire-release tWhere in the
USA is Carmen Sandiego tWorld Games * Zork I(*MacIntosh
sohkelJ ,. A.P. T.s: Alternate Reality: The Dungeon tArctic
Fox tBard's Tale II tBeyond Zork tBlack Magic tCavern
Creatures tDrol tGoonies tlkari Warriors tZorro ,. Playing
Tips: tBeyond Castle Wolfenstein tChampionship lode Runner
tConan tKing's Queen II tlode Runner tlurking Horror
tStation Fall tUltima IV tZork ffiM Sohkeys: tlotus 1·2·3
tFlight Simulator tPFS Report ffiM APTs: tBard's Tale

5 1 January 1988 Features.' tThe Crypt·arithmetic
Helper tUsing EDD IV to Modify Tracks And Sectors tBard's
Tale APT: Dungeon Mapper Revisited tRAMfactor mod for Laser
128 tUltima IV APT edit·tables tThe Product Monitor tGet Better
Sound by using the cassette jacks tMaking AFast Boot Disk
tMight &Magic APT edit-tables Sohkeys: t2400 AD tAliens
tAlphabet Zoo tAmnesia tBag Of Tricks tBard's Tale ItBard's
Tale II tBattle Cruiser tBeach·head IItBelow The RoottBlack
Magic tBody Awareness tBridge 4.0 tCarriers At War tCatalyst
3.0 tCentipede tChampionship Boxing tChampionship
Wrestling tChessmaster 2QJlD(1) tCombining The Elements
tCommando tCreative Contraptions tEinstein Compiler tFat
City tFight Night tFlight Simulator v2,0 tFun with Direction
tGBA 2.on·2 Championship Basketball tGraphicWriter v1.1 RA
tGrowing Up Small tHouse·on·a-disk tlntrigue tJet tJungle
Hunt tKindercomp tKnowing Numbers tKung-fu Master tlaw
Of The West tlearning Well series tletters And Words tLittle
Computer People tMake Your Own Murder Party tManic
Mansion tMaster Diagnostics tMovie Maker tMusic
Construction SettPinball Construction SettPitstop tPrint Shop
Graphics Library Holiday tPrint Shop IIgs tRendezvous
tShapes And Patterns tSilent Service tSorcerer tSpy vs Spy
I&II tStargate tSteliar 7tStickybear ABCs tStickybear Drawing
tStickybear Numbers tStickybear Printer tStickybear Printer
Library I &II tStickybear Townbuilder tSuper Boulderdash
tTemple Of Apshai Trilogy tTomahawk tThexder tWalt
Disney's Card And Party Shop tWalt Disney's Cartoon Maker
tWings Of Fury tWord Maze tWorld's Greatest Baseball Game
tZork III A.P. T.s: Bard's Tale tlode Runner tMight &Magic
tUltima IV tW. Disney's Card And Party Shop tWizardry III
tWizardry IV Playing Tips: tAutoduel tKing's Quest tManic
Mansion tSummer Games tTass Times In Tonetown tThexder
tWhere In the World is Carmen Sandiego?
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50 December 1987 Features: tSuper Boulderdash
APT·writer tSollkeys to Activision/ MECC/ and PFS ProDOS/
sollware tDouble F·8 ROM space w/o motherboard surgery
tAce-Apple bimodal Switch tUsing Sider hard drives 31/2",
8lDlDK drives, &5%" drives in DOS 3.3 Sohkeys: tAliens tAlter
Ego tAlternate Reality tAmazing Reading Machines tAmazon
tAmerican Challenge tArcade Album #1 tArithmetic Critters
tAward Maker tBaseball Database tBard's Tale II: Destiny
Knight tBC's Quest for Tires tBop &Wrestle tChamp, Boxing
tChamp. Wrestling tClock Works tCommando tComputer Prep
for SAT tConflict In Vietnam tCounting Crillers tCrisis Mountain
tDataquest50 States tDeluxe PaintlltDino Eggs tDisney Card
&Party Shop tDisney Comic Strip Maker tDraw Plus tEidolon
tElectric Crayon ABCs tExpedition Amazon tFacemaker tFirst
letter Fun tFish Scales tFun From A-Z tGame Maker tGBA
Champ. Basketball tGFL Champ, Football tGraphicwriter
1.0R/1,1RtGreat Road Race tHacker II tHardballtlnfiltrator
II t lnstant Music tJames Bond 007: AView To AKilltJenny's
Journeys tKung Fu Master tLittle People tUst Handler tManic
Mansion tMastery Arithmetic Games tMarket Place tMaster of
lamp tMath Rabbit tMicrozine #17 tMight and Magic tMission
In Solar System tMoebius tMusic Construction Set tMusic
Studio tNumber Munchers tPaint With Words tPaintworks Plus
tpath Tactics tpfs:File tpfs:Graph tpfs:Plan tpfs:Report
tpfs:Write tPhonics Prime Time tPortaltprincipal's Assistant
tprint Shop ProDOS 8 v1.4 tPrint Shop Holiday Edition
tQuick/lash! tReader Rabbit tRealm of Impossibility tRobot
Odyssey I v,2,0 tRocky Horror Show tRocky's Boots v4.0
tSaracen tShanghai tSilent Service tSkylab tSound Tracks
tSpeedy Math tSpindizzy tStreet Sports BasebalitSub-Mission
tSuper Boulderdash tTass Times in Tonetown tThexder tTop
Fuel Eliminator tWord Handler tWord Munchers tWords at
Work tWorld Karate Champ. tWriter's Choice: Elite tZardax
v5.2.1

49 November 1987 Features: tEliminate some
ProDOS erroneous error messages tDate/time without aclock
card tSector surgery: recover lost files tGenerating Applesoll
programs 'on-the-fly' tproduct Monitor reviews 'PLUS: How
to convert List Handler files into standard text files tHow to make
GRAPHIC.GRABBERv3 run on the IIgs tlaser 128 'absolute'
RESET Playing Tips: tBard's Tale II tConan tDonkey Kong
tHacker I tHard Hat Mack tOrbitron tprint Shop Companion
tSpelibreaker tSpy Hunter tUltima 4A.P. T.s: Infiltrator tlode
Runner tMontezuma's Revenge tSwordthrust series Sohkeys:
tAddition logician tAnimate tArcade Boot Camp tArctic Fox
tBard's Tale IItCat'n Mouse tCounting Critters tDam Busters
t tDestroyer tDraw Plus v1.0 tOr. Ruth's Comp. Game Of Good
Sex tEcho 1.0 tE.D.D, 4tGamemaker tHard Ball tlnfiltrator
tUst Handler t tlocksmith 6.0 Fastcopy t tMagic Slate tMath
Critters tMiliionaire tMind Mirror tOne On One tPaintworks
Plus v1.0 tPaintworks Plus v1.1 tPHM Pegasus tPortal
tQuotient Quest tReader Rabbit tSaunder's Chemistry CAl
tScience Toolkit tShanghai tStrip Poker t tSuper Bunny
tSuper Sunday tSwordthrust series t tTerm Paper Writer tThief
tTop Fuel Eliminator tTyping! t tUpon-Down tWilly Byte
tWriter's Choice Elile v1.0 tWriling ACharacter Sketch tWriling
ANarative

48 October 1987 Features: tDungeon Editor &
Encounter Editor for Ultima IIItAPT for Shadowkeep tSollkey
for Shadowkeep tSollkey for Apple Business Graphics Sohkeys:
t816 Paint GS tAmnesia tArctic Fox tAward Maker
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Plus tBard's Tale II tBetterworking Word Processor tBeyond
Castle Wolfenstein tBlack Magic tBookends Extended tBop
&Wrestle tChess 7.0 tChessmaster 2QJlD(1) tDeluxe Paint GS
tDestroyer tHacker II tHacker II GS tHardball tlnfiltrator
tlnstant Music GS tJ·Bird tMabel's Mansion tMarble Madness
tMean 18 GS Golf tMegabots tMight &Magic tMiner 2lD4ger
II tMouse Word tMusic Construction Set GS tMusic Studio GS
tNew Oregon Trailtpaintworks Plus 1.0GS tPaintworks Plus
1.0 GS tpaul Whitehead Teaches Chess tpHM Pegasus
tPoetry Express tPrint Shop color version tRambo: First Blood
part II tRocky Horror Show tSargon III' tShanghai GS
tSpindizzy tTelePorter tTemple Of Apshai trilogy tTop Draw
GS tTransylvania tUltima ItWorld's Greatest Baseball Game

47 September 1987 Features: tlnfocom-text Reader
EnhancementtColor Ultimapper mod to Ultimapper IV tTowne
Mapper utility for Ultima IV tDungeon Mapper utility for Bard's
Tale Hardware Comer: Interrupting Your Apple tSollkey for
Charlie Brown's 1,2,35 Sohkeys: tGuitar Wizard tGemstone
Warrior tNotable Phantom tMicro Wine Companion tStickybear
Printer tNote Card Maker tStarcross tWishbringer tDinosaur
Dig tDam Busters tPirate Adventure tlnfiltrator tMECC
sollware tBanner Catch tTurtle Tracks tPFS File tMicrozine
#12, #13, #14 tMarble Madness tWriter RabbittArcticfox tAge
Of Adventure tMight And Magic tSpace Station tAlternate
Reality tMindshadow tGemstone Warrior tStrip Poker
tlucifer's Realm tManuscript Manager tBank Street Writer III
tKids On Keys tThe Missing Ring tGraphic Solution tEmpire
I, II tChamp. Golf

4& August 1987 Sohkeys:tAdvancedMicrosystems
Technology programs tWord Attack tStar Blazer tScience
Toolkit tThe Color Enhanced Print Shop tVideo Vegas tThe
Handlers tK.C. Deals On Wheels tlaw Of The West tBreak
The Bank Blackjack tFoundation Course In Spanish tOGRE
tPuzzles And Posters Features tThe Shill Key/lower Case
Option For II +tAmazing Computer Facts tShape Magic utility
Review. Multiscribe

45 July 1987 Sohkeys: tMouse Calc tSands of
Egypt tNumber Farm tAgent U.S.A. tWavy Navy tKindercomp
tFlight Simulator Update tRaid over Moscow tCrime Stopper
tKey Perfect 5. tThe Final Conflict tMiss Mouse tSnoggle
Features tWrite Protecting the Microsoll RAM Card tKeys to
Success on the Franklin Ace tModified F8 ROMs on the Apple
11/ Core tOwner's Review of Copy Master II

44 June 1987 Sohkeys: tArcade Boot Camp
tGoonies tZorro tCoveted Mirror tCrimson Crown
tCompubridge tFleet System 3tMicrowave tEscape tCatalyst
3.0 tNumber Farm tAlphabet Circus tJoe Theisman's Pro
FootbalitBlack Cauldron tlntern. Gran Prix Features tMaking
DOSless Utilities tPixit Printer Drivers Review: Z·RAM Memory
Expansion Board tReading the Joystick

43 May 1987 Sohkeys: tGraphics Expander
tlnformation Master tCertificate Maker tElite tCatalyst2.0 and
3.0 tMurder On The Mississippi tTemple Of Apshai Trilogy
tTroll Associates programs tSpell It tRegatta tCdex Training
programs tThink Fast Features tHow to Write-Protect your Slot
Zero tCapturing locksmith 6,0 Fast Copy tRevisiting DOS to
ProDOS and Back Core tComputer Eyes /2: aReview APTs
tSword of Kadash &Rescue Raiders tUltimaker IV
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42 April 1987 Sohkeys: oLight Simulator
oBeach-Head oMonty Plays Scrabble oRacter oWinnie the
Pooh olnfocom Stuff, Kabul Spy, Prisoner II oWizardry 1
&2oLucifer's Realm oThe PFS Series oDoliars and Sense
oStrip Poker oCoveted Mirror oWizard's Crown oThe
Swordthrust Series oAxis Assassin oManuscript Manager
oThe Crown of Arthain oAddress Book oDecimals 3.0
oDragonfire Features oAuto Duel Editor oWizard's Crown
Editor oQuestron Mapper Core: oThe Games of 1986 in
Review Adventure Tips oUltima IV

41 March 1987 Sohkeys:oThePeriOdicTable
oGemstone Warrior olnferno oFrogger oStory Maker
oAdventure Writer oMummy's Curse oZaxxon oThe Quest
oPitfalilloH,E.R.O. Features oA Two-Drive Patch for Winter
Games oCustomizing the Speed of aDuodisk oRoll the
Presses Part Two: Printshop Printer Drivers oThe Games
of 1986

40 February 1987 Sohkeys: oAdventure Writer
oE-Z Learner oMychess 1I 0Raster Blaster oCranston Manor
oGhostbusters oDesigner's Pencil oThe American
Challenge oEncyclopedia Britannica Programs oCrime
Wave Features oTaking the Wiz out of Wizardry oAdding
aPrinter Card Driver to Newsroom Core: Games of 1986

39 January 1987 Sottkeys: oMIDI/8+
oHomeword v2.1 oBorrowed Time oAmazon oSpeed
Reader II oDiscovery! oM-ss-ng L-nks series oDonald
Ducks's Playground oMastering the SAT oCopy II Plus 4.4C
oMaster of the Lamps oOne on One oBridge Baron oA.E.
oGreat American Cross-Country Road Race oComputer
Preparation for the SAT oCastle Wolfenstein oLuscher
Profile oSkyfox oSilent Service oEcho Plus oSwashbuckler
oRandamn Features oElectronic Disk Drive Swapper
oAbusing the Epilogues oprint Shop Companion's Driver
Game Core: oKeyboard Repair oFixing the Applesoft
Sample Disk

38 December 1986 Softkeys: oCyclod
oAlternate Realty oBoulder Dash I & II oHard Hat Mack
(Revisited) oThe Other Side of-15 Strike Eagle
oChampionship Lode Runner oGato V 1,3 01, Damiano
oWilderness oGolf's Best Features: oThe Enhancedl
Unenhanced lie oLooking into Flight Simulator's DOS Core:
oAppavarex olnstalling a RAM disk into DOS 3.3

37 November 1986 Sohkeys: oUnder Fire
oPegasus lIoTake 1(revisited) oFlight Simulator II v1.05
(part 2) oMagic Slate oAlter Ego oRendezvous oQuicken
oStory Tree oAssembly Language Tutor oAvalon Hill games
oDark Crystal Features oPlaying Karateka on alie oTrack
Finder oSylk to Dif Core: oBreaking In: tips for beginners
oCopy II Plus 6.0: areview oThe DOS Alterer

3& October 1986 Sohkeys: oFlight Simulator II
v 1.05 oAutoDuel oCritical Reading oTroll's Tale oRobot
War oGeneral Manager oPlasmania oTelarium Software
oKidwriter v1.0 oColor Me Features oScreenWriter meets
Flashcard oThe Bus Monitor oMousepaint for non-Apples
Core: oThe Bard's Dressing Room APT oChampionship
Lode Runner

3S September 1986 Softkeys: oOlympic
Decathlon oHi-res Cribbage oRevisiting F-15 Strike Eagle
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oMasquerade oThe Hobbit oPooyan oThe Perfect Score
oAlice in Wonderland oThe Money Manager oGood
Thinking oRescue Raiders Feature: Putting aNew F8 on
Your Language Card Core: oExploring ProDOS by installng
aCPS Clock Driver

34 August 1986 Bohkeys oCrisis Mountain
oTerripin Logo oApple Logo II oFishies 1.0 oSpeliWorks
oGumbalioRescue at RigeloCrazey Mazey oConan oPerry
Mason: The Case of the Mandarin Murder oKoronis Rift
Feature: oMore ROM Running Core: olnfocom Revealed

33 July 1986 Sohkeys oWord Juggler oTink!
Tonk! oSundog v2.0 oG.!. Joe & Lucas Film's Eidolon
oSummer Games II oThief olnstant Pascal oWorld's
Greatest Football Game oGraphic Adventure #1 oSensible
Grammar & Extended Bookends oChipwits oHardball
oKing's Quest II oThe World's Greatest Baseball Game
Feature.' oHow to be the Sound Master Core: 0The Mapping
of Ultima IV

32 June 1986 Sohkeys oRevisiting Music
Construction Set oCubit oBaudvilie Software oHartley
Software oBridge oEarly Games for Young Children
oTawala's Last Redoubtoprint Shop Companion oKracking
Vol II oMoebius oMouse Budget, Mouse Word &Mouse
Desk oAdventure Construction Set Feature: oUsing Data
Disks With Microzines Core.' oSuper lOB v1 ,5 aReprint

31 May 1986 Sohkeys oTrivia Fever oThe
Original Boston Computer Diet oLifesaver oSynergistic
Software oBlazing Paddles oZardax oTime Zone oTycoon
oEarthly Delights oJingle Disk oCrystal Caverns oKarate
Champ Feature: oA Little Help With The Bard's Tale Core:
oBlack Box oUnrestricted Ampersand

30 April 1986 Sohkeys oMiliionaire oSSI's
RDOS oFantavision oSpy vs. Spy oDragonworld oKing's
QuestoMastering the SAT oEasy as ABC oSpace Shuttle
oThe Factory oVisidex 1.1E oSherlock Holmes oThe Bards
Tale oFeature olncreasing Your Disk Capacity oCore:
oUltimaker IV, an Ultima IV Character Editor

29 March 1986 SohkeysoThresholdoCheckers
v2.1 oMicrotype oGen. & Organic Chemistry Series
oUptown Trivia oMurder by the Dozen oWindham's
Classics oBaller Up oEvelyn Wood's Dynamic Reader
oJenny of the Prairie oLearn About Sounds in Reading
oWinter Games oFeature oCustomizing the Monitor by
Adding 65C02 Disassembly oCore: oThe Animator

28 February 1986 Sohkeys oUltima IV oRobot
Odyssey oRendezvous oWord AIIack &Classmate oThree
from Mindscape oAlphabetic Keyboarding oHacker oDisk
Director oLode Runner oMIDII4 oAlgebra Series oTime is
Money oPitstop II oApventure to Atlantis oFeature
oCapturing the Hidden Archon Editor oCore: oFingerprint
Plus: AReview oBeneath Beyond Castle Wolfenstein (part
2)

27 January 1986 Sohkeys oMicrozines 1-5
oMicrozines 7-9 IMicrozines (alternate method) ophi Beta
Filer oSword of Kadash oAnother Miner 204ger oLearning
With Fuzzywomp oBookends oApple Logo II oMurder on
the Zinderneuf oFeatures oDaleks: Exploring Artificial
Intelligence oMaking 32K or 16K Slave Disks oCore: oThe
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Games of 1985: part II

2& Sohkeys oCannonball Blitz olnstant Recall
oGessler Spanish Software oMore Stickybears oFinancial
Cookbook oSuper zaxxon oWizardry opreschool Fun oHoly
Grail olnca 0128K Zaxxon oFeature oProEdit oCore:
oGames of 1985 part I

2S Bohkeys oDB Master 4.2 oBusiness Writer
oBarron's Computer SAT oTake 1 oBank Street Speller
oWhere In The World Is Carmen Sandiego oBank Street
Writer 128K oWord Challenge oSpy's Demise oMind Prober
oBC's Quest For Tires oEarly Games oHomeword Speller
oFeature oAdding IF THEN ELSE To Applesoft oCore:
oDDS To ProDOS And Back

24 Sohkeys oElectronic Arts software oGrolier
software oXyphus of-15 Strike Eagle olnjured Engine oMr.
Robot And His Robot Factory oAppleciliin II oAlphabet Zoo
oFathoms 40 oStory Maker oEarly Games Matchmaker
oRobots Of Dawn oFeature oEssential Data Duplicator copy
parms oCore: oDDS-Direct Sector Access

23 Sohkeys oChoplifter oMufplot oFlashcalc
oKarateka oNewsroom oE-Z Draw oGato oDino Eggs
oPinball Construction SetoTAC oThe Print Shop: Graphics
Library oDeath In The Caribbean oFeatures oUsing A.R.D.
To Softkey Mars Cars oHow To Be The Writemaster oCore:
oWheel Of Money

22 Sohkeys oMiner 204ger oLode Runner
oA2-PB1 Pinball oThe Heist oOld Ironsides oGrandma's
House oln Search of the Most Amazing Thing oMorloc's
Tower oMarauder oSargon IIl oFeatures oCustomized Drive
Speed Control oSuper lOB version 1.5 oCore: 0The Macro
System

20 Sohkeys oSargon III oWizardry: Proving
Grounds of the Mad Overlord and Knight of Diamonds 0The
Report Card V1.1 oKidwriter oFeature oApple II Boot ROM
Disassembly oCore: 0The Graphic Grabber v3.0 oCopy 11+
5.0: AReview oThe Know-Drive: AHardware Evaluation
"An Improved BASIC/Binary Combo

19 Softkeys oRendezvous With Rama
oPeachtree's Back To Basics Accounting System oHSD
Statistics Series oArithmetickle oArithmekicks and Early
Games for Children oFeatures oDouble Your ROM Space
oTowards aBetter F8 ROM oThe Nibbler: AUtility Program
to Examine Raw Nibbles From Disk oCore: oThe Games
of 1984: In Review-part II

1 & Bohkeys oSensible Speller for ProDOS
oSideways oRescue Raiders oSheila oBasic Building
Blocks oArtsci Programs oCrossfire oFeature oSecret
Weapon: RAMcard oCore: oThe Controller Writer oA Fix
For The Beyond Castle Wolfenstein Softkey oThe Lone
Catalog Arranger Part 1

1 Sohkeys oData Reporter oMultiplan oZork
oFeatures oPARMS for Copy II Plus oNo More Bugs
oAPT's for Choplifter & Cannonball Blitz 0'Copycard'
Reviews oReplay oCrackshot oSnapshot oWildcard

If you are also interested in obtaining out-of-print back
issues, Please see the descriptions listed on page 41.
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Due to popular demand, these sold-out issues are available now as 'zerox.ed' copies, full-sized and eenler stapled.

21 .Softkqs: -DB Master venion 4+ -Daule Draw -Archon
-Twerps Ueod~rs' Softkeys: -Advaoo.'d Blackjack -Megaworks -Summer
Games -College Entrance Exam Prep -Applewriter revisited .F~alllr~s:

-Demyslifying The Quarter Track .Core: -Proshadow: AProOOS Disk
Monitor

18 .Sofik~ys: -Scholastic Version of Bank Street Writer
-Applewriter /Ie -sS!'s Non·RDOS Disks .Reod~rs' Softkeys: -BPI
Accounting Programs and DesignWare Programs .Featur~s: -Installing
a Fret' Sector Patch Into Applewriter lie -Simple Copy Protection. Core:
-The Games or 1984: In Review -65C01 Chips Now Available -Checksoh
v2

1 7 .Sojikeys: -TIle Print Shop -Crosswonl Magic -The Standing
Stones -Beer Run -Skyfox -and Random House Disks .F~aturl!S: -A
Tutorial For Disk Inspection and the Use Of Super 100 -s.c Macro Assembler
Directives (reprint) • Core: -The Graphic Grabber For The Print Shop-The
lone Catalog Arranger Part Two

1 S aSojikeys: -Mastertype -Stickybear BOP -Tic Tac Show
.Reader's Sojikeys: -Tl'Ie Financial Cookbook -Escape from Rungistan
-Alien Munchies -Millionaire -Plato .Fea/ures: -MREADIMWRT Update
• Core: -A Boot from Drive 2 -06 Master's Data Compression Techniques
• Whiz Kid: -DOS and thlo Drive . Part One aAdventure TIps: - Time
Zone -Mission Asteroid -Enchanter -Zork I -Ultima - Ultima n-Death
in the Caribbean -GnJds in Space -Zork III -Starcroo

14 aFeulllres: -Super lOB vl.2 Update -Putting loclumith 5.0
Fast Copy Into a Nonnal Binary File -Batman Decoder Ring -A fix for
DiskEdit aSoftkl!Ys: -Seadragon -Rocky's Boots -Knoware -PFS Software
-Computer Preparation SAT -MatheMagic aRtview: -Boulder Dash

13 aSoftkeys: -laf Pak -Beyond Castle Wolfenstein
-Transytvania -Tl'Ie Ouest -Electronic Arts -Snooper Troops (Case 2) -D\..A.ot
Software -learning With leeper -TeUStar • Core: -CSavff: The Advanced
Way to Store Super lOB Controllers -Adding New Commands to DOS 3.3
-Fixing ProOOS 1.0.1 BSAVE IkJg .&...iew: -Enhancing Your Apple
aFeu/urt: -locksmith 5.0 and locbmith Programming language.

12 aSojiktys: -Zoom Graphile -Flip OUI -lion's Share -Music
Construction Set .Reader's Sojikeys: -Hi·Res Computer Golf II -Suicide
-Sabalage -Millionaire -Tlme is Money -Type Anack aFeatures:Pseudo·
ROMs on thlo Franklin Ace aCore: -Prychedelic Symphony -The CORE
Disk Searcher -The Annonitor .At/venlure Tips: -Cranston MaI1Ol" 
Enchanter -Kabul Spy -Colossal Caves -The Witneu -Pirate Adventure
-Ultima III·Exodus -Adventureland

11 aSojike)'s: -Sensible Speller -Exodus: Ultima III .Readers'
Sojikt)'s: -SoftPom Adventure -The Einstein Compiler v5.3 -Mask of The
Sun .Features: <apy II Plus v4.4C: Update Of An Old Friend -Parameter
list For Essential Dala Duplicator .Core: -Ultimaker III -The Mapping
of Ultima HI -Ultima II...The Rest Of The Picture

1 0 .Softke)·s: -Arcade Machine -Bank Street Writer -Minit Man
.Reader'J Softkeys -Senible Speller IV -EDD IV -'KrelllOGO -Canyon
Cli~ aFeatures: -The Conlroller Saver -Examining Protected AflPIesoft
BASIC Programs -Crunchlist II aCort: -Applear . Voice Aynthesis
-Introdudng the 65SC802 and 65SC816 Chips -Review· Dino Eggs
aMI·tn/ure TIps: -Cranston Manor -Zark I-Planetfall -Mission Asteroid
-Time Zone -Suspended -Critical Mass -Zork n -Castle Wolfemttin

9 .Softkeys: -Sensible Speller -Sierra-On·line Software -The Visible
Computer: 6502 .Readtr's Softk)'s: -Visidex -Music Construction Set
-Gold Rush -Visiterm -Cosmic Combat .Fealures: -Super lOB
.Adl'tnlure Tips: -Pirate Adventure -Mask of the Sun -Colossal Caves
-Transylvania -Death in the Caribbean -Zark II .Core: -Word Search
Generalor -ProOOS to DOS -ProDOS on a Franklin Ace

B .Softkeys: -Robotron -legacy of Uylgamyn -The Artist -Data
Factory v5.0 - EDD IV .Readtr'S Sojikeys: -Spy Strikes Back -Hayden
Sohware -Apple lOGO .Featurts: -Review of the Bit Copien aCore:
-CCREliler -ProDOS Data Encryptor aAdI'l'nlurt Tips: -Ulysses and The
Golden Fleece -Serpentine -Ultima II -Castle Wolfenstein -Death in tile
Caribbean -Zark I -Zork II -GnJds in Space -Enchanter -Infidel -Serpent's
Star. Whiz Kid: -How Data is Stored on Disk

7 .Sojikeys: -2axxon -Mask of the Sun -Crush -Crumblc oS Chomp
-Snakt Bytt -DB Master -Mouskattack aFeaturts: -Making liberated
Backups That Retain Their Copy Protection -S'( Assembler: Review -Disk
Directory Designer .Core: -(OREfiler: Part I -Upper oS lower Case
Output for Zork

& .Sojiktys: -Pandora's Bole -Donkey Kong -CaWn'II of Freitag
-Visifile .Features: -Program Enhancements: Ouick.lkJg -Personalizing
A Program -Modified ROMs .Rev;tw -Essential Data Duplicator -The
CIA .Core: -Data Bases

S aSojikeys: -Homeward -Aztee -'Bag of Tricks -Egbert II
-Starcros:s -Hard Hat Mack -The Home Accountant .Rtadtr's Sojtke)'s:
-Dark Crystal -Screenwriter II -Vlsifile -lancaster -Bill Budge's Triolgy
of Games -Sammy lightfool -Amper·Magic -lkJzzard Bait .Featurt:
-Getting on the Right Track

4 .Features: Ultima II Character Editor .Sojikeys: -Ultima II
-Witness -Prisoner 11 -Pest Patrol aAt/venlure lips: -Ultima II j III
.Copy II Plus Panni Update

3 .Softkt)'s: -Bag of Tricks -Multiplan .Readers' Sojikqs:
-V1siplol Nisiltend -Sneaken -Wizardry aFeatures -No More IkJgs: The
Sequel -Hidden locations Revealed -Map Maker .1'1. P. T.s -Choplihtr
aAdl'tnlurt TIps -Cranston Manor -Strangt> Odyssey

2 aSojikeys: -Magic Window H-Multiplan .Features: -Parameten
for locksmith 4.1 -Page Flipper -String Plotter -Three-D Wall Draw
• Core: Checksums .Input: -Rt\.Wws of unprotected commercial software



Exp.

ZipState

Utilites: Dynamic Menu· High Res: Scroll Demo· GOTO Label: Replace. Line

City

CORE 1 Graphics: Memory Map. Text Graphics: Marquee· Boxes· Jagged Scroller· Low
Res: Color Character Chart. High Res: Screen Cruncher· The UFO Factory. Color. Vector Graphics:Shimmering Shapes•
A Shape Table Mini·Editor. Block Graphics: Arcade Quality Graphics for BASIC Programmers· Animation, ,

CORE 2
Find· Quick Copy: Copy. , , ,

CORE 3 Games: Constructing Your Own Joystick. Compiling Games. GAME REVIEWS:
Over 30 of the latest and best. Pick Of The Pack: AII·time TOP 20 games. Destructive Forces. EAMON· Graphics Magician
and GraFORTH. Dragon Dungeon, ' , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

Back Issucs and Lihrar~ Disk Ratcs

Address _

Name 10# _

COMPUTIST PO Box llO846-T Tacoma, WA 984ll (206) 474-5750

• US funds drawn on US bank.• Most orders shipped within 5 working days, however please allow up
to 4 weeks delivery for some orders.• Most orders shipped UPS, so please use street address.• Offer
good while supply lasts, • In Washington state, add 7.8% sales tax.•Send check/money order to:

Signature CP59

Country Phone _

COIWPUTIST

• US, Canada and Mexico back issue rate - $4.75 each.
• All other Foreign back issue rate - $8.75 each.

• US, Canada, Mexico library disk rate - $9.95 each.
• All other Foreign library disk rate - $11.94 each.

• "Both" disk and magazine rates for:
US, Canada & Mexico - $12.95 each combination.
All other Foreign - $18.95 each combination.

back issues and library disks are
frequently referenced in current issues.

Wlwt i6 lL~ dhk?
A library disk is a diskette that contains programs that would normally have to be typed in by
the user. Documentation for each library disk can be found in the corresponding issue.

• Library disks are available for all issues of COMPUTIST # 1 thm 59. Ifyou wish to purchase
a library disk not listed on the left (under the DISK column), used the out-of-print back issues
ad on page 42.

SeNd he iMlIM 0l44IDIl~ di6"-':
Issue Mag Disk Both

$4.75 $9.95 $12.95

58. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
57. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
56. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
55. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
54. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
53. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
52. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
&'1. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
&0. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
49. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
48. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
47. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
46. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
45. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
44. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
43. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
42. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
4'1. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
40. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
39. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
38. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
37. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
36. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
35. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
34. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
33. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
32. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
3'1. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
30. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
29. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
*28. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
27. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
26. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
25. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
24. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
*23. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
22. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.2'1. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
20. · · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
* '19. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.'18. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.'17. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
*'16. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.'15. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.'14. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.'13. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
• '12. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.'1'1. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.'10. · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.9. · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0
.8. · · · · · · · · · 0 D 0
.7. · · · · · · · · · 0 0
Core 3. · · · · · · 0 0 0.6. · · · · · · · · · 0 0 0.S. · · · · · · · · · 0 • •.4. · · · · · · · · · 0 00
.3. · · · · · · · · · 0 0
Core 2. · · · · · · 0 0
.2. · · · · · · · · · 0 00
'1 • . · · · · · · · · · · 0 0
Core '1. · · · · · · 0 0

lint of Hudcore ComputiDg .. • 0 •Only the disk Is available

Core Spec:1al Combo $10...... 0 • •(All three CORE magazines: no disks)

Some disks apply to more than one issue and are shown as taller boxes,
Special "Both" disk &magazine combination orders apply to one issue
and its corresponding disk,
* Limited supply; first·come·first·serve basis,
• Not available.
o Out-of·print; only 'Zeroxad' copies for sale.
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I • I • II I
I I

I Software Package I I e I I gs Software Package I I e I I gs I
I 816 Paint $45.(l)(D 0 $45.(l)(D 0 The Print Shop $34.(l)(D 0 $40.(l)(D 0 COMPUTIST I
I Airheart.......................... $24.(l)(D 0 Print Shop Companion.............. $27.(l)(D 0 is proud to I
I Award Maker Plus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $24.(l)(D 0 Print Shop Graphics Library: I
I Bank Street Writer 64K.............. $46.(l)(D 0 Disk One........................ $16.500 offer these I
I Bank Street Speller. .. ,. , .. ,........ $46.(l)(D 0 Disk Two........................ $16.500 LO I
I Bank Street Mailer 64K.. $46.(l)(D 0 Disk Three...................... $16.500 W software I
I Bank Street Filer 64K............... $46.(l)(D D Pro·Byter....................... $32.(l)(D 0 p"l"CeS * #or I
I Bank Street Writer Plus (128K).. .. $46.(l)(D 0 Racter .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. $30.(l)(D D ' , " I
I Bank Street Mailer 128K.. $46.(l)(D 0 Reader Rabbit $27.(l)(D 0 $34.(l)(D 0 Apple II and I
I Bank Street Filer 128K.. .. .. . .. $46.(l)(D D Rocky's Boots. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $34.(l)(D 0 I
I Beagle Graphics , $35,(l)(D 0 Science Tool Kit: Master Module $46.(l)(D 0 IIgs software I
I Beyond Zork ", ", $27.(l)(D 0 Shanghai , $24.(l)(D D $30.(l)(D 0 I
I Black Cauldron. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. $27.(l)(D 0 Silent Service , . . . .. $23.(l)(D 0 I
I Captain Goodnight................. $24.(l)(D 0 Solo Flight........................ $23.(l)(D 0 I
I Championship Karate "......... $14.(l)(D 0 Space Quest , , .. $32.(l)(D 0 $32.(l)(D 0 • Prices subject to I
I Clip Art Gallery (for Paintworks Plus).. $20.(l)(D 0 Star Trek· The Kobayashi Alternative.. $27.(l)(D 0 change without notice. I
I Copy II Plus v8.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $23.(l)(D 0 $23.(l)(D 0 Star Trek II· The Promethean Prophecy $27.(l)(D 0 B I
I Dazzle Draw , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $40.(l)(D 0 Stickybear Series: ecause we do not 'stock' but I
I Destroyer , , ,. $25.(l)(D 0 ABC's "..... $24.(l)(D 0 order only the software needed, I
I DiskQuirk . , , , , , , .. $18.(l)(D 0 Math I. ,...... $24.(l)(D 0 the CqMPUTlST Shopper keeps I
I Draw Plus ",. $52.(l)(D 0 Math II , , , , .. $24.(l)(D 0 operatmg costs to a minimum I
I F-15 Strike Eagle , , ,. $24.(l)(D 0 Numbers., ,....... $24.(l)(D 0 and can pass the savings on to I
I Fantavision .. , , , , , , , , , .. $34,(l)(D 0 $40.(l)(D 0 Reading. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $24.(l)(D D you. I

I ~~:;:e~l~~or 11..,.,.' '.'.' '.. ~~~:: B ~r:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~::: B In most cases, your order is I
I The Graphics Studio , . . . . .. . .. $42.(l)(D D Writer ,. $24.(l)(D 0 shipped within two weeks. The I
I Hacker II $25.(l)(D 0 $30.(l)(D 0 Sub MissIon $27.(l)(D 0 COMPUTIST Shopper will NOT I
I Hardball.......................... $22.(l)(D 0 $28.(l)(D 0 Summer Games.................... $14.(l)(D 0 cash your check nor charge I
I Hitchhiker's Guide , , , . . . . . . . . . . .. $20,(l)(D 0 Super Macroworks .. , , . . . . . .. $30.(l)(D 0 your credit card until your I
I Infiltrator II, $20.(l)(D D Tass Times in Tonetown , $24.(l)(D 0 $24.(l)(D 0 software is ready to be shipped. I
I Jet.............................. $29.(l)(D 0 The Tower of Myraglen..... $32.(l)(D 0 If the software you ordered is II Karateka , , , .. , , , .. $24.(l)(D 0 Thexder , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $23.(l)(D 0 $23.(l)(D 0 not available, you will have the I
I Knight of Diamonds................ $23.(l)(D 0 Topdraw.......................... $66.(l)(D D option to cancel your order, or I
I Labrinth , , . . . . . . . . .. $20.(l)(D 0 Type , , , . .. $30.(l)(D 0 make an alternative selection. I
I Legacy of Llylgamyn., , $26.(l)(D 0 Typing Tutor IV" , , .. ,. $32.(l)(D 0 $32.(l)(D 0 I
I Loderunner, , , , , , .. , . . .. $24.(l)(D 0 Video Vegas , , . . . . . . . . . . . .. $18.(l)(D 0 How To Order I
I Macroworks., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $20.(l)(D D Visualizer , , . . . . . . . . . . .. $53.(l)(D 0 $59.(l)(D 0 I
I Math Blaster. , " ". $28.(l)(D 0 Where in USA is Carmen San Diego... $30.(l)(D D • US orders: Check the box for I
I Math Rabbit , , .. "....... $27.(l)(D 0 Where in World is Carmen San Diego. $30.(l)(D 0 your selection. For Apple IIgs I
I Mean 18, Ultimate Golf $28.(l)(D 0 Winter Games , $25.(l)(D 0 $27.(l)(D 0 software, check the box in the I
I Merlin ProDOS $66.(l)(D 0 Wizardy " , .. $32.(l)(D 0 right·hand column. I
I MMlilli:ght &. Marrgic $32.(l)(D D ~or~ A~ta:"I'S" .iii': .. 'C'h' ..k" $$28.(l)(D D • Please add $3 per order for I
I onarre. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. $40.(l)(D 0 or pe e w pe ng ec er·.. .. . 95.(l)(D 0 $95.(l)(D 0 I
I Mousewrite , , , . . . . . . . . .. $99.(l)(D 0 $99.(l)(D 0 World Games , $25.(l)(D 0 $27.(l)(D 0 shipping & handling. Orders over I
I Multiscribe, , , , .. , $45.(l)(D 0 $66.(l)(D 0 Writer's Choice Elite $60.(l)(D 0 $200 receive free shipping. I
I Music Studio ,....... $52.(l)(D 0 Writer Rabbit , $24.(l)(D 0 • Most orders shipped UPS, so use I
I Paintworks Plus... $52.(l)(D D Zork Trilogy , $46.(l)(D 0 your street address. I
I Portal , $30.(l)(D 0 • Washington state, please add I
I 7.8% sales tax. I
I • Offer good while supplies last. I

I ·~~~~I
I as to appropriate shipping fees I

I I
I Name II 10# • Software I
I Address SUBTOTAL I
I .P~s I
I City State Zip SHIPPING I

I
I Country (see above) II_____________Phone
I •• ------------- .WA residents I
I - - - Exp. Sales Tax I
I 7.8% I
I Signature CP59 I
I • TOTAL I
I SoftKey Publishing PO Box 110816-T Tacoma WA 98411 Enclosed I
I I
I I

I
~;p~~ J
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i Tht-w JOftkl!rs It-m> srot In by O.1l1d
Kaszubd. 1ht'y~mostly from BBSs. If incfudt>d,
tilt> softkeys iJrt> iJltribult'd 10 IIw prop«
"hdndln". Thdnks OJvid, for Idkina IIw Iinw 10
srod tills ;nfotmdtion to U1

RDEXed

These sofd.cys a~ from I~ A.S.P~

IAgaHlSI Sofl'ol-are ProIecllon).

Softke, for...

Signmaster v5.04

L:[] Rmnal one :.y~lem dis!. under DOS
2.0. 2.1 or 3.0.

2 Label it according 10 lhe ongwal
Slgnmasler sySlem dl:.kelle.

IT] Copy Inc (unhldden) filcs from the
original dlskcnc to the correspondmg 2,x or
3.x formaned diskettc.

IT] Rename lhe SIGN.EXE file.

RENAME SIGN.EXE SIGN
DEBUG SIGN
D CS:t9C

You should see: 75113E9 09
E CS:t9C M 9CI EB IF
D CS:D407

You should see: SF

E CS:D407 C8
W
Q

RENAME SIGN SIGN.EXt

NOfC: Checls for spociaJly formaned
lntCks a~ a:Jll'1)Ielely rel1'lO\'t:d, You may load
all lhe files on Inc newly formaued and
unprOtecled dlsketle directly to hard or ram
disk . many sub·directory.

Softkey for...

Chartmaster ver 6.04

L:[] Fomllll one system disk under DOS
2.0. 2.1 or 3.0.

CD Label il acrordmg 10 Inc origmal
Chan~er system dislcne.

Q=:J Copy the (unhldden) files from the
original diskette 10 Inc cor~ponchng 2.x or
3.lIO formaned diskene.

44

III Rename lhe CMl.EXE file.

RENAME CMt.EXt CMt

CD Gel DEBt,;G onhne. I .... on·llell you
110.... 10 u)c DEBUG or any paKkcr programs.
I a:.~umc you hll\'c a ba~ic umler~landing.

DEBUG CMt
D CS:A67

You :.hould -,ee' 7503 E9 e9 00

E CS:.U7 9CI 90 E!I 17 11
D CS:Dt39

You ,hould )Ce. 5~

E CS:DtJl CB
W
Q

RENAME CMt CM1.EXE

NOle,. Checks for ",peelally formaued
lT3Cks completely remo\oo. You may load all
Ihe fib on the !lC'oI-Iy formatted and
unprOlected di,kelle dIrectly 10 hard or ram
dl',k, in any ~ub-dircctory you SCI up, [n !lOmc
casc, the pro~ram ~liJllriclo 10 go to the A:
and B dn\e,. '>0 I u\Cd an i1101o1gn to 3.'>lolgn
lhem 10 the C:. Thl\ prob;)bly can be
o\ercomc 'oI-lih lhe correct configurallon
parameter!>

Softkey for...

Clout vI.0 256K

c::cJ Fonnal one ')ll.tem dllol under OOS
200r2.1.

[Ll ulhel 11 :tccording 10 the onglnal
R:Ba;,c CIOUI 256K vehion dIskette.

CLJ Cop) the file!> from Inc original
diskene 10 the cofre-.ponchng 2.lIO formatted
diskette

III Place lhe onglnal R Base Cioul
dl.skene bac!. in the manual.

CLl First 'oI-C will nel-d 10 change a
program called CLOUT EXE.

REN.....E CLOUT.EX! CLOUT.OLD
DEBUG
III CLOOT.OLD
L tOlO:1 ass-'f tIfOrt rIttM /18K
S 211H:1 L EFFF 72 to EI 54 8t 72 08
I ZH':4CFB 90 H E8 54 0t 9G 90
S 21100:0 L EFFF 74 01 F9 tF C3
E 20":(£5E 74 0t Fa
S ZIOO:O L EFFF 84 12 CD 13
E ZeeG:4D3B B4 04 10 n
S ZIOO:Ct L EFFF IE CO BE 71 H
E 2101:4D5C 10,. II M 91 to til 10 10

90 90 ,InA 90's
S 28H:0 L EFFF 52 B4 42 E8 Ct CICI

COMPUTJST N'59

E 2000:406D 2t C7 06 DO 09 FA 02 26 C7
06 OZ 09 F7 12 26 C711 04 09 oa.t
26C706 06 19 112t C3

W 1000:'
Q

RENAME CLOUT.OLD CLOUT.EXE

Softkey for...

Clout 384K

c::rJ Do loteplo I Ihru 4 from lhe C[oU!
256K .\oftkc)

CD No.... do lhe follo\lo lng'

RENAME CLOUT.ED CLOUT.OLD
DEBUG
N CLOUT.OLD
L t000:0 ammlfs mar, thllll J84K
S 5000:0 L EFFF 72 18 E8 54 Ot 72 01
E S000:9SBB 9CI 9GI E8 54 0t 90 90
S seoG:Ct L EFFF 74 111 F9 tF C3
E 5CtOO:97tE 74 8t n
S SOOCI:I L EFFF B4 OZ CD 13
E 5OOI:95FB 84 04 to n
5 SOCIII:I L EFFF 8E CI 8£ 71 H
E 5000:HtC 90 90 90 90 90 9Q tel 10 90

90 tel tI'I"'1 90's
S 5000:1 L EFFF 52 B4 42 E8 C1 01
£ 500I:162D 21 C7 06 00 01 2t QO 2fi C7

1112 09 B2 :It 2S C7 06 04 09 00 at
2fi C7 II II It 49 40 C3

W 1001:0
Q

RENAME CLOUT.OLD CLOUT.EX!

NOle: Now JIll of R'BASE CLOUT copy
prOlection IS removed. and )'01.1 OU)' diloLcopy
thl: unprolccted dilok' as reqUll'Cd, CheeL, for
special!) formaHed Had, completely
I\"mo\~. You may load ..lIlhc files on the
nc.... ly form3ncd ancl unpn)(C'C1e<1 dlsLetle
dircc1ly to hard or ram dl~k. man)' wb
dlreclOI) you sel up. Disk 00 longer n:qum..·d
[0 he In drive A: at Slart up.

Softkty for...

Graphwriter

c::rJ Fomlat one syslem diS!. under DOS
2.0. 2.1 or 3.0.

[TI Label il acoorchng to lhe ongmal
Graph'ol-ritcr g....batch di,,!.ette.

Q=:J Cop~ lhe files from the on¥lnal
dIskette 10 lhe corrcspondmg 2.lIO or ].~

fonnalll-d dislellc,

september



C£J No"., u~e DEBUG.

DEBUG GW10.0LY
D CS:1A7D

You should see E805.

E CS:1A7D E9 CB
W
Q

Notes: Checks for specially formatted
trdCk~ completely removed. You may load all
the files on the newly formatted and
unprotected di~kelle directly to hard or ram
dhk. in an} ~ub.dlreclOry you loCt up.

Softkf'y for...

Copywrit

pmtectcd dL'kcttes. but the program won't let
you copy the onglnal COPYWRIl' dbkelte.
even though the program~ can be moved off
the original di~kettc and will ~till work.

DEBUG COPYWRIT.COM
D CS:F36 L 9

You ~hould sec the litcral·'CopyWrite".
if Ml continue. elM: ~top.

E CS:F36 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

Fill~ C$:F36 ",jlh 9 lo\\ocr ca~c p'~.

W
Q

You ma~ copy COPYWRIT.COM to
COPYWRIT.BAK jf you wam to in~urc

complete computability with the modified
version.

1H~1 R[)J:\ 1:'\1>

The IBM ROEX editor desperately
needs part-time writers. Any IBM
experience will do. If you've used. your
IBM in some unusual way or solved
some problems or just found
something neat to do, write to the IBM
ROEX editor and let him know.

Tell your friends about the IBM RDEX.
Put messages on aU the bulletin boards
you frequent.

Thl.s sollkey a,sumc.s th<lt you arc famih;,lr
wilh DEBUG. You don't re'llly 1lI.--ed 10 fOnl1at
any Clllr'lI disks .siocc the copy protection is
done using a check on track S0CI> sector $01.
looking fonhc literal "CopyWritc". So all
we have t(l do i, disable this chcrk in the
original COPYWRIT EXE program.
COPYWRIT appears to copy most copy

Crnte programs "ilh super high rellOlulion graphics in up 10 256 color. at
once. plot shapes and text fonilin color, produce animated effed. and more,
with lCONIX.

Sample and record )'Ollr own $OUnds, compote mu.ic in up to 30 ¥(lice., create
lI011nd dfecll and much more, wfIh SOJ\'IX.

Trace and locale file...«over deleted filtll, enale a mouJe~n progT.m
launchn and much more, with DISC COMMAXDER.

•
••

-- .

Get the word out!

Send all contributions to:

IBM-RDEX editor
CO~lPUTIST

PO Bo.'I: 11@846-T
Tacoma, WA 98411

With "The Power Trio"from So What Software,
now yOU can create your own BASIC soft'ware pro

grams using the full range of graphics and sound
power of the Apple IIG's.

Create colorful animated programs using the super
high resolution power of ICONIX. Orchestrate
compositions through the full sound and music en
vironment of SONDe Or trace and locate files with
the powerful disk editor, DISC COMMANDER.
and much more.

Easy-to-use and very affordable, "The Power Trio"
.....ilI tum yOur BASIC programs into FANTASTIC
programs!

SONIX, lCONIX. and DISC COMMANDER: the
hands-on favorites!

C~l us today. at (714) 964·4298

~

SO WHAT \.®.J SOFTWARE

10221 SL./l,TEfl AVENUE, SUlTE 103. FOUNTAIN VAU.EY, CA ll2708
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Country Phone _JE. ....~ Exp

$5
$6
$7
$8
$9

$10

$--'-

$._---'---'

$,---

$._----'-

Zip

_________ ID# _

State

_ CP53

Total

'Washington orders add 7.8% sales tax.

Final Total

City

Address .

Signature . __

Name

Total Number of lines: $.__-,-0-,0=--=0_
Run my ad __ number of times. Each run that I pay
for now will cost me only liz the total initial cost.

How to place an UnClassified Ad
For short ads, use this order form. For larger ads, submit typed copy with appropriate
instructions. Use every character space, up to 30 characters per line, we will adjust
word wrap. $5 for the first line, $1 per line after that.
Special Graphics Instructions: The first three words of the first line are printed in bold
for free. If you want other words bolded, use two spaces per letter and circle the entire
word. (Bold letters count as two letters.) If you want a line centered, write CENTER
next to that line. There is no charge for centering any line.

International Apple II Club. One
time membership fee of $20.
Please make all checks out to
Wayne Zurow and send them to:
Wayne Zurow
Attn: Cyclotron
K.F.S.H. Box 3354
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
In return you will receive our
latest literature.

Mind Prober-$9, Practicalc-$9
Jingle Disk-$l, Cardware-$2
PFS:Write, File, Report-$45
Postpaid. Byron Blystone, P.O.
Box 1313, Snohomish, WA 9829CZl.

APPLE IIGS 3.5" disk versions of
"Ruins of Keledoor" and "Trivia
Pyramid" are now available!
You've seen my ads here before.
Now get these FASTER
RUNNING 3.5" versions for your
APPLE IIGS - both games for
$9.95! The original released
APPLE IIE 5.25" versions are still
available - both games only $8.
Game booklets included. Send
check or M.O. to Mark
Whitehurst, Box 485, Franklin
Park, IL 60131. All orders rushed
out!

Trade your unwanted software.
Send your list of programs to
trade. I have over 7CZl originals to
trade. Byron Blystone, P.O. Box
1313, Snohomish, WA 9829CZl.

Send this form and a check or money order (funds drawn on US bank only)
for the entire amount to:

COMPUTIST unCLASSIFIEDS PO Box 110846 Tacoma. WA 98411

ADD ON DISK DRIVE: 5'1.
Specify Your Model $119

OTHER PERIPHERALSI
64K180 Column Bel lie $35
Super 64K180 Col lie $49
16K RAM Board 11+ $35
128K RAM Board 11+ $65
80 Column Board 11+ $49
Super Serial Bd 11+/e $49
ZOO CPIM Board 11+/e $35
Numeric Keypad lie $35
Graphic Par Bd wlCble $45
Joystick $15 & $25

AlB SWITCHBOXI
Centronics or Serial $29

DEALERS CALLI
UNIV & SCHOOL P.O.'s WELCOMEI

Above with 256K =
Above with 512K = CALL
Above with 1MEG =
, FREE Appleworks RAM

Expansion Software!

QUIET COOLING FANS!
Ilgs No Audio Noise $25
1I+/e wlSurge Protect $27

ONE MEG RAM BOARDS?
WE'VE GOT EM!

THE Super Expandersl
S.E. IIgs OK Now $49
S.E. lie • OK Now $59
S.E. IIc • OK 1/88 $69
S.E. 11+ • OK 3/88 $79

NEXO DISTRIBUTION
914 E. 8TH ST., Suite 109, National City, CA 92050

(619) 474-3328 10AM-6PM Mon-Frl

TWO YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS
CALL OR WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTINGS'

ADD 53 Shipping / COD ADD 52 / VISA/Me OKAY 0"0

",utting ""X-dge ""X-ntel'pl'ises
43234c Ren Cen Station, Detf"oit, HI 48243

Graduate... ~nior@
Prom

to the Senior PROM! .. ,'.: ,,:,.'
A complete set ofutilities o©~ ~

instantly available in ROM to wrT~~~ac5

examine. modify, and backup your Apple software!
The Senior PROM is a hardware device with Machine
Language utilities instantly available from any program:

• Enter the Monitor to examine or change memory.
, Display where in memory a program was running.
•Disassemble, view or save ANY memory.
•Edit, search, and examine disks without booting DOS.
• Initialize and copy disks without booting DOS firSt.

All utilities in ROM & instantly available at any time!
Sophisticated sector editor & memory/disk detective.
Also, a program may be interrupted to examine or alter
memory, & then restarted, or saved to disk & restarted.
Includes many Machine Langauage utilities such as Step
and Trace, an Assembler, and more. Undetectable by
any software or hardware, doesn't use a peripheral slot.
Economically priced at $ 7 9,95 for prepaid orders with
check or money order. Credit card orders available for
$88,95. Specify lie (without RAM expansion only),
or / / e (specify Standard or Enhanced ROMs).

ror~[GW~1ord.n call J 11-14J-4041, 10-5 (,S.T.
Or' 313-349-2954 Modern 24 "'r'S. H., illtcllilc4 f ... iIIe,cl ule.

Essential for an Serious De rotectlon Work!
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The Hacker's Ultimate Copy' Deprotection Utility

Super lOB Collection !
ALL of our Super lOB controllers (through 1986) in 'ONE' package!

COMPUTIST developed the ultimate copy program to
remove copy protection from software:

The Super lOB program.
Since the introduction of Super lOB, COMPUTIST has

used this flexible program to deprotect (or partially
deprotect) dozens of commercial programs with far
ranging protection schemes.

Super lOB deprotects disks by using a modified RWTS
(the subroutine in DOS which is responsible for the
reading and writing of disk sectors) for reading from the
protected disk and then using a normal RWTS for writing
to the deprotected disk.

This package contains:
~ TWO DISKS (supplied in DOS 3.3). Each disk contains at
least 60 Super lOB Controllers including the standard, swap,
newswap and fast controllers. Also included is version 1.5 of
Super lOB, the Csaver program from COMPUTIST No. 13, and
a Menu Hello Program that lists the available controllers and,
when you select one, automatically installs it in Super lOB and
RUNs the resulting program. *

~ A reprint of Disk Inspection and the Use of Super lOB,
from COMPUTIST No. 17. This article explains how to write
your own Super lOB controllers.
~ COMPUTIST No. 32, which contains an extensive article
detailing the hows and whys of Super lOB v1.5 and at least
5 articles using the new Super lOB program.

• Several of the controllers deprotect the software
completely with no further steps. This means that some
programs are only minutes away from deprotection (with
virtually no typing).

• The issue of COMPUTIST in which each controller
appeared is indicated in case further steps are required to
deprotect a particular program. * *

The SUPER lOB Collection
Volume 1 of the Super lOB collection covers all the controllers
from COMPUTIST No. 9 through No. 26. Also included are the
newswap and fast controllers from COMPUTIST No. 32. The following
60 controllers are on volume 1:

Advanced Blackjack, Alphabet Zoo, Arcade Machine, Archon II,
Archon, Artsci Software, Bank Street Writer, Barrons SAT,

Beyond Castle Wolfenstein, BSW lie Loader, Castle
Wolfenstein, Computer Preparation: SAT, Dazzle Draw, DB

Master 4 Plus, Death in the Carribean, Dino Eggs, DLM
Software, Electronic Arts, F-15 Strike Eagle, Fast Controller,

Fathoms 40, Financial Cookbook, Gessler Software, Grandma's
House, The Heist, In Search of the Most Amazing Thing, Instant
Recall, Kidwriter, Lions Share, Lode Runner, Mastertype, Match
Maker, Miner 204ger, Minit Man, Mufplot, Newsroom, Newswap
controller, Penguin Software, Print Shop Graphic Library, Print
Shop, Rendezvous with Rama, Rockys' Boots, Sargon III, Sea
Dragon, Shiela, Skyfox, Snooper Troops, Standard controller,

Stoneware Software, Summer Games, Super Controller, Super
Zaxxon, Swap Controller, TAC, Ultima I II, Word Challenge,

Xyphus, Zaxxon

Volume 2 of the Super lOB collection covers all the controllers
from COMPUTIST No. 27 through No. 38. The following 65 controllers
are on volume 2:

Alice in Wonderland, Alphabetic Keyboarding, Alternate Reality,
Autoduel, Checkers, Chipwits, Color Me, Conan.data,

Conan.prog, CopyDOS, Crisis Mountain, Disk Director,
Dragonworld, Early Games, Easy as ABC, F-15 Strike Eagle,
Fantavision, Fast controller, Fishies, Flight Simulator, Halley

Project, Hartley Software (a), Hartley Software (b), Jenny of the
Prarie, Jingle Disk, Kidwriter, Kracking Vol II, Lode Runner,
LOGO II (a), LOGO II (b), Masquerade, Mastering the SAT,

Microtype: The Wonderful World of Paws, Microzines 1,
Microzines 2-5, Miner 204ger, Mist & View to a Kill, Murder on
the Zinderneuf, Music Construction Set, Newswap controller,

Olympic Decathlon, Other Side, Phi Beta Filer, Pitstop II, Print
Shop Companion, RDOS, Robot War, Spy vs Spy, Standard

controller, Sundog V2, Swap controller, Sword of Kadash,
Synergistic Software, Tawala's last Redoubt, Terripin Logo,

Threshold, Time is Money, Time Zone, Tink! Tonk!, Troll's Tale,
Ultima IV, Wilderness, Word Attack & Classmate, World's

Greatest Baseball, World's Greatest Football

~--------------------------------------------------,
• Yes, please send me The Super lOB Collection
Includes both disks with Super lOB version 1.5,
COMPUTIST #32, PLUS a reprint of "Disk Inspection
and the Use of Super lOB".

o US/Canada/Mexico for $16.00
o Other Foreign for $20.00

Send to: Super lOB Collection
PO Box 110846-T Tacoma, WA 98411

or call: (206) 474-5750 for =or • orders.

*Requires at least 64K of memory.

**Although some controllers will completely deprotect the program
they were designed for, some will not, and therefore require their
corresponding issue of COMPUTIST to complete the deprotection
procedure.

Name 10#

Address

City State Zip

Country Phone

aim • Exp.

Signature CP59

Most orders are shipped within 5 working days, however, please allow
4 to 6 weeks for delivery. Washington residents, please add 7.8% sales tax.

US funds drawn on US banks

~--------------------------------------------------~
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Volu.ne I
contains softkeys for: -Akalabeth eAmpermagic -Apple Gataxien -Aztec -Bag of Tricks -aud\Je's Trilogy
-Buzzard Bait -Cannonball Blitz -Casino -Data Reporter -Deadline -Disk Organizer II -Egbert II
Communic. Disk eHard Hat Mack -Home Accountant -Homeward -Lancaster -Magic Window II -Multi
disk Catalog -Multiplan .Pest Patrol -Prisoner II -Sammy Lightfoot -Screen Writer 11 -Sneakers -Spy's
Demise -Stateross -Suspended -Ultima U -Visifile -Visiplot -Visitrend -Witness -Wiurdry .Zork I -Zork
II .Zork 111 0 PLUS 'how-to' articles and listings of need-te-have programs used to make unprotected
backups.

Volu.ne II
contains softkeys for: -Apple Cider Spider -Apple Logo -Artist Arcade Machine eBank Street Writer
-Cannonball Blitz -Canyon Climber -Caverns of Freitag -CTUSh, Crumble &: Chomp -Data Factory V -DB
Master -The Dic"tion"ary -Essential Data Duplicator 1 &: UI -Gold Rush -KreU Logo -Legacy of Llylgamyn
-Mask Of The Sun -Minit Man -Mouskattack -Music Construction Set -Oil's Well -Pandora's Box
-Robotron -Sammy Lightfoot -Screenwriter II v2.2 -Sensible Speller 4,4e,4.1c -Spy Strikes Back -Time
Zone v1.1 -Visible Computer: 6502 -Visidex -Visiterm -Zaxllon • software for: -Hayden -Sierra Online
o PLUS the ultimate cracking program: Super lOB 1.5 "-and more!

Volu.ne III
contains softkeys for: -Alien Addition -Alien Munchies -Alligator Mix -Compo Prep. SAT -Cut &: Paste
-Demolition Division. -DLM software -EA (Electronic Arts) software -Einstein Compiler 5.3 -Escape From
Rungistan -Financial Cookbook -Flip Out -Hi-res Computer Golf II -Knoware -Laf Pak -Last Gladiator
-Learning With Leeper -Lioo's Share -Master Type 1.7 -MatheMagic -Minus Mission -Millionaire -Music
Construction Set -One-on-one -Penguin software -PFS software -The Quest -Rocky'S Boots -Sabotage
-Seadragon -Sensible Speller 4 -Snooper Troops II -SoftPom Adventure -Stickybear series -Suicide
-TellStar -Tic Tac Show -Time Is Money -Transylvania -Type Attack -Ultima III Exodus -Zoom Graphics
-Breaking Locksmith 5.0 Fast Copy PLUS feature articles on • Csaver • The Core Disk Searcher
• Modified ROMs.

Name lO, 0 Volume I . $7.95

Address
+$2 slliplJillgllul/ullillg

0 Volume II . $12.95
City State Z,p +$2 shippillgll/t/lldlillg

Country Phone 0 Volume III - $17.95
+$2 slrippillgllll/lldlillR

:!l!!: • Exp
0 All 3 volume~! - S30.00

Signature
+$2 ,flliPIJillgllu",dflll8

CPS,

Foreign orders (except Canada and Mexico) please add 55 per book for shipping and han<lling. Washlngu,Hl rC5llkm~ add 7.S'! sales tax.
MOSt orders arc shipped 'WIthin 5 workmg da)'s, hmo.cw/:'r. ple~ altow 4.(1 weeks deli_cry. US Funtb; drlil"," on US banks onl}.

Send to: Bvok of Soflkey~ PO Bolt II0846·T Tacoma. WA 911411 {206) 474--5750




